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Preface

I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the
society but the people themselves; and if we think them not
enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome
discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform
their discretion.

Thomas Jefferson (1820)

It has been recognized since the founding of the nation that education
has a civic mission: to prepare informed, rational, humane, and
participating citizens committed to the values and principles of
American constitutional democracy. This civic mission of the schools
has recently been reaffirmed in the National Education Goals
included in the Goals 2000: Educate America Act of 1994.

Goal 3 Student Achievement and Citizenship

By the year 2000, all students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12
having demonstrated competency over challenging subject
matter including...civics and government...so that they may be
prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and
productive employment....

All students will be involved in activities that promote and
demonstrate...good citizenship, community service, and
personal responsibility.

Goal 6 Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

By the year 2000, every adult American will be literate and will
possess the knowledge and skills necessary to...exercise the
rights and responsibilities of citizenship.

To help achieve these goals, the Center f'.r Civic Education (Center)
has developed these voluntary National Standards for Civics and
Government for students in kindergarten through grade twelve (K-12)
supported by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement
(OERI) of the U.S. Department of Education and The Pew Charitable
Trusts.

These National Standards for Civics and Government are intended to
help schools develop competent and responsible citizens who possess a
reasoned commitment to the fundamental values and principles that
are essential to the preservation and improvementof American
constitutional democracy.

This document is limited to content standards specifying what
students should know and be able to do in the field of civics and
government. Content standards are not course outlines. They are
"exit" standards; they specify what students should know and be
able to do as they "exit"or complete the 4th, 8th, and 12th grades.
Achievement of these standards should be fostered not only by
explicit attention to civic education in the curriculum, but also in
related subjects such as history, literature, geography, economics, and
the sciences and by the informal curriculum of the school, the

7
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pattern of relations maintained in the school and its governance. To
achieve the standards students must be provided with the kinds of
learning opportunities in the classroom, school, and community that
foster the skills necessary for civic participation.

Standards alone cannot improve student achievement, teacher
performance, or school quality, but they can be an important stimulus
for change. They provide widely agreed upon guidelines for what all
students in this nation should learn and be able to do in the field of
civics and government. They are useful in the development of
curricular frameworks, course outlines, textbooks, professional
development programs, and systems of assessment. These national
standards are voluntary. They are provided as a resource to state and
local education agencies and others interested in the improvement of
education in civics and government.

These standards should not be considered to be a static or "fmished"
document. They should form the basis for continuing discussion, and
they will be revised periodically in light of research, new scholarship,
and public commentary.

The Center wishes to express its appreciation to the many people who
have contributed to the development of the National Standards for
Civics and Government. and to the funding agencies that supported
the project. The developmental process benefitted from the comments
of persons who have participated in more than one hundred-fifty open
hearings and public discussions of the standards. Well over one
thousand teachers and other educators, scholars, parents, elected
officials, and representatives of public and private organizations and
groups have provided critical comments on successive drafts in the
two-year developmental period. Leaders in civic education from
numerous other nations also have shared the benefit of their
experience and provided valuable insights in the standards-setting
process. Names of all colleagues who have provided written critiques
are listed in the appendices.

The Center has attempted to be responsive to the many excellent
suggestions received. Our aim has been to provide a useful and
balancer! document reflecting a broad consensus among educators,
scholars, and others who have contributed to the development of
these standards. Any shortcomings in the standards are the
responsibility of the Center.

Ultimately, the value of these standards will be determined in the
classroom by knowledgeable, skilled, and dedicated teachers who
have the capacity to make the study of civics and government the
relevant, vital, and inspiring experience it should be. Teachers who
foster students' natural, youthful idealism, and commitment to
working together enhance the realization of the goals of American
constitutional democracy.

Center for Civic
Education
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I. Rationale for education in civics and government

There is an old saying that the course of civilization is a
race between catastrophe and education. In a
democracy such as ours, we must make sure that
education wins the race.

John F. Kennedy (1958)

A. The civic mission of the schools. Although it has been argued
that the establishment of the proper institutions is sufficient to
maintain a free society, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, John
Adams, and others recognized that even the mostwell-designed
institutions are not sufficient. Ultimately, a free society must rely
on the knowledge, skills, and virtue of its citizens and those they
elect to public office. Civic education, therefore, is essential to the
preservation and improvement of American constitutional
democracy.

The goal of education in civics and government is informed,
responsible participation in political life by competent citizens
committed to the fundamental values and principles of American
constitutional democracy. Their effective and responsible
participation requires the acquisition of a body of knowledge and of
intellectual and participatory skills. Effective and responsible
participation also is furthered by development of certain dispositions
or traits of character that enhance the individual's capacity to
participate in the political process and contribute to thehealthy
functioning of the political system and improvement of society.

Many institutions help to develop Americans' knowledge and
skills and shape their civic character and commitments. The
family, religious institutions, the media, and community groups
exert important influences. Schools, however, bear a special and
historic responsibility for the development of civic competence and
civic responsibility. Schools fulfill that responsibility through
both forma) and informal curricula beginning in the earliest
grades and ofmtinuing through the entire educational process.

Formal instruction in civics and government should provide
students with a basic understanding of civic life, politics, and
government. It should help them understand the workings of
their own and other political systems as well as the relationship of
American politics and government to world affairs. Formal
instruction provides a basis for understanding the rights and
responsibilities of citizens in American constitutional democracy
and a framework for competent and responsible participation. The
formal curriculum should be augmented by related learning
experiences, in both school and community, that enable students
to learn how to participate in their own governance.

In addition to the formal curriculum, the importance of the
informal curriculum should be recognized. The informal
curriculum refers to the governance of the school community and
relationships among those within it. These relationships should
embody the fundamental values and principles of American
constitutional democracy. Classrooms and schools should be
managed by adults who govern in accordance with constitutional
values and principles and who display traits of character worth

Ill
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emulating. Students should be held accountable for behaving in
accordance with fair and reasonable standards and for respecting
the rights and dignity of others, including their peers.

B. The need. for increased attention to civic education.
Although the National Education Goals, as well as the goals,
curricular requirements, and policies of every state, express the
need for and extol the value of civic education, this vital part of
the student's overall education is seldom given sustained and
systematic attention in the K-12 curriculum. Inattention to civic
education stems in part from the assumption that the knowledge
and skills citizens need emerge as by-products of the study of
other disciplines or as an outcome of the process of schooling itself.

While it. is true that history, economics, literature, and other
subjects do enhance students' understanding of government and
politics, they cannot replace sustained, systematic attention to
civic education. Civics should be seen as a central concern from
kindergarten through twelfth grade, whether it is taught as a part
of other curricula or in separate units or courses.

Civics and government should be seen as a discipline equal to
others. Civics and government, like history and geography, is an
interdisciplinary subject. whose substance is drawn from the
disciplines of political science, political philosophy, history,
economics, and jurisprudence.

In sum, civic education should not be considered incidental to the
schooling of American youth. Civic education instead should he
considered central to the purposes of American education and
essential to the well-being of American democracy. It is
particularly important for students in less privileged
socio-economic circumstances. Research tells us that if these
students are to have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge
and skills essential for informed, effective citizenship, it must be
provided at elementary and secondary levels of their education.

"Government of the pcople, by the people, and for the people," in
Lincoln's phrase, means that the people have the right to control
their government. But this right is meaningless unless they have
the knowledge and skills to exercise that control and possets the
traits of character required to do so responsibly.

H. Goals and standards
The following definitions should be kept in mind while reading the
standards document.

A. Goals. Goals are statements of the overarching aims or ends of
education such as fostering the development of competent and
responsible citizens.

B. Standards. In the continuing effort to improve education in the
United States, standards of varying kinds have been identified.

Standards for students. Standards for students are
statements specifying what students should know and be able
to do, as well as the level of achievement that is to be expected
of them. Standards for students include content standards
and performance standards.

1 1
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Content standards. Content standards are statements of
what students should know and be able to do in a specific
discipline such as civics, history, or geography. Content
standards are concerned with the knowledge students
should acquire and the understandings they should develop,
as well as with the intellectual and participatory skills
students should develop in the course of their K-12
experience.
Performance standards. Performance standards are
criteria for determining students' levels of achievement of
content standards.

Standards for teachers. Standards for teachers are criteria
for determining whether teachers have the capacity to assist
their students in attaining high content and performance
standards. These criteria include the adequacy of their
preparation in the subjects they will teach, their ability to
communicate their knowledge, their pedagogical skills, and the
degree to which they stay abreast of their academic and
professional disciplines.
Standards fcr schools. Standards for schools are called
delivery, equity or opportunity-to-learn standards. They are
intended to guarantee insuring an equitable educational
environment by insuring that all children have the opportunity
to learn challenging subject matter.
Standards for state and local education agencies.
Standards for state and local education agencies are criteria for
judging the success of state and local educational agencies.

III. Content standards and intellectual and
participatory skills

The content standards in this document specify not only the content
to be mastered in civics and government, but also what students
should be able to do in relation to that content. These standards
include, either explicitly or implicitly, a specification of the
intellectual and participatory skills students should acquire.

A. Intellectual skills. Intellectual skills in civics and government
are inseparable from content. To be able to think critically about
a political issue, for example, one must have an understanding of
the issue, its history, and its contemporary relevance, as well as a
set of intellectual tools or considerations useful in dealing with
such an issue.

Many of the content standards require that "Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about... " a particular
topic or issue. These standards are followed by subsidiary
statements which are intended to specify the knowledge and
intellectual skills required to attain the standard.

Center far Civic
Education
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For example, the following standard is from the grade 9-12
standards:

Part M, E. "How does the American political system
provide for choice and opportunities for participation?"
on page 118-119.

3. Political communication: television, radio, the press,
and political persuasion. Students should be able to
evaluate, take, and defend positions on the ;nfluence of the
media on American political life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning and importance of freedom of the
press
evaluate the role in American politics of television,
radio, the press, newsletters, data bases, and emerging
means of communication, e.g., the internet, faxes,
electronic mail

compare and contrast various forms of political
persuasion and discuss the extent to which traditional
forms have been replaced by electronic media
explain how Congress, the president, state and local
public officials use the media to communicate with the
citizenry
evaluate historical and contemporary political
communications using such criteria as logical validity,
factual accuracy, emotional appeal, distorted evidence,
appeals to bias or prejudice, e.g.,

speeches such as Lincoln's "House Divided,"
Sojourner Truth's "Ain't I a Woman?", Chief Joseph's
"I Shall Fight No More Forever," Roosevelt's "Four
Freedoms," Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a
Dream"
government wartime information programs
campaign advertisements
political cartoons

B. Terms used to identify intellectual skills. Verbs in common
usage are used in these content standards to identify the
intellectual skills which students should develop. For example,
the standards require students to "describe," "explain," "evaluate,"
and "take and defend" positions. These verbs were chosen rather
than those found in some taxonomies used by professional
curriculum developers because they are readily understandable by
a broader audienceplrents, students, and the larger community.

l3
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The use of these verbs should not be interpreted to mean that the
standards do not call for the development of higher-order thinking
skills. Descriptions, explanations, and the evaluation, adoption,
and defense of positions can range from basic intellectual tasks to
those of the highest order.

The following are the verbs most commonly used in the standards
and the intellectual skills they specify. It should be noted that each
verb, such as the verb "identify," may specify a skill that may be
exercised at a range of levels, from the very simple act, for example,
of identifying a member of Congress in a particular district, to
identifying the criteria being used in a Supreme Court opinion.

1. "Identify." To identify things that are tangible (one's
representative) or intangible (justice). To identify
something may involve being able to (1) distinguish it from
something else, (2) classify or catalog something with
other items with similar attributes or, in some cases, (3)
determine its origin.

2. "Describe." To describe tangible or intangible objects,
processes, institutions, functions, purposes, means and
ends, qualities. To describe something is to be able to give
a verbal or written account of its basic attributes or
characteristics.

3. "Explain." To identify, describe, clarify, or interpret
something. One may explain (1) causes of events, (2) the
meaning or significance of events or ideas, (3) reasons for
various acts or positions.

4. "Evaluate a position." To use criteria or standards to
make judgments about the (1) strengths and weaknesses
of a position on a particular issue, (2) goals promoted by
the position, or (3) means advocated to attain the goals.

5. "Take a position." To use criteria or standards to arrive
at a position one can support (1) one may select from
alternative positions, or (2) create a novel position.

6. "Defend a position." To (1) advance arguments in favor
of one's position and (2) respond to or take into account
arguments opposed to one's position

C. Participatory skills. Education in civics and government must
not only address the acquisition of knowledge and intellectual
skills; it also must focus specifically on the development ofthose
skills required for competent participation in the political process.
These include such skills as

the capacity to influence policies and decisions by working with
others
clearly articulating interests and making them known to key
decision ;nd policy makers
building coalitions, negotiating, compromising, and seeking
consensus
managing conflicts

14
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Participatory skills are developed by providing students with
opportunities to practice these skills and to observe and interact
with those in their community who are adept in exercising them.

Learning opportunities useful in fostering participatory skills
include:

1. Monitoring politics and government. Students should
learn how to monitor the handling of issues by the political
process and by government. To help them attain this skill,
they might be assigned to

track an issue in the media; research the issue in libraries;
gather information from interest groups, members of
government, and government agencies
perform research tasks in the community, such as
interviewing people in public and private sectors involved
in the political process, or observing meetings and hearings
of public and private sector groups dealing with particular
issues
report and reflect on their experiences

2. Influencing politics and government. Students should
learn how to influence politics and government. To help
them attain this skill, they can

take part in the politics and governance of their classrooms
and schools by working in groups to reach agreements
about school rules, assuming roles of authority,
campaigning for student offices, advocating desired
changes in school policy, and taking part in student courts
take part in simulations of the activities of government and
private sector agencies aid organizations, e.g., town
meetings, administrative and legislative hearings, judicial
hearings such as mock trials and moot courts, policy
development meetings of organized groups, lobbying,
nominating conventions, campaigns and elections, model
UN meetings
observe governmental agencies and private sector
organizations at work
learn how members of government and private
organizations attempt to influence public policy by
listening and talking to representatives visiting their
classrooms

present positions to student councils, school
administrators, school boards
write letters to newspapers and members of government
meet with members of government to advocate their
positions
testify before public bodies
perform service in their schools or communities directly
related to civic life, politics, and government

15
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IV. Performance standards
Performance standards are statements of criteria to be used to
measure levels of student achievement of content standards. These
criteria may be used, for example, to assess a student's written or oral
performance related to a specific content standard. An illustrative
performance standard specifying three levels (basic, proficient, and
advanced) of increasingly sophisticated student responses, each
including and expanding on the previous level, is included in an
appendix to this document. A complete set of performance standards
to accompany these content standards will be developed by the Center
if funding becomes available.

V. Vocabulary used in content standards
These standards are multidisciplinary; they draw most heavily from
the fields of political philosophy, political science, constitutional law
and jurisprudence, and history. Two criteria have guided the selection
of vocabulary for the standards: (1) those terms most essential for all
students and (2) those terms most useful in understanding the world
of politics and government.

In the first instance, the standards have refrained from using some of
the terms of scholarly discourse and, in some cases, have used
commonly known synonyms when it appeared useful to do so. In the
second instance, the standards employ terms required to understand
the world of politics and government. The standards, therefore, have
sometimes used terms from scholarly discourse that may not be
generally familiar, because they are useful in describing and
understanding politics and government.

Some essential terms not in common usage or which might be
misunderstood are described briefly. These and other terms are
defined in the standards or included in the glossary.

A. Civic life/private life. Civic life is the public life of the citizen
concerned with the affairs of the community and nation, that is,
the public realm. Private life, by comparison, is the personal life of
the individual devoted to the pursuit of private interests.

B. Civil society. Civil society is the sphere of voluntary personal,
social, and economic relationships and organizations that,
although limited by law, is not part of governmental institutions.
Civil society provides a domain where individuals are free from
unreasonable interference from government. Many people argue
that civil society, by providing for centers of political power
outside government, is an indispensable means of maintaining
limited government.

C. Constitution. The term "constitution" has various meanings,
and constitutions serve differing purposes in different nations. In
some nations a constitution is merely a description of a form of
government. In the United States, as well as in some other
nations, a constitution is a form of higher law that establishes and
limits government in order to protect individual rights as well as
to promote the common good. In the United States, constitutional
government is equated with limited government.

16
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D. Liberalism. In addition to the experience of limited
self-government during the colonial period and the experience of
the American Revolution, the development of American
constitutional democracy has been influenced by several
intellectual traditions. Two of the most important of these are the
complementary but sometimes contradictory philosophical
traditions of classical republicanism and liberalism.
Classical republicanism emphasizes the ideal of the common good
while liberalism stresses individual rights. The Preamble of the
United States Constitution contains ideals often associated with
republicanism. The Declaration of Independence is a classic and
succinct statement of the central ideas of liberal theory.

The term "liberal" is derived from "liberty." The ideas associated
with liberalism were developed during the Protestant
Reformation, the rise of market economies and free enterprise,
and were further elaborated during the eighteenth-century
Enlightenment. Liberalism refers to a political theory developed
by thinkers such as John Locke. They argued that the principal
purpose of government is the protection of individual rights, the
"unalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,"
of which Jefferson spoke in the Declaration of Independence.
They also held that the authority of the government is based on
the consent of the people. That authority, they insisted, should be
limited to the protection of individual rights.

A liberal democracy is a democracy based on the ideas of
liberalism, the most important of which are the protection of
individual rights and consent of the governed as the basis of
political authority. Historians and political scientists have
characterized most of the advanced western democracies as
"liberal democracies." The United States is a classic example of
this form of government. Since "liberal" is often used to identify a
position on the liberalconservative political spectrum in
American politics, these standards classify the United States as a
"constitutional democracy" rather than a "liberal democracy" and
limit the treatment of the history of liberalism and liberal
democracy to the standards at ...he 9-12 level.

E. Republicanism. Republics are states governed by elected
repro sentatives of the people. Republics can be contrasted to
monarchies. While monarchs traditionally ruled by personal
authority over their subjects, the government of republics is in
principle the common concern of the people (res publica, "thing of
the people"). Republics are similar to direct democracies in that
sovereignty lies in the whole citizenry; but republics differ from
direct democracies in that power is usually exercised by elected
representatives rather than directly by the people.

The American Founders were influenced by the republican ideas
of both ancient Greece and Rome. Classical republicanism,
especially in Rome, stressed two central ideas. One was that the
primary purpose of government is to promote the common good of
the whole society rather than that of one particular class or
segment of society. The second purpose was the necessity for the
civic virtue of its citizens. Civic virtue requires the citizen to place
the public or common good above private interest.
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F. Politics. Politics is the process by which a group of people, whose
opinions or interests might be divergent (1) reach collective
decisions that are generally regarded as binding on the group and
enforced as common policy, (2) seek the power to influence
decisions about such matters as how their government will
manage the distribution of resources, the allocation of benefits
and burdens, and the management of conflicts, and (3) accomplish
goals they could not realize as individuals.

G. Systems of shared powers. Although the political system of the
United States has traditionally been called a presidential system
or system of separated powers, these terms do not reflect the
reality of the complex system of dispersed powers created by the
Constitution. It is inaccurate to say, for example, that the power
to make laws has been separated and given solely to the
legislature.

Although powers are separated among the different branches of
national, state, and local governments, they also are shared. Each
branch shares some of the powers and functions of the other
branches. For example, although Congress may pass laws, the
president may veto them. Some law, administrative law, is
created by the executive branch. Finally, Congress passes laws,
but the Supreme Court may review their constitutionality.

Contemporary students of government increasingly refer to the
United States and nations with similar arrangements for the
distribution, sharing, and limitation of powers as "systems of
shared powers," because this phrase is a more accurate
description than the term "separation of powers." It is therefore
being used in these standards.

H. Citizens and Americans. The term "citizen" is used throughout
this document in a broad, encompassing sense. For example,
students are citizens of their classroom and their school. They also
are citizens of their neishborhood and community. As a matter of
fact, many of the rights, responsibilities, and citizenship activities
described in these standards apply to all residents of the United
States and its territories, not to natural-born or naturalized
citizens alone. Section V.1.A., of the 5-8 and 9-12 standards,
however, does define citizenship more precisely where it is
appropriate to do so.

The term "Americans" also is used throughout this document.
While it is true that others in the Western Hemisphere also
consider themselves to be "Americans," that name generally is
recognized as designating the people of the United States of
America.

VI. Audiences and uses of national standards
The principal audiences for this document are

A. Teachers. Content standards provide teachers with clear
statements of what they should teach their students. They
promote fairness by providing teachers with adequate notice of
what is expected of them.

1c
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B. Teacher education and credentialing institutions.
Standards provide teacher education and credentialing
institutions with clear guidelines for training teachers and
granting credentials. Specifying what students from kindergarten
through grade twelve should know and be able to do will give
guidance for pre-service course selection and help ensure that
teachers themselves benefit from a rigorous curriculum.

C. Assessment specialists. Standards are essential to the
development of assessment programs designed to determine
acceptable levels of performance.

D. Parents and the community. Standards will provide parents
and other community members with understandable information
about what should be taught and learned in K-12 education.

E. Curriculum developers. Standards provide guidance for the
development of high quality curricular programs, textbooks, and
other related educational materials.

F. Policy makers. Standards and evidence of their achievement
provide a rational basis for the development and implementation
of public policy in education.

it
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K-4 Content Standards

I. WHAT IS GOVERNMENT AND WHAT SHOULD IT DO? 15

A. What is government? 15

B. Where do people in government get the authority to make, apply,
and enforce rules and laws and manage disputes about them? 16

C. Why is government necessary? 17

D. What are some of the most important things governments do? 17

E. What are the purposes of rules and laws? 18

F. How can you evaluate rules and laws? 19

G. What are the differences between limited and unlimited
governments? 19

H. Why is it important to limit the power of government? 20

II. WHAT ARE THE BASIC VALUES AND PRINCIPLES OF
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 22

A. What are the most important values and principles of American
democracy? 22

B. What are some important beliefs Americans have about themselves
and their government? 23

C. Why is it important for Americans to share certain values, principles,
and beliefs? 25

D. What are the benefits of diversity in the United States? 25

E. How should conflicts about diversity be prevented or managed? 26

F. How can people work together to promote the values and principles
of American democracy? 27
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III. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 28

A. What is the United States Constitution and why is it important? 28

B. What does the national government do and how does it protect
individual rights and promote the common good? 29

C. What are the major responsibilities of state governments? 30

D. What are the major responsibilities of local governments? 31

E. Who represents you in the legislative and executive branches of your
local, state, and national governments?

IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS?

A. How is the world divided into nations?
B. How do nations interact with one another?

V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE CITIZEN IN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY?

32

33

33

33

35

A. What does it mean to be a citizen of the United States? 35

B. How does a person become a citizen? 35

C. What are important rights in the United States? 36

D. What are important responsibilities of Americans? 36

E. What dispositions or traits of character are important to the
preservation and improvement of American democracy? 37

F. How can Americans participate in their government? 38

G. What is the importance of political leadership and public service? 39

H. How should Americans select leaders? 40
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I. WHAT IS GOVERNMENT AND WHAT SHOULD IT DO?

A. What is government?

Content summary and rationale
At the early elementary level, government can be described as the
people and groups within a society with the authority to make, carry out,
and enforce laws and to manage disputes about them. Understanding
what government does may be initiated in early grades by having
students look at the governance of the family and school as analogous to
the governance of the larger community and the nation. In the family, for
example, parents make rules governing the behavior of their children.
They also are responsible for enforcing these rules and for settling
disputes when conflicts arise about them. In schools, teachers and
administrators make, carry out, and enforce rules and laws and manage
disputes about them.

These fundamental ideas about government and its functions provide a
basis on which children in their earliest school years can begin to develop
an understanding of the formal and informal institutions and processes of
government in their communities, states, and the nation.

Content standards
1. Defining government. Students should b' able to provide a basic

description of government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe government in terms of the people and groups who make,
apply, and enforce rules and laws for others in their family, school,
community, and nation and who manage disputes about them, e.g.,

adult family members make, apply, and enforce rules for their
children and manage disputes about them
teachers, principals, and school boards make, apply, and
enforce rules and laws for their schools and manage disputes
about them
city councils and mayors make, apply, and enforce rules and
laws for their communities
governors and state legislatures make, apply, and enforce rules
and laws for their states
tribal governments make, apply, enforce rules and laws for
tribal members in Indian country
the national government makes, applies, and enforces rules
and laws for the nation
courts at all levels apply laws, manage disputes, and punish
lawbreakers

Grades K-4
Page 15

Government can be
described as the people
and groups within a
society with the
authority to make,
carry out, and enforce
laws and to manage
disputes about them.

Center for Civic
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Governments are
instituted among
Men, deriving their
just Powers from the
Consent of the
Governed....
Declaration of Independence

(1776)

Center for Civic
Education

B. Where do people in government get the authority to
make, apply, and enforce rules and laws and manage
disputes about them?

Content summary and rationale
Since government is defined as people and groups with authority to
perform certain functions in a society, it is important to understand the
concept of authority and the related concept of power. Power may be
understood, in its relationship to government, as the capacity to direct or
control someone or something. As such, power is a neutral term, it may
be directed to good or bad ends. Authority is power that people have the
right to use because of custom, law, or consent of the governed. In the
United States, the authority of the government comes from the consent of
the people.

Authority may be understood, at the elementary level, as the right of people
in certain positions, such as parent, guardian, teacher, police officer, or
president, to direct or control others. In the case of parents, authority comes
from law and custom. People in other positions of authority gain the right to
direct or control others by being appointed or elected. Students at an early
age can understand that the person employed as a teacher has the right to
teach the class and control the behavior of the students in it. A crossing
guard has the right to control traffic and pedestrians. That right comes from
laws that establish the position and describe the duties persons taking the
position must fulfill. Those laws were made by others in positions of
authority, such as legislators, selected by the people to represent them.

An understanding of the difference between power and authority is essential
for understanding whether people with power have the right to exercise it.

Content standards
1. Defining power and authority. Students should be able to explain

the difference between authority and power without authority, and
that authority comes from custom, law, and the consent of the
governed.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain that power is the ability to direct or control something or
someone

explain that authority is power that people have the right to use
because of custom, law, or the consent of the governed

parents have authority to direct and control their children; this
authority comes from both custom and law
governors of states have the authority to carry out and enforce
laws; this authority comes from law and the consent of the
people who have elected the governors

identify examples of authority, e.g., the authority of teachers and
administrators to make rules for schools, the authority of a
crossing guard to direct traffic, the authority of the president to
command the armed forces

identify examples of power without authority, e.g., a neighborhood
bully forcing younger children to give up their lunch money, a
robber holding up r bank

4
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C. Why is government necessary?

Content summary and rationale
Many people have argued that life without government would be
dangerous and miserable. Unfortunately, evidence supporting this claim
is provided daily by events in some communities in the United States and
in other nations where the controlling influences of government are weak
or non-existent. It also is clear that goveri ment, when directed toward
worthy purposes and conducted effectively in accord with basic principles
of justice, can be a powerful force for the protection of the rights of
individuals and the promotion of the common good.

An understanding of the necessity of government and its usefulness in
promoting agreed upon goals which benefit the individ4a1 and society is
essential for the development of informed, competent and responsible
citizens.

Content standards
1. Necessity and purposes of government. Students should be able

to explain why government is necessary in their classroom, school,
community, state, and nation, and the basic purposes of government
in the United States.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain probable consequences of the absence of government and
of rules and laws

the strong may take advantage of the weak and act in their
own selfish interests
people may become disorderly or violent and threaten others'
lives, liberty, and property
people would feel insecure, unable to plan for the future, or to
predict how others would behave, e.g., if there were no traffic
laws, people could not predict on which side of the road cars
would drive or that drivers would stop at red lights

explain that the basic purposes of government in the United
States are to protect the rights of individuals and to promote the
common good

D. What are some of the most important things
governments do?

Content summary and rationale
An understanding of the basic things governments do may be developed
by an examination of how schools and local communities make, carry out,
enforce, and manage conflicts over rules and laws.

Understanding at the school and community level provides a basis for
understanding how similar functions of government are carried out at
state and national levels. It also may help students develop a more
positive attitude toward government and an interest in participating in
its activities.

Life without
government would be
dangerous and
miserable.

Governments make,
carry out, enforce, and
manage conflicts over
rules and laws.

Center for Civic
Education
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Laws can protect
rights, provide
benefits, and assign
responsibilities.

Laws can be used to
provide order,
predictability, and
security.

Law, strictly
understood, has as
its first and
principal object the
ordering of the
common good.

St. Thomas Aquinas
(13th Century)

4 Center for Civic
Ed ucation

Content standards
1. Functions of government. Students should be able to explain some

of the major things goven ments do in their school, community, state,
and nation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe some major things governments do

make laws that establish schools, provide health services, and
require licenses for drivers
carry out laws that provide for crossing guards at schools,
build and maintain highways, conduct immunization programs
enforce laws that require people to obey traffic, health, child
labor, and sanitation laws
manage conflicts so that disputes between people can be
settled peacefully
provide for the defense of the nation

explain how government makes it possible for people working
together to accomplish goals they could not achieve alone

E. What are the purposes of rules and laws?

Content summaty and rationale
In families and in less complex societies, customs, traditions, and rules
play an important role in guiding behavior and establishing order. In
more complex societies, laws are enacted to perform similar functions.

Laws can be used to provide order, predictability, and security. Laws
describe ways people should behave, and they can protect rights, provide
benefits, and assign responsibilities.

A constitutional democracy such as the United States is governed by a
rule of law that applies not only to the governed, but also tothose who
govern.

Law, its uses, and its influence are pervasive in the United States. An
understanding of how it is used and its potential for promoting agreed
upon ends is essential to an understanding of government.

Content standards
1. Purposes of rules and laws. Students should be able to explain the

purposes of rules and laws and why they are important in their
classroom, school, community, state, and nation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that rules and laws can be used to

describe ways people should bel aye, e.g., attend school
and do homework, raise one's hand and be recognized before
speaking in class, respect other peoples' privacy and property
provide order, predictability, and security, e.g., rules that
require people to take turns, traffic laws that require people to
drive on the right side of the street, laws that protect people
from others who want to harm them or take their property
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protect rights, e.g., laws that protect people's right to practice
whatever religion they wish to, laws that provide equal
opportunities for all students to get a free, public education
provide benefits, e.g., laws that provide for schools, health
services, public transportation, highways and airports
assign burdens or responsibilities, e.g., laws that require
people to pay taxes or to perform military service in times of
national emergency
limit the power of people in authority, e.g., laws that
require teachers and school administrators to treat all students
fairly, laws that prevent parents from abusing their children

F. How can you evaluate rules and laws?

Content summary and rationale
Not every rule or law is a good one. It is important, therefore, that young
children become familiar with criteria that can be used to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of rules or laws. It also is important that they
learn to draft rules or laws that meet that criteria. An understanding of
criteria useful in evaluating rules and laws also is important for adult
Americans. It provides citizens with a basis for participating intelligently
in the evaluation of existing and proposed laws.

Content standards
1. Evaluating rules and laws. Students should be able to explain and

apply criteria useful in evaluating rules and laws.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of a school rule or a state
law by determining if it is

well designed to achieve its purposes
understandable, i.e., clearly written; purposes are explicit
possible to follow, i.e., does not demand the impossible
fair, i.e., not biased against or for any individual or group
designed to protea individual rights and promote the common
good

draft a school rule that meets these criteria

G. What are the differences between limited and
unlimited governments?

Content summary and rationale
A limited government is one in which everyone, including all of the
people in positions of authority, must obey the laws. In the United
States, effective limitations are placed upon those in authority by the
Constitution and Bill of Rights and numerous other laws. These limits

2'1

Not every rule or law
is a good one.

Limits on government
are designed to protect
fundamental values
and principles and to
insure that
government serves the
purposes for which it
was established.

Center for Civic
Education
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[The government of
the United States is]
a government
limited...by the
authority of a
paramount
Constitution.

James Madison (1788)

Wherever Law ends,
Tyranny begins.

John Locke (1690)

Limited government
is...essential to the
protection of
individual rights.

Center for Civic
Education

are designed to protect fundamental values and principles and to insure
that government serves the purposes for which it was established.
Unlimited governments, by contrast, are those in which there are no
effective controls over those in power.

An understanding of the differences between limited and unlimited
government provides a basis for making reasoned judgments about
whether people in authority are acting in accord with the responsibilities
they have been assigned and the limitations placed upon their powers.

Content standards
1. Limited and unlimited governments. Students should be able to

explain the basic differences between limited and unlimited
governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain that in a limited government everyone, including all the
people in positions of authority, must obey the laws. This even
includes the president of the United States
give examples of laws that limit file power of people in
government, e.g.,

laws that prohibit a teacher from releasing personal
information about students to people other than their parents
or guardians
laws that prohibit governments from discriminating against
people because of their religious or political beliefs

explain that an unlimited government is one in which there are no
effective controls over the powers of its rulers, who cannot be
easily removed from office by peaceful, legal means, e.g.,
governments run by dictators

H. Why is it important to limit the power of
government?

Content summary and rationale
In the United States, the powers of government are limited to insure that
people in positions of authority fulfill the responsibilities they have been
assigned, serve the major purposes of government, and do not misuse or
abuse the power they have been given. Limited government thus is seen
as essential to the protection of the rights of individuals.

An understanding of the reasons for and the necessity of limited
government is essential if citizens are to control their government and
make sure it fulfills its purposes.

28
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Content standards
1. Importance of limited government. Students should be able to

explain why limiting the powers of government is important to their
own lives.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain why limited government is important for the protection of
individual rights such as

personal rights to
choose their own friends
believe what they wish

enjoy the privacy of their homes

practice the religion of their choice

political rights to
express their opinions

vote

meet or associate with others
ask government to change laws they think are unfair

economic rights to
choose the kind of work they please

own property

0J Center for Civic
Education at,
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The Spirit that
prevails among Men
of all degrees, all ages
and sexes is the Spirit
of Liberty.

Abigail Adams (1775)

We hold these Truths
to be self-evident, that
all Men are created
equal, that they are
endowed by their
Creator with certain
unalienable Rights,
that among these are
Life, Liberty, and the
Pursuit of Happiness.
Declaration of Independence

(1776)

(Mat this nation,
under God, shall have
a new birth of
freedom; and that
government of the
people, by the people,
for the people, shall
not perish from the
earth.

Abraham Lincoln (1863)

Str.

iCenter for Civic
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H. WHAT ARE THE BASIC VALUES AND PRINCIPLES OF
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY?

A. What are the most important values and principles of
American democracy?

Content summary and rationale
The fundamental values and principles of American democracy provide
common ground for Americans to work together to promote the
attainment of individual, community, and national goals.

These values and principles are expressed in the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, the Gettysburg Address, and other
significant documents, speeches, and writings.

Students' understanding of these fundamental values and principles and
their importance for themselves, their community, and their nation is an
essential first step in fostering a reasoned commitment to them. This
commitment is essential to the preservation and improvement of
American democracy.

Content standards
1. Fundamental values and principles. Students should be able to

explain the importance of the fundamental values and principles of
American democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance for themselves, their school, their
community, and their nation of each of the following fundamental
values of American democracy:

individual rights to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of
happiness
the public or common good
justice
equality of opportunity
diversity
truth

a patriotism
explain the importance for themselves, their school, their
community, and their nation of each of the following fundamental
principles of American democracy:

the people are sovereign; they are the ultimate source of the
authority of the government"We the People..." have created
the government, given it limited power to protect their rights
and promote the common good, and can remove people from
office and change the government
the power of government is limited by law
people exercise their authority directly by voting for or against
certain rules, laws, or candidates as well as by voting in
community or town meetings

ilk
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people exercise their authority indirectly through
representatives they elect to make, apply, and enforce laws and
to manage disputes about them
decisions are based on majority rule, but minority rights are
protected

identify fundamental values and principles as they are expressed
in the Declaration of Independence, Preamble to the United States
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, Pledge of Allegiance, speeches,
songs, and stories

B. What are some important beliefs Americans have
about themselves and their government?

Content summary and rationale
Although the United States is one of the most diverse nations in the
world, amidst this diversity there are a number of important values,
principles, and beliefs that Americans hold in common. First among
them is a commitment to the fundamental values and principles of
American democracy, such as the right to freedom of religion, speech, the
press, and to the rule of law. Americans also hold other beliefs and values
in common such as the importance placed on the individual and
individual rights, equality of opportunity, education, the law, work, and
voluntarism.

An understanding of this unifying framework of commonly held values,
principles, and beliefs provides a basis and common ground for
understanding and working with others.

Content standards
1. Distinctive characteristics of American society. Students

should be able to identify some important beliefs commonly held by
Americans about themselves and their government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to describe the
following beliefs commonly held by Americans

Importance of the individual. Students should be able to
explain that Americans believe

a primary purpose of government is to protect the rights of the
individual to life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of happiness
another important purpose of government is to promote the
common good

individuals have the right to differ about politics, religion, or
any other matter
individuals have the right to express their views without fear
of being punished by their peers or their government
the vote of one individual should count as much as another's

Importance of their school, community, state, and nation.
Students should be able to explain that Americans believe that

everyone should be concerned about the well-being of his/her
school, community, state, and nation

3i

First among the ideas
Americans hold in
common is a
commitment to the
values and principles
of American
democracy, such as the
right to freedom of
religion, speech, and
the press.

An understanding of
this unifying
framework of
commonly held values,
principles, and beliefs
provides a basis and
common ground for
understanding and
working with others.

Center for Civic
Education
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Equal rights for all,
special privileges for
none.

Thomas Jefferson (c.1780)

No one can make you
feel inferior without
your consent.

Eleanor Roosevelt (1937)

Education is
essential for
informed and
effective citizenship.

I am not ashamed to
confess that
twenty-five years ago
I was a hired laborer,
hauling rails, at
work on a flatboat
just what might
happen to any poor
man's son. I want
every man to have a
chance.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1855)

Center for Civic
Education

people should try to improve the quality of life in their schools,
communities, states, and nation
people should help others who are less fortunate than they and
assist them in times of need, emergency, or natural disaster

Importance of equality of opportunity and equal protection
of the law. Students should be able to explain that Americans
believe that

all people have a right to equal opportunity in education,
employment, housing, and to equal access to public facilities
such as parks and playgrounds
all people have a right to participate in political life by
expressing their opinions and trying to persuade others; all
citizens over 18 years of age have the right to vote; and citizens
who meet age and other qualifications have the right to seek
public office
everyone has the right to be treated equally in the eyes of the
law

Importance of respect for the law. Students should be able to
explain that Americans believe that

everyone, including government officials, must obey the law
people have the right to work together to see that laws they
consider unfair or unwise are changed by peaceful means

Importance of education. Students should be able to explain
that Americans believe that

education is essential for informed and effective citizenship
education is important for earning a living
everyone should take advantage of the opportunity to be
educated
everyone has a right to public education
people with special needs should be provided with appropriate
educational opportunities, e.g., students with disabilities,
children of migrant workers, adults who need training for
employment

Importance of work. Students should be able to explain that
Americans believe that

work is important to a person's independence and self-esteem
work is important to the well-being of the family, community,
state, and nation
adults should work to support themselves and their
dependents, unless they are ill
all honest work is worthy of respect

Importance of voluntarism. Students should be able to explain
that Americans believe that

people should volunteer to help others in their family, schools,
communities, state, nation, and the world
volunteering is a source of individual satisfaction and
fulfillment
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C. Why is it important for Americans to share certain
values, principles, and beliefs?

Content summary and rationale
In contrast to most other nations, the identity of an American is defined
by shared political values, principles, and beliefs rather than by
ethnicity, race, religion, class, language, gender, or national origin. These
shared values and principles have helped to promote cohesion in the daily
life of Americans and in times of crisis they have enabled Americans to
find common ground with those who differ from them.

To understand their nation, citizens should appreciate the nature and
importance of shared values, principles, and beliefs which provide a
foundation for the stability of their government.

Content standards
1. American identity. Students should be able to explain the

importance of Americans sharing and supporting certain values,
principles, and beliefs.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain that Americans are united by the values, principles, and
beliefs they share rather than by ethnicity, race, religion, class,
language, gender, or national origin
explain the importance of shared values, principles, and beliefs to
the continuation and improvement of American democracy
identify basic documents that set forth shared values, principles,
and beliefs, e.g., Declaration of Independence, United States
Constitution and Bill of Rights, Pledge of Allegiance

identify symbols used to depict Americans' shared values,
principles, and beliefs and explain their meaning, e.g., the flag,
Statue of Liberty, Statue of Justice, Uncle Sam, Great Seal,
national anthem, oaths of office, and mottoes such as E Pluribus
Unum

describe holidays Americans celebrate and explain how they
reflect their shared values, principles, and beliefs, e.g., the Fourth
of July, Labor Day, Memorial Day, Presidents' Day, Columbus
Day, Thanksgiving, Veterans Day, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
Birthday

D. What are the benefits of diversity in the United
States?

Content summary and rationale
Diversity has contributed to the vitality and creativity of the United
States by increasing the range of viewpoints, ideas, customs, and choices
available to each individual in almost every aspect of life.

An understanding of the benefits of diversity to the individual and society
as well as some of its costs may reduce irrational conflicts and unfair
discrimination and provide a basis for the equitable handling of conflicts
that do arise.

The principle on
which this country
was founded and by
which it has always
been governed is that
Americanism is a
matter of the mind
and heart;
Americanism is not,
and never was, 'a
matter of race and
ancestry. A good
American is one who
is loyal to this country
and to our creed of
liberty and democracy.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
(1943)

America is woven of
many strands; I would
recognize them and let
it so remain.... Our
fate is to become one
and yet many.

Ralph Ellison (1952)

Center for Civic
Education
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Let us at all times
remember that all
American citizens
are brothers of a
common country,
and should dwell
together in the bonds
of fraternal feeling.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1860)

The one absolutely
certain way of
bringing this nation
to ruin, of
preventing all
possibility of its
continuing to be a
nation at all would
be to permit it to
become a tangle of
squabbling
nationalities... each
preserving its
separate nationality.

Theodore Roosevelt
(c.1912)

Center for Civic
Education

1.

Content standards
Diversity in American society. Students should be able to describe
diversity in the United States and identify its benefits.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the meaning of the word diversity
identify common forms of diversity in the United States, e.g.,
ethnic, racial, religious, class, linguistic, gender, national origin

explain why there is so much diversity in the United States
describe some benefits of diversity, e.g., it

fosters a variety of viewpoints, new ideas, and fresh ways of
looking at and solving problems
provides people with choices in the arts, music, literature, and
sports
helps people appreciate cultural raditions and practices other
than their own

describe some of the costs of diversity
people sometimes discriminate unfairly against others on the
basis of their age, religious beliefs, race, or disability
members of different groups misunderstand each other and
conflicts may arise

E. How should conflicts about diversity be prevented or
managed?

Content summary and rationale
Conflicts arising from diversity are inevitable. Some conflicts however,
can be prevented by enhancing communication, by learning how and why
people differ and by sharing common beliefs and goals.

The fair management of conflicts that do arise can be achieved by
adhering to fundamental principles of procedural justice such as
providing an opportunity for all sides to present their points of view and
by arranging for arbitration by an impartial third party.

Content standards
1. Prevention and management of conflicts. Students should be

able to identify and evaluate ways conflicts about diversity can be
prevented and managed.

To achieve this standard, student should be able to
identify examples of conflicts caused by diversity, e.g., unfair
discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, language,
and gender; alienation of one group from another; efforts to
impose beliefs and customs on others
evaluate ways conflicts about diversity can be prevented, such as by

encouraging communication among different groups
identifying common beliefs, interests, and goals

34
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working together on school and community problems and
projects
learning about others' customs, beliefs, history, problems,
hopes and dreams
listening to different points of view
focusing on the beliefs Americans share
adhering to the values and principles of American democracy

evaluate ways conflicts about diversity can be managed fairly,
such as those which

provide opportunities for people to present their points of view,
e.g., to the student council, school board, city council, court of
law
arrange for an impartial individual or group to listen to all
sides of a conflict and suggest solutions to problems

F. How can people work together to promote the values
and principles of American democracy?

Content summary and rationale
A general agreement on the values and principles of American democracy
provides a basis for people to come together to manage their differences
and to promote the ideals upon which the nation is foundedthe
protection of the rights of the individual and the promotion of the
common good. Students must learn that in order to protect their own
rights, they must be responsible for supporting the rights of others, even
those with whom they may disagree or dislike. To provide a safe and
healthy community, all must agree to work together. This may mean
merely refraining from littering or writing graffiti or it may mean
vohmteering for school or community service. It may also mean working
with others to get new laws passed that will benefit themselves and their
community.

Content standards
1. Promoting ideals. Students should be able to identify ways people

can work together to promote the values and principles of American
democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain how they can promote the values and principles of
American democracy by

respecting the rights of others, e.g., allowing those with whom
they disagree to express their views; not invading the privacy
of others; not discriminating unfairly against others because of
their race, ethnicity, language, gender, or religious beliefs
helping to promote the common good, e.g., volunteering for
school and community service, cleaning up the environment
participating in government, e.g., voting, becoming informed
about public issues, attempting to change laws by writing to
legislators, serving on juries

3 5
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I have a dream that my
four little children will
one day live in a
nation where they will
not be judged by the
color of their skin but
by the content of their
character.

Martin Luther King Jr.
(663)

Center for Civic
Education
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It should be made
clear to all
Americans at an
early age that
government is their
servant, not their
master.
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We the People of the
United States...do
ordain and establish
this Constitution for
the United States of
America.

Preamble to the U.S.
Constitution (1787)

Center for Civic
Education

IIL HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY?

A. What is the United States Constitution and why is it
important?

Content summary and rationale
The United States Constitution is a written set of laws that

states that the basic purposes of government are protecting the
rights of individuals and promoting the common good
organizes the government and grants and divides its powers
among the legislative, executive, and judicial branches
Emil the powers of government to prevent their misuse or abuse

makes it clear that the government is the servant of the
peoplethe people created the government, they control it, and
they have the right to change it and to remove anyone working in
government who is failing to fulfill his or her responsibilities

Americans should learn at an early age that government is their servant,
not their master. It exists to protect their rights and to promote the
common good. The Constitution of the United States sets forth these
purposes and it provides a basis for understanding the fundamental ideas
underlyinggovernment and evaluating its actions.

Content standards
1. The meaning and importance of the United States

Constitution. Students should be able to describe what the United
States Constitution is and why it is important.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to explain that the
United States Constitution

is a written document that
states that the basic purposes of their government are to
protect individual rights and promote the common good
describes how the government is organized

limits the powers of government by saying what government can
and cannot do
is the highest law in the land; no government can make laws that
take away rights it guarantees

was created by people who believed that the
government is established by and for the people
government is the servant of the people
the people have the right to choose their representatives
the people have the right to change their government and the
United States Constitution
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B. What does the national government do and how does
it protect individual rights and promote the common
good?

Content summary and rationale
The national government established by the Constitution is responsible
for making, carrying out, and enforcing laws, and managing conflicts over
their interpretation and application. The national government is
responsible for making laws that serve the purposes for which it was
establishedthe protection of individual rights and promotion of the
common good. The national government also is responsible for carrying
out and enforcing laws and for seeing that disputes about laws are settled
in a fair manner.

Children need to be introduced to the national government and the roles
and responsibilities of its three branches. This introduction provides an
initial basis for understanding the national government and how it goes
about fulfilling its responsibilities. That understanding, when it is
extended and deepened, enables citizens to evaluate the actions of the
government and therefore to participate in it more effectively.

Content standards
1. Organization and major responsibilities of the national

government. Students should be able to give examples of ways the
national government protects individual rights and promotes the
common good.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to explain that

Congress passes laws to
protect individual rights, e.g., laws protecting freedom of
religion and expression and preventing unfair discrimination
promote the common good, e.g., laws providing for clean air,
national parks, and the defense of the nation

the executive branch carries out and enforces laws to

protect individual rights, e.g., voting rights, equal
opportunities to an education
promote the common good, e.g., enforcement of pure food and
drug laws, enforcement of clean air laws

the judicial branch, headed by the Supreme Court, makes
decisions concerning the law that are intended to

protect individual rights, e.g., the right to a fair trial, to vote, to
practice one's religious beliefs
promote the common good, e.g., upholding laws that protect the
rights of all people to equal opportunity

Government is
responsible for
making laws that
serve the purposes for
which it was
established--the
protection of
individual rights and
promotion of the
common good.

Center for Civic
Education
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State governments,
along with local
governments affect
many aspects of
citizen's lives.

Center for Civic
Education

C. What are the major responsibilities of state
governments?

Content snmmary and rationale
State governments are established by state constitutions, which have
purposes and functions similar to the United States Constitution. Each
state has its own legislative, executive, and judicial branch. State
governments, along with their local and intermediate (county, parish,
special districts) governments, affect every aspect of a citizen's life. The
services of state and local governments are more familiar to younger
students than are those of the national government. State governments
create and carry out laws providing for public education, health care,
parks, roads, and highways.

Understanding the major responsibilities and organization of state
government provides the citizen with the knowledge required to request
government services, judge how well government is fulfilling its
responsibilities, and hold officials accountable for fulfilling their
responsibilities.

Content standards
1. Organization and major responsibilities of state governments.

Students should be able to explain the most important responsibilities
of their state government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

distinguish between the national and state governments

describe the major responsibilities of each branch of their state
government

legislative branchmakes state laws, decides how the state will
spend tax money, approves appointments made by the governor
executive branchcarries out and enforces laws made by the
state legislature, e.g., laws providing for education, health care for
needy children, protection offish and game
judicial branchinterprets law and manages conflicts about the
law

describe important services their state government provides, e.g.,
education, law enforcement, health services and hospitals, roads and
highways, public welfare

describe how state government officials are chosen, e.g., elections,
appointment
explain how people can participate in their state government, e.g.,
being informed and taking part in discussions of state issuas, voting,
volunteering their services, holding public office, serving on
governing committees and commissions

explain why it is important that people participate in their state
government, e.g., to protect their rights and promote the common
welfare, improve the quality of life in their community, to gain
personal satisfaction, to prevent officials from abusing their power

s explain how state government services are paid for, e.g., taxes on
sales and on individual and business income, fees for using parks
and toll roads, license fees
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D. What are the major responsibilities of local
governments?

Content summary and rationale
Local governments provide most of the services citizens receive, and local
courts handle most civil disputes and violations of the law. State and
local governments license businesses, professions, automobiles, and
drivers; provide essential services such as police and fire protection,
education, and street maintenance; regulate zoning and the construction
of buildings; provide public housing, transportation, and public health
services; and maintain streets, highways, airports, and harbors.

Local governments generally are more accessible to the people than their
state and national governments. Members of city councils, boards of
education, mayors, and other officials often are available to meet with
individuals and groups and to speak to students and civic organizations.
Meetings of local agencies are usually open to the public.

Citizens need to know the purposes, organization, and responsibilities of
their local governments so they can take part in their governance.

Content standards
1. Organization and major responsibilities of local governments.

Students should be able to explain the most important responsibilities
of their local government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
distinguish among national, state, and local governments

describe services commonly and primarily provided by local
governments

public safety, e.g., police, fire, street lighting services
public utilities, e.g., water, gas, electricity
transportation, e.g., streets, highways, bus or subway systems,
airports, harbors
education and recreation, e.g., schools, libraries, museums,
parks, sports facilities

explain how local government services are paid for, e.g., property,
sales, and other taxes; money from state and national governments
describe how local government officials are chosen, e.g., election,
appointment
explain how people can participate in their local government, e.g.,
being informed and taking part in discussions of local issues,
voting, volunteering their services, holding public office, serving
on governing committees and commissions

explain why it is important that people participate in their local
government, e.g., to protect their rights and promote the common
good, improve the quality of life in their community, to gain
personal satisfaction, to prevent officials from abusing their power

30

Local governments
provide most of the
services citizens
receive, and local
courts handle most
civil disputes and
violations of the law.

Center for Civic
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E. Who represents you in the legislative and executive
branches of your local, state, and national
governments?

Content summary and rationale
Few Americans can identify most of the key people elected to serve them.
It is important to know not only who these people are but also what their
positions are on important issues. It also is important to know what
their responsibilities are, how well they are fulfilling them, and how they
can be contacted on matters of interest. Such knowledge is essential for
effective participation.

Content standards
I. Identifying members of government. Students should be able to

identify the members of the legislative branches and the heads of the
executive branches of their local, state, and national governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
name the persons representing them at state and national levels
in the legislative branches of government, e.g., representatives
and senators in their state legislature and in Congress

Americans should name the persons representing them at the executive branches of
know how to contact government, e.g., mayor, governor, president
public officials. explain how they can contact their representatives

explain which level of government they should contact to express
their opinions or to get help on specific problems, e.g.,

crime
the environment
recreational opportunities in schools and parks
street lights
trash in the streets or vacant lots
stray or wild animals
abandoned cars
missing persons

nv
Center for Civic
Education 0
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IV. WHAT LS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS?

A. How is the world divided into nations?

Content summary and rationale
As a basis for understanding the place of the United States in the world,
students must know that the world is divided into many different
nations, each having its own government. Each nation is made up of its
territory, people, laws, and government. The United States is one nation
and it interacts with other nations.

Content standards
I. Nations. Students should be able to explain that the world is divided

into different nations which interact with one another.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to explain that
the world is divided into many different nations and that each has
its own government
a nation consists of its territory, people, laws, and government

the United States is one nation and that it interacts with all other
nations in the world

B. How do nations interact with one another?

Content summary and rationale
Nations interact by sending representatives to meet together to discuss
common interests and problems. They often make treaties or agreements
about such problems as the environment, drug trade, or mutual defense.
Nations also interact by trading--buying and selling manufactured and
agricultural goods such as farm equipment, food, television sets, and
airplanes.

There is no international organization with power comparable to that of a
sovereign nation. When conflicts arise, governmental representatives
attempt to help nations manage their affairs and conflicts peacefully, but
sometimes these conflicts result in the use of military force.

Resolving conflicts among nations peacefully through discussions and
agreements promotes the rights of all people to life, liberty, and property
and helps to promote the common good.

The United Nations (U.N.) is an international organization that provides
a way for representatives of different nations to meet together to discuss
their common interests and to attempt to solve problems peacefully.
Sometimes the U.N. does this by sending peacekeeping forces to areas
where there are conflicts.

Resolving conflicts
among nations
peacefully through
discussions and
agreements promotes
the rights of all people
to their lives, liberty,
and property and helps
to promote the common
good.

Center for Civic
Education EA)
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We have a problem;
lets talk about it.

John Maverick (1633)

Center for Civic
Education

Content standards
1. Interaction among nations. Students should be able to explain the

major ways nations interact with one another.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how nations interact through

trade, e.g., buying and selling manufactured and agricultural
goods such as airplanes, farm equipment, clothing, food
diplomacy, e.g., representatives of nations meeting, trying to
find ways to solve problems peacefully
cultural contacts, e.g., international meetings of doctors,
lawyers, oceanographers; tours of musical groups; exchanges of
students and teachers; art exhibits
treaties or agreements, e.g., promises to defend one another,
agreements to cooperate to protect the environment or to stop
the drug trade
use of military force, e.g., World War H, Persian Gulf War

explain why it is important that nations try to resolve problems
peacefully, e.g., promoting trade to improve peoples' standard of
living, promoting peace to save human lives, protecting the
environment, exchanging medical and scientific knowledge,
exchanging students and teachers
explain the most important purposes of the U.N.
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V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE CiTIZEN IN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACv?

A. What does it mean to be a citizen of the United
States?

Content summary and rationale
Citizenship in the United States means that a person is a legally
recognized member of the nation. Each citizen has equal rights under the
law. All citizens have certain rights, privileges, and responsibilities.

Americans who are not citizens have many of the same rightg, privileges,
and responsibilities of citizens. However, they do not have such
important rights as the right to vote in elections, serve on juries, or hold
elected office.

Content standards
1. The meaning of citizenship. Students should be able to explain the

meaning of citizenship in the United States.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the important characteristics of citizenship in the United
States. Specifically, citizenship

means that a person is recognized as a legal member of the
nation
gives each person certain rights and privileges, e.g., the right
to vote and to hold public office
means each person has certain responsibilities, e.g., respecting
the law, voting, paying taxes, serving on juries

a explain that citizens owe allegiance or loyalty to the United
States; in turn they receive protection and other services from the
government

B. How does a person become a citizen?

Content summary and rationale
Under current law, people who are born in the United States
automatically become citizens, with few exceptions such as children of
foreign diplomats. Adults who have come to the United States can apply
to become citizens after residing in the country for five years, passing a
test of their understanding of the United States Constitution and the
history and government of the United States, and taking an oath of
allegiance to the United States. Minors become citizens when their
parents are naturalized.

ITThe only title in our
democracy superior
to that of President
[is] the title of citizen.

Louis Brandeis (c.1937)

Center for Civic
Education
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Nothing is more
important to
America than
citizenship; there is
more assurance of
our future in the
individual character
of our citizens than
in any proposal I,
and all the wise
advisers I can
gather, can ever put
into effect in
Washington.

Warren G. Harding (1920)

Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of
religion, or
prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the
freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the
right of the people
peaceably to
assemble, and to
petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances.

Bill of Right. (1791)

Center for Civic
Education

Content standards
1. Becoming a citizen. Students should be able to explain how one

becomes a citizen of the United States.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the difference between a citizen and a non-citizen (alien)

explain that people become citizens by birth or naturalization

C. What are important rights in the United States?

Content summary and rationale
One of the primary purposes of American government is the protection of
personal, political, and economic rights of individuals. It is essential,
therefore, for citizens to understand what these rights are and why they
are important to themselves and their society.

Few, if any, rights can be considered absolute. Most rights may be
limited when they conflict with other important rights, values, and
interests. An understanding of both the importance of rights and the
need for reasonable limitations upon them provides a basis for reasoned
discussion of issues regarding them.

Content standards
1. Rights of individuals. Students should be able to explain why

certain rights are important to the individual and to a democratic
society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the following types of rights and explain their importance

personal rights, e.g., to associate with whomever one pleases,
live where one chooses, practice the religion of one's choice,
travel freely and return to the United States, emigrate
political rights, e.g., to vote, speak freely and criticize the
government, join organizations that try to influence
government policies, join a political party, seek and hold public
office

economic rights, e.g., to own property, choose one's work,
change employment, join a labor union, establish a business

identify contemporary issues regarding rights, e.g., school prayer,
employment, welfare, equal pay for equal work

D. What are important responsibilities of Americans?

Content summary and rationale
An understanding of the importance of individual rights must be
accompanied by an examination of personal and civic responsibilities. For
American democracy to flourish, citizens not only must be aware of their
rights, they must also exercise them responsibly and they must fulfill
those responsibilities necessary to a self-governing, free, and just society.
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Content standards
1. Responsibilities of individuals. Students should be able to explain

why certain responsibilities are important to themselves and their
family, community, state, and nation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to identify such
responsibilities as the following and explain their importance

personal responsibilities, e.g., taking care of themselves,
accepting responsibility for the consequences of their actions,
taking advantage of the opportunity to be educated, supporting
their families
civic responsibilities, e.g., obeying the law, respecting the
rights of others, being informed and attentive to the needs of their
community, paying attention to how well their elected leaders are
doing their jobs, communicating with their representatives in
their school, local, state, and national governments, voting, paying
taxes, serving on juries, serving in the armed forces

E. What dispositions or traits of character are
important to the preservation and improvement of
American democracy?

Content summary and rationale
Certain dispositions or traits of character not only help the individual
become an effective and responsible participant in the political system,
they contribute to the health of American democracy. These dispositions
include traits of private character such as moral responsibility,
self-discipline, respect for individual worth and human wgnity, and
compassion. They also include traits of public character such as civility,
respect for law, civic mindedness, critical mindedness, persistence, and
willingness to negotiate and compromise.

If students examine these dispositions, they may come to a deeper
understanding of their importance.

Content standards
1. Dispositions that enhance citizen effectiveness and promote

the healthy functioning of American democracy. Students
should be able to explain the importance of certain dispositions to
themselves and American democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance of the following dispositions

individual responsibilityfulfilling one's responsibilities to
family, friends, and others in one's community and nation
self-discipline/self-governanceobeying reasonable rules
and laws voluntarily and not requiring others to force one to do
so
civilitytreating other people with respect regardless of
whether or not one likes them or agrees with their viewpoints,
being willing to listen to other points of view, not being
insulting when arguing with others

Grades K-4
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No governmental
action, no economic
doctrine, no economic
plan or prgject can
replace that
God-imposed
responsibility of the
individual man and
woman to their
neighbors.

Herbert Hoover (1931)

Certain dispositions or
traits of character not
only help the
individual become an
effective and
responsible
participant in the
political system, they
contribute to the
health of American
democracy.

Civility costs nothing
and buys everything.

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
(1756)

Center for Civic
Education
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I say "try"; if we
never try, we shall
never succeed.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1860)

If liberty and
equality, as is
thought by some, are
chiefly to be found in
democracy, they will
be attained when all
persons alike share
in the government to
the utmost.
Aristotle, Politics (c.340 B.C.)

If citizens want their
views to be
considered, they
must become active
participants in the
political process.

Center for Civic
Education

respect for the rights of other individualsrespect for the
right of other people to hold and express their own opinions,
respect for their right to a voice in their government
honestytelling the truth
respect for the lawwillingness to abide by laws, even
though one may not be in complete agreement with every law
open mindednesswillingness to consider other points of
view
critical mindednessthe inclination to question the truth of
various positions, including one's own
negotiation and compromisewillingness to try to come to
agreement with those with whom one may differ, when it is
reasonable and morally justifiable
persistencewillingness to attempt again and again to
accomplish a worthwhile goal
civic mindednessconcern for the well-being of one's
community and nation
compassionconcern for the well-being of others, especially
for the less fortunate
patriotismloyalty to the values and principles underlying
American constitutional democracy

F. How can Americans participate in their government?

Content summary and rationale
The well-being of American democracy depends upon the informed and
effective participation of citizens concerned with the preservation of
individual rights and the promotion of the common good. Americans have
always engaged in cooperative action for common purposes. Participation
in government, contrasted with the wider realm of organized social
participation, has ebbed in recent decades, however. Indifference to or
alienation from politics may characterize a significant segment of the
population.

If citizens want their views to be considered, they must become active
participants in the political process. Although elections, campaigns, and
voting are at the center of democratic institutions, citizens should be
aware of the many other participatory opportunities available to them.
These possibilities include becoming informed about political issues,
discussing public issues, contacting public officials, and joining interest
groups and political parties.

Content standards
1. Forms of participation. Students should be able to describe the

means by which citizens can influence the decisions and actions of
their government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

identify ways people can monitor and influence the decisions and
actions of their government

reading about public issues, watching television news programs

4
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discussing public issues
communicating with public officials
voting
taking an active role in interest groups, political parties, and
other organizations that attempt to influence public policy and
elections
attending meetings of governing agencies e.g., city council,
school board
working in campaigns
circulating and signing petitions
taking part in peaceful demonstrations
contributing money to political parties, candidates or causes

identify individuals or groups who monitor and influence the
decisions and actions of their local, state, tribal, and national
govermrsiits, e.g., the media, labor unions, P.T.A., Chamber of
Commerce, taxpayer associations, civilian review boards

is explain why it is important for citizens to monitor their local, state
and national governments

G. What is the importance of political leadership and
public service?

Content summary and rationale
Political leadership and careers in public service are vitally important in
the American democracy. Citizens need to understand what political
leaders do and why leadership is necessary. They also must understand
the wide range of positions and opportunities in public service and their
importance to themselves and their society.

Content standards
1. Political leadership and public service. Students should be able

to explain the importance of political leadership and public service in
their school, community, state, and nation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe what political leaders do and why leadership is necessary
in a democracy
identify opportunities for leadership and public service in their
own classroom, school, community, state, and nation

explain the importance of individuals working cooperatively with
their elected leaders
explain why leadership and public service are important to the
continuance and improvement of American democracy

zi 7

Where everyman
is...participator in
the government of
affairs, not merely at
an election one day in
the year but every
day...he will let the
heart be torn out of
his body sooner than
his power be wrested
from him by a Caesar
or a Bonaparte.

Thomas Jefferson (1816)

I am only one; but
still I am one. I
cannot do everything,
but still I can do
something; I will not
refuse to do the
something I can do.

Helen Keller (e.1960)

Center for Civic
Education
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Stand with anybody
that stands right.
Stand with him while
he is right, and part
with him when he goes
wrong.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1859)

Center for Civic
Education

H. How should Americans select leaders?

Content summary and rationale
Citizens need to learn how to examine the responsibilities of differing
positions of authority and how to evaluate the qualifications of
candidates for those positions. The development among citizens of the
capacity to select competent and responsible persons to fiY. positions of
leadership in American government is essential to the well-being of the
nation.

Content standards
1. Selecting leaders. Students should be able to explain and apply

criteria useful in selecting leaders in their school, community, state,
and nation

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the major duties, powers, privileges, and limitations of a
position of leadership, e.g., class president, mayor, state senator,
tribal chairperson, president of the United States
identify qualities leaders should have such as

commitment to the values and principles of constitutional
democracy
respect for the rights of others
ability to work with others
reliability or dependability
courage
honesty
ability to be fair
intelligence
willingness to work hard
special knowledge or skills

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of candidates in terms of
the qualifications required for a particular leadership role

4
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5-8 Content Standards

L WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE, POLITICS, AND GOVERNMENT? 45

A. What is civic life? What is politics? What is government? Why are
government and politics necessary? What purposes should
government serve? 45

B. What are the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
government? 47

C. What are the nature and purposes of constitutions? 48

D. What are alternative ways of organizing
constitutional governments? 50

II. WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM? 53

A. What is the American idea of constitutional government? 53

B. What are the distinctive characteristics of American society? 54

C. What is American political culture? 56

D. What values and principles are basic to American
constitutional democracy? 58
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ILL HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 61

A. How are power and responsibility distributed, shared, and limited
in the government established by the United States Constitution? 61

B. What does the national government do? 63

C. How are state and local governments organized
and what do they do? 64

D. Who represents you in local, state, and national governments? 65

E. What is the place of law in the American constitutional system? 66

F. How does the American political system provide for choice and
opportunities for participation? 68

IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS? 71

A. How is the world organized politically? 71

B. How has the United States influenced other nations and how have
other nations influenced Amencan politics and society? 72

V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE CITIZEN
IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 74

A. What is citizenship? 74

B. What are the rights of citizens? 75

C. What are the responsibilities of citizens? 77

D. What dispositions or traits of character are important
to the preservation and improvement of American
constitutional democracy? 79

E. How can citizens take part in civic life? 80
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I. WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE, POLITICS, AND GOVERNMENT?

A. What is civic life? What is politics? What is
government? Why are government and politics
necessary? What purposes should government serve?

Content summary and rationale
Civic life is the public life of the citizen concerned with the affairs of the
community and nation, as contrasted with private or pet life, which
is devoted to the pursuit of private and personal interests.

Politics is a process by which a group of people, whose opinions or
interests may be divergent, reach collective decisions that are generally
regarded as binding on the group and enforced as common policy. Every
social group, including the family, schools, labor unions, and professional
organizations, is engaged in politics, in its broadest sense. Politics is an
inescapable activity, and political life enables people to accomplish goals
they could not realize as individuals.

Government is the people and institutions in a society with authority to
make, carry out, enforce laws, and settle disputes about law that, in
general, deal with the distribution of resources in a society, the allocation
of benefits and burdens, and the management of conflict.

Differing assumptions about the proper relationship between civic and
private life influence ideas about the purposes of government. Differing
ideas about the purposes of government have profound consequences for
the well-being of individuals and society. For example, if one believes
that the activities of government should be restricted 'o providing for the
security of the lives and property of citizens, one might believe in placing
severe restrictions on the right of government to intrude into their
private or personal lives. On the other hand, if one believes that the
moral character of the individual should be a public or civic matter, one
might support a broad range of laws and regulations concerning private
behavior and belief.

Citizens need to understand competing ideas about civic life, politics, and
government so that they can make informed judgments about what their
government should and should not do, about how they are to live their
lives together, and about how to support the proper use of authority and
combat the abuse of political power.

Content standards
1. Defining civic life, politics, and government. Students should be

able to explain the meaning of the terms civic life, politics, and
government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define and distinguish between private life and civic life

private life concerns the personal life of the individual, e.g,
being with family and friends, joining clubs or teams,
practicing one's religious beliefs, earning money

J4
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Politics is a process by
which a group of
people, whose
opinions or interests
may be divergent,
reach collective
decisions that are
generally regarded as
binding on the group
and enforced as
common policy. Every
social group...is
engaged in politics.

Center for Civic
Education
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(Without
government:] No arts;
no letters; no society;
and which is worst of
all, continual fear
and danger of violent
death; and the life of
man, solitary, poor,
nasty, brutish, and
short.

Thomas Hobbes (1651)

Center for Civic
Education

a civic In concerns taking part in the governance of the school,
community, tribe, state, or nation, e.g., helping to find
solutions to problems, helping to make rules and laws, serving
as elected leaders

describe politics as the ways people whose ideas may differ reach
agreements that are generally regarded as binding on the group,
e.g., presenting information and evidence, stating arguments,
negotiating, compromising, voting

describe government as the people and institutions with
authority to make, carry out, enforce laws, and manage disputes
about law

define authority as the right, legitimized by custom, law,
consent, or principles of morality, to use power to direct or
control people
identify institutions with authority to direct or control the
behavior of members of a society, e.g., a school board, city
council, state legislature, courts, Congress
define power without authority as power that is not legitimized
by custom, law, consent, or principles of morality
identify examples of the exercise of power without authority,
e.g., a street gang, a military junta, a self-proclaimed
dictatorship

2. Necessity and purposes of government. Students should be able
to evaluate, take, and defend positions on why government is
necessary ar,d the purposes government should serve.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain major ideas about why government is necessary, e.g.,

people's lives, liberty, and property would be insecure without
government, e.g., there would be no laws to control people's
behavior, the strong might take advantage of the weak
individuals by themselves cannot do many of the things they
can do collectively, e.g., create a system of highways, provide
armed forces for the security of the nation, make and enforce
laws

evaluate competing ideas about the purposes government should
serve, e.g.,

protecting individual rights
promoting the common good
providing economic security

molding the character of citizens
furthering the interests of a particular class ur group
promoting a particular religion
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B. What are the essential characteristics of limited and
unlimited government?

Content summary and rationale
Limited government provides a basis for protecting individual rights
and promoting the common good in contrast to unlimited government
which endangers these values. Limited government is constitutional
government. Unlimited governments include authoritarian and
totalitarian systems.

The rule of law is an essential component of limited government. The
central notion of a rule of law is that society is governed according to
widely known and accepted rules followed not only by the governed but
also by those in authority.

Civil society is that sphere of voluntary individual, social, and economic
relationships and organizations that, although limited by law, is not part
of governmental institutions. Civil society provides a domain where
individuals are free from unreasonable interference from government.
By providing for independent centers of power and influence, civil society
is an indispensable means of maintaining limited government.

An understanding of the concept of limited government and its essential
components helps citizens understand the necessity of maintaining those
conditions that prevent a particular government from exceeding its
powers.

An awareness of different types of limited governments provides citizens
with a basis for making reasoned judgments about proposals to alter
their own government and for evaluating the governments of other
nations.

Content stilndards
1. Limited and unlimited governments. Students should be able to

describe the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
governments

limited governments have established and respected restraints
on their power, e.g.,

constitutional governments -- governments characterized
by legal limits on political power

unlimited governments are those in which there are no
effective means of restraining their power, e.g.

authoritarian systemsgovernments in which political
power is concentrated in one person or a small group,
and individuals and groups are subordinated to that
power
totalitarian systemsmodern forms of extreme
authoritarianism in which the government attempts to
control every aspect of the lives of individuals and
prohibits independent associations

J4

Civil society provides
a domain where
individuals are free
from unreasonable
interference from
government.

No freeman shall be
taken, or imprisoned,
or outlawed, or
exiled, or in any way
harmed...except by
the legal judgment of
his peers or by the
law of the land.

Magna Carta (1215)

Center for Civic
Education
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Power tends to
corrupt and absolute
power corrupts
absolutely.

Lord Acton (1887)

Wherever Law ends,
Tyranny begins.

John Locke (1690)

Though written
constitutions may be
violated in moments
of passion or
delusion, yet they
furnish a text to
which those who are
watchful may again
rally and recall the
people; they fix too
for the people the
principles of their
political creed.

Thomas Jefferson (1802)

Center for Civic
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identify historical and contemporary examples of limited and
unlimited governments and justify their classification, e.g.,

limited governmentsUnited States, Great Britain, Botswana,
Japan, Israel, Chile
unlimited governmentsNazi Germany, Imperial Japan,
Spain under Franco, Argentina under Peron, Iraq under
Hussein, Iran

2. The rule of law. Students should be able to explain the importance of
the rule of law for the protection of individual rights and the common
good.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the difference between the rule of law and the "rule of
men"
explain how the rule of law can be used to restrict the actions of
private citizens and government officials alike in order to protect
the rights of individuals and to promote the common good
explain the consequences of the absence of a rule of law, e.g.,

anarchy
arbitrary and capricious rule
absence of predictability
disregard for established and fair procedures

C. What are the nature and purposes of constitutions?

Content summary and rationale
The term "constitution" has alternative meanings, and constitutions
serve differing purposes in different nations. In some nations a
constitution is only a description of a form of government. In the United
States, as well as in some other nations, a constitution is a form of
higher law that establishes the powers of government and limits them
in order to protect individual rights as well as to promote the common
good. In some nations with unlimited governments, constitutions have
served as a cloak to misrule, disguising the unconstrained behavior of
rulers.

In the United States, constitutional government is equated with
limited government. Even in a constitutional government, however, the
constitution alone cannot guarantee that the limits imposed on
government will be respected or that the purposes of government will be
served. There are certain social, economic, and political conditions that
enable constitutional government to flourish.

To preserve and improve constitutional government, citizens must
understand the conditions necessary for its existence. There must be
general agreement about the proper relationship among the people, their
constitution, and their government. Finally, not only must a constitution
regulate institutions, the people also must cultivate a disposition to
behave in ways consistent with its values and principles.
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Content standards
1. Concepts of "constitution." Students should be able to explain

alternative uses of the term "constitution" and to distinguish between
governments with a constitution and a constitutional government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
distinguish among the following uses of the term constitution

constitution as a description of a form of government

constitution as a document
constitution as a higher law limiting the powers of government,
i.e., a constitutional or limited government

identify :..istorical and contemporary nations with constitutions
that in reality do not limit power, e.g., former Soviet Union, Nazi
Germany, Iraq under Saddam Hussein
identify historical and contemporary nations with constitutions
that in reality do limit power, e.g., United States, United
Kingdom, Germany, Japan, Botswana, Chile
explain that a government with a constitution but with no
effective ways to enforce its limitations is not a constitutional
government

2. Purposes and uses of constitutions. Students should be able to
explain the various purposes constitutions serve.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how constitutions

set forth the purposes of government
describe the way a government is organized and how power is
allocated
&tine the relationship between a people and their government

describe historical and contzmporary examples of how
constitutions have been used to promote the interests of a
particular group, class, religion, or political party, e.g., the
People's Republic of China, Kenya, Mexico

describe historical and contemporary examples of how
constitutions have been used to protect individual rights and
promote the common good, e.g., United States Constitution
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, (First Amendment) ...," "The right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied...on account of sex
(Nineteenth Amendment)."

Jo

Articles 114, 115,
117, 118, 123, 124
and 153 of the
constitution of the
German Reich are
cancelled until
further notice. This
allows certain
restrictions to be
imposed on personal
freedom, on the
right to express a
free opinion, the
freedom of the press,
of association and
the right to hold
meetings, it allows
restrictions on the
secrecy of the mail,
post and
telecommunications
systems, the
ordering of house
searches and
confiscation of
property and
restrictions on
property rights.

Decree of the Reich
President (1933)

In the U; ited States,
as well as in some
other nations, a
constitution is a
form of higher law
that establishes and
limits government
in order to protect
individual rights as
well as to promote
the common good.

Center for Civic
Education
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A popular
government without
popular information
or the means of
acquiring it is but a
prologue to Farce or
Tragedy or perhaps
both. Knowledge will
forever govern
ignorance, and a
people who mean to
be their own
Governors must arm
themselves with the
power knowledge
gives.

James Madison (1788)

The way a
government is
organized is a
reflection of its most
fundamental
purposes.

Center for Civic
Education

3. Conditions under which constitutional government
flourishes. Students should be able to explain those conditions at
are essential for the flourishing of constitutional government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance of establishing and maintaining conditions
that help constitutional government to flourish such as

a citizenry that
is educated and enjoys a reasonable standard of living
understands and supports the constitution and its
values and principles
willingly assumes the responsibilities of citizenship
insists that government officials respect limitations the
constitution places on their authority

persons serving in government who
understand and support the constitution and its values
and principles
respect limitations the constitution places on their
authority

D. What are alternative ways of organizing
constitutional governments?

Content summary and rationale
The way a government is organized is a reflection of its most
fundamental purposes. For that reason, constitutional governments
organize their institutions to channel and limit the exercise of politic&
power to serve the purposes for which they have been established.

The most common forms of organization of the institutions of central
governments at the national level are systems of shared powers and
parliamentary systems.

In systems of shared powers, such as the United States, powers
are separated among branches, each of which has primary
responsibility for certain functions, but each branch also shares
these powers and functions with other branches, e.g., the
president, Congress, and the Supreme Court all share power
regarding the laws of the nation.
In parliamentary systems such as Great Britain, authority is
held by a bicameral legislature called Parliament. Parliament
consists of the House of Lords and the House of Commons. The
prime minister is chosen by convention from the ranks of the
majority party in Commons. The prime minister forms a cabinet
and directs the administration of the government.

There are several kinds of relationships between the central government
of a nation and other units of government within the nation. The most
common forms of such relationships, all of which have been or can be
found in the United States, are confederal, federal, and unitary
systems.
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By comparing alternative means of organizing constitutional
governments, citizens become aware of the advantages and
disadvantages of their own system and how it may be improved. This
understanding also provides a basis for evaluating whether one's own
government is diverging from its constitutional design and purposes.
This knowledge not only helps citizens to understand their own
government, it also enables them to grasp the meaning of events in the
world, such as the fall of parliamentary governments, the breakup of
federations, or the weaknesses of confederations.

Content standards
1. Shared powers and parliamentary systems. Students should be

able to describe the major characteristics of systems of shared powers
and of parliamentary systems.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
m describe the major characteristics of systems of shared powers,

e.g., in the United States

the president and members of the Cabinet cannot be members
of Congress

powers are separated among branches, each branch has
primary responsibility for certain functions, e.g., legislative,
executive, and judicial
each branch also shares the powers and functions of the other
branches, e.g.,

Congress may pass laws, but the president may veto
them
the president nominates certain public officials, but the
Senate needs to approve them
Congress may pass laws, but the Supreme Court may
declare them unconstitutional

describe the major characteristics of parliamentary systems, e.g.,
in the United Kingdom

authority is held by a legislature called Parliament
the political party or parties that can form a majority in
Parliament choose the prime minister
the prime minister chooses members of Parliament to serve in
the cabinet
the prime minister and members of the cabinet must all be
members of the legislatureParliament
the prime minister and cabinet direct the administration of the
government
the prime minister and cabinet may be replaced by Parliament
if a majority vote "no confidence" in the government

r-,

By comparing
alternative means of
organizing
constitutional
governments, citizens
become aware of the
advantages and
disadvantages of
their own system and
how it may be
improved.

Center for Civic
Education
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Each state retains its
sovereignty, freedom,
and independence
and every Power,
Jurisdiction and
right, which is not by
this confederation
expressly delegated to
the United States, in
Congress assembled.

Articles of Confederation
(1788)

Center for Civic
Education

2. Confederal, federal, and unitary systems. Students should be
able to explain the advantages and disadvantages of confederal,
federal, and unitary systems of government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define confederal, federal, and unitary systems of government

confederal systema system of government in which sovereign
states delegate powers to a national government for specific
purposes
federal systema system in which power is divided and shared
between national and state governments
unitary systema system in which all power is concentrated in
a central government; state and local governments can exercise
only those powers given to them by the central government

identify examplea of confederal, federal, and unitary systems in
the history of the United States, e.g,

confederal systemthe United States ender the Articles of
Confederation and the Confederate States of America
federal systemthe government of the United States
unitary systemstate governments of the United States

explain the major advantages and disadvantages of confederal,
federal, and unitary systems

5 9
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II. WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM?

A. What is the American idea of constitutional
government?

Content summary and rationale
Using a written constitution to set forth the values and principles of
government and to establish and limit its powers is among this nation's
most distinctive accomplishments. The American system of government
relies on its citizens' commitment to these constitutional values and
principles set forth in the Constitution, as well as in the Declaration of
Independence and other writings. These values and principles provide
the foundation for the establishment, in James Madison's words, of an
"energetic" and effective government, one capable of fulfilling the
purposes for which it. was created--to protect the inalienable rights of the
individual to life, liberty, and property: and to promote the common good.

But an equally important purpase of the Constitution is to separate and
limit the powers of government so that the basic liberties of the people
are not infringed. The Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution to
clarify and strengthen limitations on the powers of the national
government, and it has become central to the American idea of
constitutional government.

Citizens must understand the importance of the fundamental ideas of
American constitutional government to develor a reasoned commitment
to them, as well as to use them as criteria to evaluate their own behavior
and the behavior of government officials.

Content standards
1. The American idea of constitutional government. Students

should be able to explain the essential ideas of American
constitutional government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain essential ideas of American constitutional government as
expressed in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution,
and other writings, e.g.,

the people are sovereign; they are the ultimate source of power
the Constitution is a higher law that authorizes a government
of limited powers

the purposes of government, as stated in the Preamble to the
Constitution, are to

form a more perfect union
establish justice
insure domestic tranquility
provide for the common defense
promote the general welfare
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity

; 0

Using a writs en
constitution to set
forth the values and
principles of
government and to
establish and limit its
powers is among this
nation's most
distinctive
accomplishments.

[The government of
the United States is) a
government
limited...by the
authority of a
paramount
Constitution.

James Madison (1788)

The people made the
Constitution, and the
people can unmake it.
It is the creature of
their own will, and
lives only by their will.

John Marshall (1821)

Wnterpreted as it
ought to be
interpreted, the
Constitution is a
GLORIOUS LIBERTY
DOCUMENT.

Frederick Douglass (1852)

Center for Civic
Education
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It was from America
that...ideas long
locked in the breast
of solitary thinkers,
and hidden among
Latin foliosburst
forth like a
conqueror upon the
world... and the
principle gained
ground, that a
nation can never
abandon its fate to
an authority it
cannot control.

Lord Acton (1907)

Liberty cannot live
apart from
constitutional
principle.

Woodrow Wilson (1887)

The distinctive
characteristics of
American society
have shaped
Americans' ideas
about the proper
relationship among
individuals, society,
and the government.

Center for Civic
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explain how the following provisions of the United States
Constitution give government the power it needs to fulfill the
purposes for which it was established

delegated or enumerated powers, e.g., to lay and collect
taxes, to make treaties, to decide cases and controversies
between two or more states (Articles I, II & HI)
the general welfare provision (Article I, Section 8)
the necessary and proper clause (Article I, Section 8,
Clause 18)

explain the means of limiting the powers of government under the
United States Constitution

separation and sharing of powers

checks and balances
Bill of Rights

explain how specific provisions of the United States Constitution,
including the Bill of Rights, limit the powers of government in order
to protect the rights of individuals, e.g., habeas corpus; trial by jury;
ex post facto; freedom of religion, speech, press, and assembly; equal
protection of the law; due process of law; right to counsel

evaluate, take, and defend positions on current issues involving
constitutional protection of individual rights, such as

limits on speech, e.g., "hate speech," advertising, libel and
slander, "fighting words"
separation of church and state, e.g., school vouchers, prayer in
public schools

cruel and unusual punishment, e.g., death penalty
search and seizure, e.g., warrantless searches
privacy, e.g., fingerprinting of children, national identification
cards, wiretapping, DNA banks

B. What are the distinctive characteristics of American
society?

Content summary and rationale
The distinctive characteristics of American society have shaped Americans'
ideas about the proper relationship among individuals, society, and the
government. Americans need to understand these characteristics in order to
know who they aretheir identity as a people. This understanding of a
common identity and common purposes provides abasis on which American
society can work cooperatively to solve common problems and manage
conflicts within constitutional boundaries.

Unlike many other nations, the United States never experienced feudalism,
accepted an inherited caste system, or recognized a nobility. The existence of
a frontier, large-scale and continuing immigration, and the abundance and
widespread ownership of property, have fostered the growth of a democratic
way of life. Notable exceptions that have worked against the attainment of
social equality are the history of slavery, the treatment of Native Americans,
and discrimination against various groups.
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A belief in social equality and a democratic way of life has fostered
voluntarism, another prominent characteristic of Americans. The
American tradition of voluntarism emerged from the colonists'
dependence on one another during the early settlement period, was
enhanced by the influence of a frontier, and was encouraged by
Americans' religious beliefs. This propensity for voluntarism has
continued to the present day and has given rise to questions that citizens
need to address: Is it advantageous for society that certain functions,
such as education and social welfare, be performed by voluntary
associations? By government? Or should both have a role? Would
American society be harmed if the propensity to voluntarism declined?

Recognition of the many forms of diversity in American
societyethnicity, race, religion, class, language, gender, or national
originembraced in a constitutional system, is a prerequisite to making
judgments about the benefits diversity offers and the challenges it poses.

Content standards
1. Distinctive characteristics of American society. Students

should be able to identify and explain the importance of historical
experience and geographic, social, and economic factors that have
helped to shape American society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain important factors that have helped shape American
society

absence of a nobility or an inherited caste system
religious freedom

the Judeo-Christian ethic
a history of slavery
relative geographic isolation
abundance of land and widespread ownership of property
social, economic, and geographic mobility
effects of a frontier
large scale immigration
diversity of the population
individualism
work ethic
market economy
relative social equality
universal public education

2. The role of voluntarism in American life. Students should be able
to evaluate, take, and defend positions on the importance of
voluntarism in American society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain factors that have inclined Americans toward voluntarism,
e.g., colonial conditions, frontier traditions, religious beliefs
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A belief in social
equality and a
democratic way of life
have fostered
voluntarism, another
prominent
characteristic of
Americans.

Democracy is still
upon its trial. The
civic genius of our
people is its only
bulwark.

William James (1897)

I come of Quaker stock.
My ancestors were
persecuted for their
beliefs. Here they
sought and found
religious freedom. By
blood and conviction I
stand for religious
tolerance both in act
and in spirit.

Herbert Hoover (1928)

Center for Civic
Education
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The one absolutely
certain way of
bringing this nation
to ruin, of preventing
all possibility of its
continuing to be a
nation at all would
be to permit it to
become a tangle of
squabbling
nationalities... each
preserving its
separate nationality.
Theodore Roosevelt (c.1912)

The principle on
which this country
was founded and by
which it has always
been governed is that
Americanism is a
matter of the mind
and heart;
Americanism is not,
and never was, a
matter of race and
ancestry. A good
American is one who
is loyal to this country
and to our creed of
liberty and democracy.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt

(1943)
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identify services that religious, charitable, and civic groups
provide in their own community, e.g., health, child, and elderly
care; disaster relief; counseling; tutoring;basic needs such as food,
clothing, shelter
identify opportunities for individuals to volunteer in their own
schools and communities

3. Diversity in American society. Students should be able to
evaluate, take, and defend positions on the value and challenges of
diversity in American life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the many forms of diversity in American society, e.g.,
regional, linguistic, racial, religious, ethnic, socioeconomic

explain why diversity is desirable and beneficial, e.g., increases
choice, fosters a variety of viewpoints, encourages cultural
creativity
explain why conflicts have arisen from diversity, using historical
and contemporary examples, e.g., North/South conflict; conflict
about land, suffrage, and other rights of Native Americans;
Catholic/Protestant conflicts in the nineteenth century; conflict
about civil rights of minorities and women; present day ethnic
conflict in urban settings
evaluate ways conflicts about diversity can be resolved in a
peaceful manner that respects individual rights and promotes the
common good

C. What is American political culture?

Content Summary and Rationale
In contrast to most other nations, the identity of an American is defined
by shared political values and principles rather than by ethnicity, race,
religion, class, language, gender, or national origin. These shared values
and principles have helped to promote cohesion in the daily life of
Americans and in times of crisis have enabled them to find common
ground with those who differ from them.

While political conflicts sometimes have erupted in violencelabor
disputes, race riots, and draft riotscitizens should understand that
political conflict in the United States has usually been less divisive and
violent than in other nations. This is because American political conflict,
with the major exception of the Civil War, labor unrest, civil rights
struggles, and the opposition to the war in Vietnam, has generally taken
place within a constitutional framework which allows for protest politics
and promotes the peaceful resolution of differences.

To understand their nation, citizens should appreciate the nature of
American political culture, which provides a foundation for the stability
of the system of government and its capacity to respond to the needs and
interests of the people through peaceful change.
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Content standards
1. American identity. Students should be able to explain the

importance of shared political values and principles to American
society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that an American's identity stems from belief in and
allegiance to shared political values and principles rather than
from ethnicity, race, religion, class, language, gender, or national
origin, which determine identity in most other nations
identify basic values and principles Americans share as set forth
in such documents as the Declaration of Independence, the United
States Constitution, the Gettysburg Address
explain why it is important to the individual and society that
Americans understand and act on their shared political values and
principles

2. The character of American political conflict. Students should be
able to describe the character of American political conflict and
explain factors that usually prevent violence or that lower its intensity.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe political conflict in the United States both historically
and at present, such as conflict about

geographic and sectional interests
slavery and indentured servitude
national origins
extending the franchise
extending civil rights to all Americans

N the role of religion in American public life
engaging in wars

explain some of the reasons why political conflict in the United
States, with notable exceptions such as the Civil War, labor
unrest, civil rights struggles, and the opposition to the war in
Vietnam generally has been less divisive than in many other
nations. These include

a shared respect for the Constitution and its principles

a sense of unity within diversity
many opportunities to influence government and to participate
in it
willingness to relinquish power when voted out of office
acceptance of the idea of majority rule tempered by a respect
for minority rights
willingness to use the legal system to manage conflicts
availability of land and abundance of natural resources

a relatively high standard of living
opportunities to improve one's economic condition

opportunities for free, public education

(3 4

We march in the name
of the Constitution,
knowing that the
Constitution is on our
side. The right of the
people peaceably to
assemble and to
petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances
shall not be abridged.
That's the First
Amendment.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
(c.1963)

Center for Civic
Education
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The Spirit that
prevails among Men
of all degrees, all
ages and sexes is the
Spirit of Liberty.

Abigail Adams (1775)

We hold these Truths
to be self-evident,
that all Men are
created equal, that
they are endowed by
their Creator with
certain unalienable
Rights, that among
these are Life,
Liberty, and the
Pursuit of
HappinessThat to
secure these Rights,
Governments are
instituted among
Men, deriving their
just Powers from the
Consent of the
Governed....
Declaration of Independence

(1776)

I have never had a
feeling, politically,
that did not spring
from the sentiments
embodied in the
Declaration of
Independence.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1858)

Center for Civic
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D. What values and principles are basic to American
constitutional democracy?

Content summary and rationale
Agreement on certain fundamental values and principles is essential to
the preservation and improvement of American constitutional democracy.
They are stated in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, the
Gettysburg Address, and other significant documents, speeches and
writings. They provide common ground on which Americans can work
together to decide how best to promote the attainment of individual,
community, and national goals.

The values and principles of American constitutional democracy have
shaped the nation's political institutions and practices. These values and
principles are sometimes in conflict, however, and their very meaning
and application are often disputed. For example, although most
Americans agree that the idea of equality is an important value, they
may disagree about what priority it should be given in comparison with
other values, such as liberty. They also may disagree on the meaning of
equality when it is applied to a specific situation. To participate
constructively in public debate concerning fundamental values and
principles, citizens need a sufficient understanding of them.

Disparities have always existed between the realities of daily life and the
ideals of American constitutional democracy. The history of the United
States, however, has been marked by continuing attempts to narrow the
gap between ideals and reality. For these reasons, Americans have joined
forces in political movements to abolish slavery, extend the franchise,
remove legal support for segregation, and provide equality of opportunity
for each individual. Citizens need to be aware of historical and
contemporary efforts of Americans who, through individual, social, and
political action, have sought to lessen the disparity between ideals and
reality. Citizens need to understand that American society is perpetually
"unfinished," and that each generation has an obligation to help the
nation move closer to the realization of its ideals.

Content standards
1. Fundamental values and principles. Students should be able to

explain the meaning and importance of the fundamental values and
principles of American constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify fundamental values and principles as expressed in

basic documents, e.g., Declaration of Independence and United
States Constitution
significant political speeches and writings, e.g., The Federalist,
Washington's Farewell Address, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
King's "I Have a Dream" speech
individual and group actions that embody fundamental values
and principles, e.g., suffrage and civil rights movements
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explain the meaning and importance of each of the following
values considered to be fundamental to American public life

individual rights: life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of
happiness
the common or public good

self government
justice
equality
diversity
openness and free inquiry
truth
patriotism

explain the meaning and importance of the following fundamental
principles of American constitutional democracy

popular sovereigntythe concept that ultimate political
authority rests with the people who create and can alter or
abolish governments
constitutional government which includes

the rule of law
representative institutions
shared powers
checks and balances
individual rights
separation of church and state
federalism
civilian control of the military

2. Conflicts among values and principles in American political
and social life. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions on issues in which fundamental values and principles are in
conflict.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe conflicts among fundamental values and principles and
give historical and contemporary examples of these conflicts, such
as

conflicts between liberty and equality, e.g., liberty to exclude
others from private clubs and the right of individuals to be
treated equally
conflicts between individual rights and the common good, e.g.,
liberty to smoke in public places and protection of the health of
other persons

m explain why people may agree on values or principles in the
abstract but disagree when they are applied to specific issues
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America has always
been about rights....
While many nations
are based on ct shared
language or ethnic
heritage, Americans
have made rights the
foundation of their
national identity.

J. Jackson Barlow (1987)

The way to secure
liberty is to place it in
the people's hands,
that is, to give them the
power at all times to
defend it in the
legislature and in the
courts of justice.

John Adams (1787)

I have a dream that my
four little children will
one day live in a
nation where they will
not be judged by the
color of their skin but
by the content of their
character.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
(1963)

Center for Civic
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Here, in the first
paragraph of the
Declaration [of
Independence], is the
assertion of the
natural right of all to
the ballot; for how
can "the consent of
the governed" be
given, if the right to
vote be denied?

Susan B. Anthony (1873)

Let me be a free
man free to travel,
free to stop, free to
work, free to tract-
where I choose, free to
choose my own
teachers, free to
follow the religion of
my fathers, free to
think and talk and
act for myself and I
will obey every law,
or submit to the
penalty.

Chief Joseph (1879)

Center for Civic
Education
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agreement on the value of freedom of expression but
disagreement about the extent to which expression of
unpopular and offensive views should be tolerated, e.g.,
neo -Nazi demonstrations, racial slurs, profanity, lyrics that
advocate violence

agreement on the value of equality but disagreement about
affirmative action programs

3. Disparities between ideals and reality in American political
and social life. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions on issues concerning ways and means to reduce disparities
between American ideals and realities.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify some important American ideals, e.g., liberty and justice
for all, an informed citizenry, civic virtue or concern for the
common good, respect for the rights of others

explain the importance of ideals as goals, even if they are not fully
achieved
explain, using historical and contemporary examples,
discrepancies between American ideals and the realities of
political and social life in the United States, e.g., the ideal of equal
justice for all and the reality that the poor may not have equal
access to the judicial system
describe historical and contemporary efforts to reduce
discrepancies between ideals and the reality of American public
life, e.g., abolition, suffrage, civil rights, and environmental
protection movements

explain ways in which discrepancies between reality and the
ideals of American constitutional democracy can be reduced by

individual action
social action

political action
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EEL HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY?

A. How are power and responsibility distributed,
shared, and limited in the government established by
the United States Constitution?

Content summary and rationale
The system of government established by the Constitution resulted
in a complex dispersal of powers. As a result, every American lives under
the jurisdiction of national, state, and local governments, all of whose
powers and responsibilities are separated and shared among different
branches and agencies.

All these governmentsnational, state, and localaffect the daily life of
every American. This complex system of multiple levels and divisions of
government is difficult to understand and is sometimes inefficient. It may
result in delaying or preventing action by government which may or may
not be desirable. The Framers of the Constitution saw this system as a
principal means of limiting the power of government. It provides
numerous opportunities for citizens to participate in their own
governance. It reflects the principle of popular sovereignty, enables
citizens to hold their governments accountable, and helps to insure
protection for the rights of the people.

Citizens who understand the reasons for this system of dispersed power
and its design are able to evaluate, monitor, and influence it more
effectively.

Content standards
1. Distributing, sharing, and limiting powers of the national

government. Students should be able to explain how the powers of
the national government are distributed, shared, and limited.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how the three opening words of the Preamble to the
Constitution, "We the People...," embody the principle of the
people as sovereignthe ultimate, source of authority
explain how legislative, executive, and judicial powers are
distributed and shared among the three branches of the national
government

legislative poweralthough primary legislative power lies with
Congress, it is shared with the other branches, e.g., the
executive branch can submit bills for consideration and can
establish regulations, the Supreme Court can interpret laws
and can declare them unconstitutional
executive poweralthough primary executive power is with
the executive branch, it is shared by the other branches, e.g.,
congressional committees have authority to review actions of
the executive branch, the Senate must approve appointments
and ratify treaties, the Supreme Court can review actions of
the executive branch and declare them unconstitutional

Americans live under
the jurisdiction of
national, state, and
local governments.

The power 'Jested in the
American courts of
justice of pronouncing
a statute to be
unconstitutional forms
one of the most
powerful barriers that
have ever been devised
against the tyranny of
political assemblies.

Alexis de Tocqueville (1835)

Center for Civic
Education
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The proposed
Constitution, so far
from implying an
abolition of the State
Governments, makes
them constituent
parts of the national
sovereignty...and
leaves in their
possession certain
exclusive and very
important portions of
so, ereign power. This
fully corresponds, in
every rational import
of the terms, with the
idea of a Federal
Government.
Alexander Hamilton (1787)

Center for Civic
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judicial poweralthough primary judicial power is with the
federal judiciary, it is shared with other branches, e.g., the
president appoints federal judges, the Senate can approve or
refuse to confirm federal court appointees, the executive branch
can hold administrative hearings on compliance with
regulations and laws, Congress can "overturn" a Supreme Court
interpretation of a law by amending it

explain how each branch of government can check the powers of
the other branches

legislative branch has the power to

establish committees to oversee activities of the executive
branch
impeach the president, other members of the executive
branch, and federal judges
pass laws over the president's veto by two-thirds
majority vote of both Houses
disapprove appointments made by the president
propose amendments to the United States Constitution

executive branch has the power to

veto laws passed by Congress
nominate members of the federal judiciary

judicial branch has the power to
overrule decisions made by lower courts
declare laws made by Congress to be unconstitutional
declare actions of the executive branch to be
unconstitutional

2. Sharing of powers between the national and state
governments. Students should be able to explain how and why
powers are distributed and shared between national and state
governments in the federal system.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the major parts of the federal system

national government

state governments
other governmental units, e.g., District of Columbia; American
tribal governments; territories of Puerto Rico, Guam, American
Samoa; Virgin Islands

describe how some powers are shared between the national and state
governments, e.g., power to tax, borrow money, regulate voting

describe functions commonly and primarily exercised by state
governments, e.g., education, law enforcement, health and hospitals,
roads and highways

identify powers prohibited to state governments by the United States
Constitution, e.g., coining money, conducting foreign relations,
interfering with interstate commerce, raising an army and declaring
war (Article I, Section 10)
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explain how and why the United States Constitution provides that
laws of the national government and treaties are the supreme law
of the land
explain how the distribution and sharing of power between the
national and state governments increases opportunities for
citizens to participate and to hold their governments accountable

B. What does the national government do?

Content summary and rationale
The actions of the national government have significant consequences on
the daily lives of all Americans, their communities, and the welfare of the
nation as a whole. These actions affect their security, their standard of
living, and the taxes they will pay.

To understand the impact of the political process on their daily lives and
the lives of their communities, citizens need to understand how the
national government functions. To deliberate with other citizens about
political action and to influence governmental actions that affect their
lives, citizens need to know the allocation of responsibilities among
various components of government and where and how decisions are
made.

Content standards
1. Major responsibilities for domestic and foreign policy.

Students should be able to explain the major responsibilities of the
national government for domestic and foreign policy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify historical and contemporary examples of important
domestic policies, e.g., Pure Food and Drug Act, Environmental
Protection Act, civil rights laws, child labor laws, minimum wage
laws, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Social Security

explain how and why domestic policies affect their lives

identify historical and contemporary examples of important
foreign policies, e.g., Monroe Doctrine, Marshall Plan,
immigration acts, foreign aid, arms control, promoting democracy
and human rights throughout the world

id explain how and why foreign policies affect own lives

2. Financing government through taxation. Students should be
able to explain the necessity of taxes and the purposes for which taxes
are used.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain why taxation is necessary to pay for government

identify provisions of the United States Constitution that
authorize the national government to collect taxes, i.e., Article
One, Sections 7 and 8; Sixteenth Amendment

7 0

The domestic and
foreign policies
established by the
national government
have significant
consequences for the
daily lives of all
Americans.

Taxes are what we pay
for civilized society.

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
(1604)

Center for Civic
Education
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Local governments
provide most of the
services citizens
receive.

Center for Civic
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identify major sources of revenue for the national government,
e.g., individual income taxes, social insurance receipts (Social
Security and Medicare\ borrowing, taxes on corporations and
businesses, estate and excise taxes, tariffs on foreign goods

identify major uses of tax revenues received by the national
government, e.g., direct payment to individuals (Social Security,
Medicaid, Medicare, Aid to Families with Dependent Children),
national defense, interest on the federal debt, interstate highways

C. How are state and local governments organized and
what do they do?

Content summary and rationale
State governments are established by state constitutions. That is, each
has its own legislative, executive, and judicial branches. States possess
substantial powers that, along with their local and intermediate
governments, affect a citizen's life from birth to death.

Local governments provide most of the services citizens receive, and local
courts handle most civil disputes and violations of the law. State and
local governments license businesses, professions, automobiles, and
drivers; provide essential services such as police and fire protection,
education, and street maintenance; regulate zoning and the construction
of buildings; provide public housing, transportation, and public health
services; and maintain streets, highways, airports, and harbors.

Because of their geographic location and the fact that their meetings
usually are open to the public, state and local governments are often
quite accessible to the people. Members of city councils, boards of
education, mayors, governors, and other officials are often available to
meet with individuals and groups and to speak to students and civic
organizations.

Citizens need to know the purposes, organization, and responsibilities of
their state and local governments so they can take part in their
governance.

Content standards
1. State governments. Students should be able to explain why states

have constitutions, their purposes, and the relationship of state
constitutions to the federal constitution.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain that their state has a constitution because the United
States is a federal system
identify major purposes ,)f the constitution of the state in which
they live
identify and explain the basic similarities and differences between
their state constitution and the United States Constitution

explain why state constitutions and state governments cannot
violate the United States Constitution
explain how citizens can change their state constitution and cite
examples of changes
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2. Organization and responsibilities of state and local
governments. Students should be cble to describe the organization
and major responsibilities of state and local governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify major responsibilities of their state and local
governments, e.g., education, welfare, streets and roads, parks,
recreation, and law enforcement
describe the organization of their state and local governments,
e.g., legislative, executive, and judicial functions at state and local
levels
identify major sources of revenue for state and local governments,
e.g., property, sales, and income taxes; fees and licenses; taxes on
corporations and businesses; borrowing
explain why state and local governments have an important effect
on their own lives

D. Who represents you in local, state, and national
governments?

Content summary and rationale
Few Americans can identify most of the key people elected to serve them.
It is important not only to know who these people are, but what their
responsibilities are, and how they can be contacted on matters of interest.
Such knowledge is an essential first step in providing Americans with the
capacit;' to take part in their own governance.

Content standards
1. Who represents you in legislative and executive branches of

your local, state, and national governments? Students should be
able to identify their representatives in the legislative branches as well
as the heads of the executive branches of their local, state, and
national governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
name the persons representing them at state and national levels
in the legislative branches of government, i.e., representatives and
senators in their state legislature and in Congress
name the persons representing them at local, state, and national
levels in the executive branches of government, e.g., mayor,
governor, president
explain how they can contact their representatives and when and
why it is important to do so
explain which level of government they should contact to express
their opinions or to get help on specific problems, e.g., opinions
about a curfew for persons under 16 years of age, an increase in
state sales tax, aid to another country; problems with street
lights, driver's license, federal income taxes

The support of State
governments in all
their rights, as the
most competent
administration of our
domestic concerns, are
the surest bulwarks
against
anti-republican
tendencies.

Thomas Jefferson (1801)

Few Americans can
identify most of the key
people elected to serve
them.

Center for Civic
Education
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Americans look to
the principal
varieties of
lawconstitutional,
civil, and
criminalfor the
protection of their
rights to life, liberty,
and property.

If individuals enter
into a state of society
the laws of that
society must be the
supreme regulator of
their conduct.

Alexander Hamilton (1788)

Center for Civic
Education

E. What is the place of law in the American
constitutional system?

Content syminsitry and rationale
The rule of law operates within a framework provided by the United
States Constitution. It establishes limits on both those who govern and
the governed, making possible a system of ordered liberty which protects
the basic rights of citizens and promotes the common good.

Law pervades American society. Americans look to the principal varieties
of law-- constitutional, civil, and criminalfor the protection of their
rights to life, liberty, and property. It often is argued, however, that
Americans are overly dependent on the legal system to manage disputes
about social, economic, and political problems rather than using other
means available to them such as private negotiations and participation in
the political process.

An understanding of the place of law in the American constitutional
system enhances citizens' capacity to

appreciate the importance of law in protecting rights

understand the importance of voluntary adherence to the law
identify the purposes of American public life best served by law
and the purposes best served by other means
support new laws and changes in existing law that are in accord
with the fundamental values and principles of the Constitution
and serve the needs of their communities and the nation
evaluate the operation of the legal system and proposals for
improvement

Content standards
1. The place of law in American society. Students should be able to

explain the importance of law in the American constitutional system.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance of the rule of law in

establishing limits on both those who govern and the governed
protecting individual rights
promoting the common good

describe historical and contemporary examples of the rule of law,
e.g., Marbury v. Madison, Brown v. Board of Education, U.S. v.
Nixon

identify principal varieties of law, e.g., constitutional, criminal,
civil

explain how the principal varieties of law protect individual rights
and promote the common good
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2. Criteria for evaluating rules and laws. Students should be able to
explain and apply criteria useful in evaluating rules and laws.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

identify the strengths and weaknesses of a rule or law by
determining if it is

well designed to achieve its purposes
understandable, i.e., clearly written, its requirements are
explicit
possible to follow, i.e, does not demand the impossible
fair, i.e., not biased against or for any individual or group
designed to protect individual rights and to promote the
common good

draft rules for their schools or communities that meet the criteria
for a good or well-constructed rule or law

3. Judicial protection of the rights of individuals. Students should
be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on current issues
regarding judicial protection of individual rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the basic concept of due process of law, i.e., government
must use fair procedures to gather information and make
decisions in order to protect the rights of individuals and the
interests of society

explain the importance to individuals and to society of major due
process protections

habeas corpus
presumption of innocence
fair notice

impartial tribunal
speedy and public trials
right to counsel
trial by jury
right against self-incrimination
protection against double jeopardy
right of appeal

explain why due process rights in administrative and legislative
procedures are essential for the protection of individual rights and
the maintenance of limited government, e.g., the right to adequate
notice of a hearing that may affect one's interests, the right to
counsel in legislative hearings
describe the adversary system and evaluate its advantages and
disadvantages
explain the basic principles of the juvenile justice system and the
major differences between the due process rights of juveniles and
adults
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[NJor shall any State
deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property,
without due process of
law; nor deny to any
person within its
jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.
Fourteenth Amendment (1868)

Center for Civic
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The American
political system
provides citizens
with numerous
opportunities for
choice and
participation.

Center for Civic
Education
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describe alternative means of conflict management and evaluate
their advantages and disadvantages, e.g., negotiation, mediation,
arbitration, and litigation
evaluate arguments about current issues regarding judicial
protection of the rights of individuals

F. How does the American political system provide for
choice and opportunities for participation?

Content summary and rationale
The American political system provides citizens with numerous
opportunities for choice and participation. The formal institutions and
processes of government such as political parties,campaigns, and
elections are important avenues for choice and citizen participation.
Another equally important avenue is the many associations and groups
that constitute civil society. All provide ways for citizens to monitor and
influence the political process.

American constitutional democracy is dynamic and sometimes disorderly.
Politics is not always smooth and predictable. Individually and in groups,
citizens attempt to influence those in power. In turn, those in power
attempt to influence citizens. In this process, the public agendathe
most pressing issues of the dayis set, and public opinion regarding
these issues is formed.

If citizens do not understand the political process and how to deal with it
effectively, they may feel overwhelmed and alienated. An understanding
of the political process is a necessary prerequisite for effective and
responsible participation in the making of public policy.

Content standards
1. The public agenda. Students should be able to explain what is

meant by the public agenda and how it is set.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that the public agenda consists of those matters that
occupy public attention at any particular time, e.g., crime, health
care, education, child care, environmental protection, drug abuse

describe how the public agenda is shaped by political leaders,
interest groups, the media, state and federal courts, individual
citizens
explain how individuals can help to shape the public agenda, e.g.,
by joining interest groups or political parties, by making
presentations at public meetings, by writing letters to government
officials and to newspapers
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2. Political communication. Students should be able to evaluate, take,
and defend positions on the influence of the media on American
political life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance of freedom of the press fio informed
participation in the political system
evaluate the influence of television, radio, the press, newsletters,
and emerging means of electronic communication on American
politics

explain how Congress, the president, the Supreme Court, and
state and local public officials use the media to communicate with
the citizenry
explain how citizens can evaluate information and arguments
received from various sources so that they can make reasonable
choices on public issues and among candidates for political office

evaluate opportunities the media provide for individuals to
monitor actions of their government, e.g., televised broadcasts of
proceedings of governmental agencies, such as Congress and the
courts, press conferences held by public officials

evaluate opportunities the media provide for individuals to
communicate their concerns and positions on current issues, e.g,,
letters to the editor, talk shows, "op-ed pages," public opinion polls

3. Political parties, campaigns, and elections. Students should be
able to explain how political parties, campaigns, and elections provide
opportunities for citizens to participate in the political process.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

describe the role of political parties
describe various kinds of elections, e.g., primary and general, local
and state, congressional, presidential, recall
explain ways individuals can participate in political parties,
campaigns, and elections

4. Associations and groups. Students should be able. to explain how
interest groups, unions, and professional organizations provide
opportunities for citizens to participate in the political process.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

describe the historical roles of prominent associations and groups
in local, state, or national politics, e.g., abolitionists, suffragists,
labor unions, agricultural organizations, civil rights groups,
religious organizations
describe the contemporary roles of prominent associations and
groups in local, state, or national politics, e.g., AFL-CIO, National
Education Association, Chamber of Commerce, Common Cause,
League of Women Voters, American Medical Association, National
Rifle Association, Greenpeace, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Public Citizen, World
Wildlife Federation
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I fear three
newspapers more than
a hundred bayonets.

Napoleon Bonaparte (e.1800)

Better use has been
made of association
and this powerful
instrument of action
has been applied for
more varied aims in
America than
anywhere else in the
world.

Alexis de Tocqueville (1835)

Center for Civic
Education
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explain how and why Americans become members of associations
and groups
explain how individuals can participate in the political process
through membership in associations and groups

5. Forming and carrying out public policy. Students should be able
to explain how public policy is formed and carried out at local, state,
and national levels and what roles individuals can play in the process.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define public policy and identify examples at local, state, and
national levels

describe how public policies are formed and implemented

explain how citizens can monitor and influence the formation and
implementation of public policies

explain why conflicts about values, principles, and interests may
make agreement difficult or impossible on certain issues of public
policy, e.g., affirmative action, gun control, environmental
protection, capital punishment, equal rights
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IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS?

A. How is the world organized politically?

Content summary and rationale
The world is divided into nation-states each of which claims sovereignty
over a defined territory and jurisdiction over everyone within it. These
nation-states interact using diplomacy, formal agreements, and
sanctions, which may be peaceful or may involve the use of force.

At the international level there is no political organization with power
comparable to that of the nation-state to make binding decisions and
enforce agreements. As a result, when conflicts arise among
nation-states, wars may erupt on local, regional, or worldwide levels.

There are, however, governmental and nongovernmental international
organizations that provide avenues through which nation-states can
interact and attempt to manage their affairs and conflicts peacefully.

To make judgments about the role of the United States in the world today
and the course American foreign policy should take, citizens need to
understand some of the major elements of international relations and
how world affairs affect them.

Content standards
1. Nation-states. Students should be able to explain how the world is

organized politically.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe how the world is divided into nation-states that claim
sovereignty over a defined territory and jurisdiction over everyone
within it
explain why there is no political organization at the international
level with power comparable to that of the nation-state

2. Interaction among nation-states. Students should be able to
explain how nation-states interact with each other.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the most important means nation-states use to interact
with one another

trade
diplomacy
treaties and agreements
humanitarian aid
economic incentives and sanctions
military force and the threat of force
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The world is divided
into nation-states each
of which claims
sovereignty over a
defined territory and
jurisdiction over
everyone within it.

If we do not want to die
together in war, we
must learn to live
together in peace.

Harry S. Truman (1945)
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What we call foreign
affairs is no longer
foreign affairs. It's a
local affair. Whatever
happens in Indonesia
is important to
Indiana....
Dwight D. Eisenhower (1959)

[It] is essential, if
man is not to be
compelled to have
recourse, as a last
resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and-
oppression, that
human rights should
be protected by the
rule of law.

UN Declaration of Human
Rights (1948)
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explain reasons for the breakdown of order among nation-states,
e.g, conflicts about national interests, ethnicity, and religion;
competition for resources and territory; absence of effective means
to enforce international law
explain the consequences of the breakdown of order among
nation-states
explain why and how the breakdown of order among nation-states
can affect their own lives

3. United States' relations with other nation-states. Students
should be able to explain how United States foreign policy is made
and the means by which it is carried out.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the most important powers the United States Constitution
gives to the Congress, president, and federal judiciary in foreign
affairs

Congresscan declare war, approve treaties (Senate), raise
and support armies, and provide a navy (Article I, Section 8)
presidentis Commander in Chief, can make treaties and
appoint ambassadors (Article II)
federal judiciarycan decide cases affecting treaties and
ambassadors, and those involving treason (Article III)

describe various means used to attain the ends of United States
foreign policy, e.g., diplomacy; economic, military, and
humanitarian aid; treaties; trade agreements; incentives;
sanctions; military intervention; covert action
identify important current foreign policy issues and evaluate the
means the United States is using to deal with them

4. International organizations. Students should be able to explain
the role of major international organizations in the world today.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the purposes and functions of major governmental
international organizations, e.g., UN, NATO, OAS, World Court

describe the purposes and functions of major nongovernmental
international organizations, e.g., International Red Cross, World
Council of Churches, Amnesty International

B. How has the United States influenced other nations
and how have other nations influenced American
politics and society?

Content summary and rationale
The United States does not exist in isolation; it is part of an
interconnected world in whose development it has played and continues
to play an important role. The American political tradition, including the
ideas expressed in the Declaration of Independence, the Ccnstitution,
and the Bill of Rights, has had a profound influence abroad. In turn,
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Americans have been affected by the political ideas of other nations from
the ideas of the natural rights philosophers and classical republicanism
of the founding period to ideas about social and economic rights such as
those found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Political, economic, demographic, and environmental developments in the
world affect Americans and require the United States to respond with
reasoned and effective policies to deal with them. Because of the
interconnectedness of the world, many pressing domestic problems,
including the economy and the environment, are also international
issues. Thus, what once was considered a clear distinction between
domestic and international policy is no longer valid in some cases.

To take part in debate about domestic and foreign policy, citizens need to
be aware of developments in the world and their effects, and to evaluate
proposals for dealing with them.

Content standards
1. Impact of the American concept of democracy and individual

rights on the world. Students should be able to describe the
influence of American political ideas on other nations.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the impact on other nations of the American Revolution
and of the values and principles expressed in the Declaration of
Independence and the United States Constitution, including the
Bill of Rights
describe the influence American ideas about rights have had on
other nations and international organizations, e.g., French
Revolution; democracy movements in Eastern Europe, People's
Republic of China, Latin America, South Africa; United Nations
Charter; Universal Declaration of Human Rights

a describe the impact of other nations' ideas about rights on the
United States, e.g., natural rights in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, social and economic rights in the twentieth
century

2. Political, demographic, and environmental developments.
Students should be able to explain the effects of significant political,
demographic, and environmental trends in the world.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the impact of current political developments in the world
on the United States, e.g., conflicts within and among other
nations, efforts to establish democratic governments
describe the impact of major demographic trends on the United
States, e.g., population growth, increase in immigration and
refugees
describe environmental conditions that affect the United States,
e.g., destruction of rain forests and animal habitats, depletion of
fishing grounds, air and water pollution
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Just what is it that
America stands for? If
she stands for one
thing more than
another, it is for the
sovereignty of
self-governing
people....She stands as
an example of free
institutions, and as an
example of
disinterested
international action
in the main tenets of
justice.

Woodrow Wilson (1916)

ITJhe Declaration of
Independence...gave
liberty not alone to the
people of this country,
but hope to all the
world, for all future
time.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1859)

Center for Civic
Education
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In view of the
Constitution, in the
eye of the law, there is
in this counts), no
superior, dominant,
ruling class of
citizens. There is no
caste here. Our
Constitution is
color- blind, and
neither knows nor
tolerates classes
among citizens. In
respect of civil rights,
all citizens are equal
before the law. The
humblest is the peer
of the most powerful.
John Marshall Harlan (1896)

Center for Civic
Education

V. WHAT ARE 'i'HI ROLES OF THE CITIZEN IN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY?

A. What is citizenship?

Content summary and rationale
Citizenship in a constitutional democracy differs from membership in an
authoritarian or totalitarian regime. In a democracy each citizen is a full
and equal member of a self-governing community endowed with
fundamental rights and entrusted with responsibilities.

Both the government and the citizens of a constitutional democracy are
responsible for the protection of the rights of individuals and for the
promotion of the common good. It is a fundamental responsibility of the
citizen to see that government serves the purposes for which it was created.

In order to fulfill this role, individuals need to understand what citizenship
in a constitutional democracy means.

Content standards
1. The meaning of citizenship. Students should be able to explain the

meaning of American citizenship.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the important characteristics of citizenship in the United
States. Specifically, citizenship

is legally recognized membership in a self-governing community
confers full membership in a self-governing communitythere
are no degrees of citizenship or of legally tolerated states of
inferior citizenship in the United States

confers equal rights under the law
is not dependent on inherited, involuntary groupings such as
race, gender, or ethnicity

confers certain rights and privileges, e.g., the right to vote, to hold
public office, to serve on juries

explain that Americans are citizens of both their state and the
United States

2. Becoming a citizen. Students should be able to explain how one
becomes a citizen of the United States.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that anyone born in the United States is a U.S. citizen

explain the distinction between citizens and noncitizens (aliens)

describe the process by which noncitizens may become citizens

compare naturalization in the United States with that of other
nations

8i
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evaluate the criteria established by law that are used for admission
to citizenship in the United States

residence in the United States for five years

ability to read, write, and speak English
proof of good moral character
knowledge of the history of the United States
knowledge of and support for the values and principles of
American constitutional democracy

B. What are the rights of citizens?

Content summary and rationale
In a political system in which one of the primary purposes of government is
the protection of individual rights, it is important for citizens to understand
what these rights are and their relationship to each other and to other
values and interests of their society.

The concept of rights is complex and cannot be treated thoroughly in these
standard3. These standards, however, will provide a basis for the analysis of
public issues involving rights. It is useful to distinguish among three
categories of rights that are of particular significance in the American
political system. These are the right to a private or personal domain,
political, and economic rights.

Few rights, if any, are considered absolute. Rights may reinforce or conflict
with each other or with other values and interests necessitating reasonable
limitations on them. It is important, therefore, for citizens to develop a
framework that clarifies their ideas about rights and the relationships
among rights and other values and interests. Such a framework provides
citizens with a basis for making reasoned decisions about the proper scope
and limits of rights.

Content standards
1. Personal rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and

defend positions on issues involving personal rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify personal rights, e.g., freedom of conscience, freedom to marry
whom one chooses, to have children, to associate with whomever one
pleases, to live where one chooses, to travel freely, to emigrate

identify the major documentary sources of personal rights, e.g.,
Declaration of Independence, United States Constitution, including
the Bill of Rights, state constitutions
explain the importance to the individual and to society of such
personal rights as

freedom of conscience and religion

freedom of expression and association

freedom of movement and residence

privacy
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The right of the people
to be secure in their
persons, houses,
papers, and effects,
against unreasonable
seas ches and seizures,
shall not be violated....

Fourth Amendment (1791)

Center for Civic
Education
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Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of
religion, or
prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the
freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the
right of the people
peaceably to
assemble, and to
petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances.

First Amendment (1791)

As a jury trial is
drawn fro,n the
primary right to a
fair trial... so earning
is implicit in equal
American citizenship.

Judith Silkier (1991)

Center for Civic
Education

identify and evaluate contemporary issues that involve personal
rights, e.g., restricting membership in private organizations, school
prayer, dress codes, curfews, sexual harassment, the right to
refuse medical care

2. Political rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues involving political rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

identify political rights, e.g., the right to vote, petition, assembly,
freedom of press
explain the meaning of political rights as distinguished from
personal rights, e.g., th a right of free speech for political
discussion as distinct from the right of free speech to express
personal tastes and interests, the right to register to vote as
distinct from the right to live where one chooses

identify major statements of political rights in documents such as
the Declaration of Independence, United States Constitution,
including the Bill of Rights, state constitutions, and civil rights
legislation

explain the importance to the individual and society of such
political rights as

freedom of speech, press, assembly, and petition
right to vote and to seek public office

identify and evaluate contemporary issues that involve political
rights, e.g., hate speech, fair trial, free press

3. Economic rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues involving economic rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify important economic rights, e.g., the right to own property,
choose one's work, change employment, join a labor union,
establish a business

s identify statements of economic rights in the United States
Constitution, e.g., requirement of just compensation, contracts,
copyright, patents
explain the importance to the individual and to society of such
economic rights as the right to

acquire, use, transfer, and dispose of property
choose one's work, change employment

join labor unions and professional associations
establish and operate a business
copyright and patent
enter into lawful contracts

identify and evaluate contemporary issues regarding economic
rights, e.g., employment, welfare, social security, minimum wage,
health care, equal pay for equal work, freedom of contract
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4. Scope and limits of rights. Students should be able to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on issues regarding the proper scope and
limits of rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain what is meant by the "scope and limits" of a right, e.g., the
scope of one's right to free speech in the United States is extensive
and protects almost all forms of political expression. The right to
free speech, however, can be limited if and when that speech
seriously harms or endangers others
explain the argument that all rights have limits
explain criteria commonly used in determining what limits should
be placed on specific rights, e.g.,

clear and present danger rule
compelling government interest test
national security
libel or slander
public safety
equal opportunity

identify and evaluate positions on a contemporary conflict between
rights, e.g., right to a fair trial and right to a free press, right to
privacy and right to freedom of expression

identify and evaluate positions on a contemporary conflict between
rights and other social values and interests, e.g., the right of the
public to know what their government is doing versus the need for
national security, the right to property versus the protection of the
environment

C. What are the responsibilities of citizens?

Content summary and rationale
An examination of the importance of personal and political and economic
rights must be accompanied by an examination of personal and civic
responsibilities. For American constitutional democracy to flourish and
seek to attain its ideals, citizens must not only be aware of their rights,
they must also exercise them responsibly and fulfill those personal and
civic responsibilities necessary in a self-governing, free, and just society.

Citizens must examine the basic values and principles of the United
States Constitution and monitor the performance of political leaders and
government agencies to insure their fidelity to them. In addition, they
must examine their own behavior in relation to those values and
principles and learn to deal appropriately with situations in which their
responsibilities may require that their personal rights, desires, or
interests be subordinated to the common good.

To make judgments about their responsibilities, citizens must
understand the difference between personal and civic responsibilities as
well as the mutual reinforcement of these responsibilities.
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The most stringent
protection of free
speech would not
protect a man in
falsely shouting fire in
a theater and causing
a panic.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
(1919)

In Germany the Nazis
came first for the
Communists, and I
didn't speak up
because I wasn't a
Communist. Then they
came for the Jews,
and I didn't speak up
because I wasn't a
Jew. Then they came
for ti, e trade
unionists, and I didn't
speak up because I
wasn't a trade
unionist. Then they
came for the
Catholics, and I didn't
speak up because I
was a Protestant.
Then they came for
me, and by that time
no one was left to
speak up.

Attributed to Martin Niemoeller
(c.1949)

As citizens of this
democracy, you are
the rulers and the
ruled, the lawgivers
and the law-abiding,
the beginning and the
end.

Adlai Stevenson (c.1956)

Center for Civic
Education
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No governmental
action, no economic
doctrine, no economic
plan or project can
replace that
God-imposed
responsibility of the
individual man and
woman to their
neighbors.

Herbert Hoover (1931)

Every voter ought not
merely to vote, but to
vote under the
inspiration of a high
purpose to serve a
nation.

Calvin Coolidge (1924)

In Republics, the
great danger is, that
the majority may not
sufficiently respect
the rights of the
minority.

James Madison (1829)

1
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Content standards
1. Personal responsibilities. Students should be able to evaluate,

take, and defend positions on the importance of personal
responsibilities to the individual and to society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

. evaluate the importance of commonly held personal
responsibilities, such as

taking care of one's self
supporting one's family
accepting responsibility for the consequences of one's actions
adhering to moral principles
considering the rights and interests of others
behaving in a civil manner

identify and evaluate contemporary issues that involve personal
responsibilities, e.g., failure to provide adequate support or care for
one's children, cheating on examinations, lack of concern for the
less fortunate

2. Civic responsibilities. Students should be able to evaluate, take,
and defend positions on the importance of civic responsibilities to the
individual and society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
evaluate the importance of commonly held civic responsibilities,
such as

obeying the law

paying taxes
respecting the rights of others
being informed and attentive to public issues
monitoring political leaders and governmental agencies and
taking appropriate action if their adherence to constitutional
principles is lacking

II deciding whether and how to vote
participating in civic groups
performing public service

serving as a juror

serving in the armed forces

explain the meaning of civic responsibilities as distinguished from
personal responsibilities

evaluate when their responsibilities as Americans require that their
personal rights and interests be subordinated to the public good

evaluate the importance for the individual and society of fulfilling
civic responsibilities

identify and evaluate contemporary issues that involve civic
responsibilities, e.g., low voter participation, avoidance of jury
duty, failure to be informed about public issues
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D. What dispositions or traits of character are
important to the preservation and improvement of
American constitutional democracy?

Content summary and rationale
American constitutional democracy requires the responsible
self-governance of each individual. Certain traits of private character
such as moral responsibility, self-discipline, and respect for individual
worth and human dignity are essential to the well-being of the society.

No democracy can accomplish its purposes, however, unless its citizens
are inclined to participate thoughtfully in public affairs. Certain traits of
public character such as civility, respect for law, civic mindedness,
critical mindedness, persistence, and a willingness to negotiate and
compromise are indispensable for the vitality of American constitutional
democracy.

Such traits of private and public character also contribute to the
fulfillment of the individual and to his or her efficacy as a citizen.

Content standards
1. Dispositions that enhance citizen effectiveness and promote

the healthy functioning of American constitutional
democracy. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions on the importance of certain dispositions or traits of
character to themselves and American constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance to the individual and society of the
following dispositions or traits of character

individual responsibilityfulfilling the moral and legal
obligations of membership in society
self-discipline/self-governanceadhering voluiitarily to
self-imposed standards of behavior rather than requiring the
imposition of external controls
civilitytreating other persons respectfUlly, regardless of
whether or not one agrees with their viewpoints; being willing
to listen to other points of view; avoiding hostile, abusive,
emotional, and illogical argument

II couragethe strength to stand up for one's convictions when
conscience demands
respect for the rights of other individualshaving respect
for others' right to an equal voice in government, to be equal in
the eyes of the law, to hold and advocate diverse ideas, and to
join in associations to advance their views
respect for lawwillingness to abide by laws, even though
one may not be in complete agreement with every law;
willingness to work through peaceful, legal means to change
laws which are thought to be unwise or unjust
honestywillingness to seek and express the truth
open mindednessconsidering others' points of view

86
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I often wonder whether
we do not rest our
hopes too much upon
constitutions, upon
laws and upon courts.
These are false hopes;
believe me, these are
false hopes. Liberty lies
in the hearts of men
and women; when it
dies there, no
constitution, no law,
no court can save it....

Learned Hand (1941)

Civility costs nothing
and buys everything.
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

(1756)

[A purpose of
government is] to
inbreed and cherish in
a great people the
seeds of virtu, and
public civility

John Milton (1641)

Centcr for Civic
Education
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The only thing
necessary for the
triumph of evil is for
good men to do
nothing.

Edmund Burke (C. 1780)

If liberty and
equality, as is
thought by some, are
chiefly to be found in
democracy, they will
be attained when all
persons alike share
in the government to
the utmost.

Aristotle (c. 340 B.C.)

The greatest menace
to freedom is an inert
people.

Louis Brandeis (c.1936)

Center for Civic
Education

critical mindednesshaving the inclination to question the
validity of various positions, including one's own
negotiation and compromisemaking an effort to come to
agreement with those with whom one may differ, when it is
reasonable and morally justifiable to do so
persistencebeing willing to attempt again and again to
accomplish worthwhile goals
civic mindednesspaying attention to and having concern
for public affairs
compassionhaving concern for the well-being of others,
especially for the less fortunate
patriotismbeing loyal to the values and principles
underlying American constitutional democracy, as
distinguished from jingoism and chauvinism

E. How can citizens take part in civic life?

Content summary and rationale
The well-being of constitutional democracy depends on the informed and
effective participation of citizens concerned with the preservation of
individual rights and the promotion of the common good. The strength
and significance of Americans' participatory habits were remarked upon
in the nineteenth century by Alexis de Tocqueville, who was struck by the
degree of their social participation. Americans have retained
characteristic of engaging in cooperative action for common purposes.
Participation in government, contrasted with the wider realm of
organind social participation, has ebbed in recent decades, however.
Indifference to or alienation from politics characterizes a significant
segment of the population. Citizens should realize that their intelligence
and energy are needed in political forums and that democracy wanes
when citizens shun politics.

There are two general ways to approach problems that confront society.
One is through social action; the other is through political action. For
example, in dealing with crime, a course of social action might include
forming a neighborhood watch. A course of political action might include
meeting with officials and demanding that police provide adequate
protection. In dealing with hunger, social action might include working
in a soup kitchen organized by a charitable organization; political action
might include devising a government program to feed the hungry and
acting to insure its adoption and public funding.

Social and political action are not mutually exclusive; they may overlap.
At timeF, one approach may be more appropriate or desirable than
another. Nevertheless, both political and social action are essential for
the health of American constitutional democracy.

If citizens want their views to ba,:onsidered, they must become active
participants in the political process. Although elections, campaigns, and
voting are at the center of democratic institutions, citizens should be
aware that beyond electoral politics there is a wide range of participatory
opportunities available to them. These possibilities include attending
political meet ings, contacting public officials, joining advocacy groups and
political parties, and taking part in demonstrations.
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Political leadership and careers in public service are vitally important in
American constitutional democracy. Citizens need to understand the
contributions of those in public service as well as the practical and ethical
dilemmas political leaders face.

To answer the question "Why should I participate in the political
system'?" the citizen needs to examine and evaluate the relationship
between the attainment of individual and public goals and participation
in the civic and political life of the community.

If American constitutional democracy is to endure, its citizens must
recognize that it is not "a machine that would go of itself" They also must
be aware of the difficulty of establishing free institutions, as evidenced by
the experience of the Founders as well as by events in the contemporary
world. Constitutional democracy requires the continuing and dedicated
participation of an attentive, knowledgeable, and reflective citizenry.

Content standards
1. Participation in civic and political life and the attainment of

individual and public goals. Students should be able to explain the
relationship between participating in civic and political life and the
attainment of individual and public goals.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify examples of their own individual goals and explain how
their participation in civic and political life can help to attain
them, e.g., living in a safe and orderly neighborhood, obtaining a
good education, living in a healthy environment

identify examples of public goals and explain how participation in
civic and political life can help to attain them, e.g., increasing the
safety of the community, improving local transportation facilities,
providing opportunities for education and recreation

2. The difference between political and social participation.
Students should be able to explain the difference between political and
social participation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain what distinguishes political from social participation, e.g.,
participating in a campaign to change laws regulating the care of
children as opposed to volunteering to care for children

explain the importance of both political and social participation to
American constitutional democracy

identify opportunities in their own community for both political
and social participation
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Whether in private or
in public, the good
citizen does
something to support
democratic habits
and the
constitutional order.

Judith Shklar (1991)

Where everyman
is...participator in
the government of
affairs, not merely at
an election one day
in the year but every
day...he will let the
heart be torn out of
his body sooner than
his power be wrested
from him by a Caesar
or a Bonaparte.

Thomas Jefferson (1816)

Center for Civic
Education
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I contend that woman
has just as much
right to sit in solemn
counsel in
conventions,
conferences,
associations and
general assemblies,
as manjust as much
right to sit upon the
throne of England or
in the Presidential
chair of the United
States.

Angelina Griznke (1837)

Among freemen there
can be no successful
appeal from the
ballot to the bullet,
and...they who take
such appeal are sure
to lose their case and
pay the cost.

Abraham Lincoln (c.1859)

The aim of every
political constitution
is, or ought to be, first
to obtain for rulers
men who possess most
wisdom to discern
and most virtue to
pursue, the common
good of the society
and in the next place,
to take the most
effectual precaution
for keeping them
virtuous whilst they
continue to hold their
public trust.

James Madison (1787)

Center for Civic
Education

3. Forms of political participation. Students should be able to
describe the means by which Americans can monitor and influence
politics and government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how Americans can use the following means to monitor
and influence politics and government at local, state, and national
levels

voting
becoming informed about public issues
discussing public issues
communicating with public officials
joining political parties, interest groups, and other
organizations that attempt to influence public policy and
elections
attending meetings of governing bodies

working in campaigns
taking part in peaceful demonstration
circulating and signing petitions
contributing money to political parties or causes

describe historical and current examples of citizen movements
seeking to promote individual rights and the common good, e.g.,
abolition, suffrage, labor and civil rights movements
explain what civil disobedience is, how it differs from other forms
of protest, what its consequences might be, and circumstances
under which it might be justified
explain why becoming knowledgeable about public affairs and the
values and principles of American constitutional democracy and
communicating that knowledge to others is a form of political
participation

4. Political leadership and public service. Students should be able
to explain the importance of political leadership and public service in
a constPutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe personal qualities necessary for political leadership

explain the functions of political leadership and why leadership is
a vital necessity in a constitutional democracy

explain and evaluate ethical dilemmas that might confront
political leaders
identify opportunities for political leadership in their own school,
community, state, and the nation
explain the importance of individuals working cooperatively with
their elected leaders
evaluate the role of "the loyal opposition" in a constitutional
democracy
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explain the importance of public service in a constitutional
democracy

identify opportunities for public service in their own school,
community, state and the nation
identify career opportunities in public service

5. Knowledge and participation. Students should be able to e..zplain
the importance of knowledge to competent and responsible
participation in American democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain why becoming knowledgeable about public affairs and the
values and principles of American constitutional democracy and
communicating that knowledge to others is an important form of
participation
explain how awareness of the nature of American constitutional
democracy may give citizens the ability to reaffirm or change
fundamental constitutional values
evaluate the claim that constitutional democracy requires the
participation of an attentive, knowledgeable, and competent
citizenry
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A leader has to lead,
or otherwise he has no
business in politics.

Harry Truman (c.1955)

If a nation expects to
be ignorant and free,
in a state of
civilization, it expects
what never was and
never will be.

Thomas Jefferson (1816)

Center for Civic
Education
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9-12 Content Standards

L WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE, POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT? 89

A. What is civic life? What is politics? What is government? Why are
government and politics necessary? What purposes should
government serve? 89

B. What are the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
government? 91

C. What are the nature and purposes of constitutions? 94

D. What are alternative ways of organizing constitutional governments? 96

H. WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM? 99

A. What is the American idea of constitutional government? 99

B. What are the distinctive characteristics of American society? 101

C. What is American political culture? 103

D. What values and principles are basic to American constitutional
democracy? 105
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HI. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 110

A. How are power and responsibility distributed, shared, and limited
in the government established by the United States Constitution? 110

B. How is the national government organized and what does it do? 111

C. How are state and local governments organized and what do they do? 113

D. What is the place of law in the American constitutional system? 115

E. How does the American political system provide for choice and
opportunities for participation? 117

IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS? 121

A. How is the world organized politically? 121

B. How do the domestic politics and constitutional principles of the
United States affect its relations with the world? 122

C. How has the United States influenced other nations, and how
have other nations influenced American politics and society? 124

V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE CITIZEN IN
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? 127

A. What is citizenship? 127

B. What are the rights of citizens? 128

C. What are the responsibilities of citizens? 131

D. What civic dispositions or traits of private and public character
are important to the preservation and improvement of American
constitutional democracy? 132

E. How can citizens take part in civic life? 134
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L WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE, POLITICS, AND GOVERNMENT?

A. What is civic life? What is politics? What is
government? Why are government and politics
necessary? What purposes should government serve?

Content summary and rationale
Civic life is the public life of the citizen concerned with the affairs of the
community and nation as contrasted with private or personal life, which
is devoted to the pursuit of private and personal interests.

Politics is a process by which a group of people, whose opinions or
interests might be divergent, reach collective decisions that are generally
regarded as binding on the group and enforced as common policy.
Political life enables people to accomplish goals they could not realize as
individuals. Politics necessarily arises whenever groups of people live
together, since they must always reach collective decisions of one kind or
another.

Government is the formal institutions of a society with the authority to
make and implement binding decisions about such matters as the
distribution of resources, allocation of benefits and burdens, and the
management of conflicts.

Differing assumptions about the proper relationship between civic and
private life influence ideas about the purposes of government. Differing
ideas about the purposes of government have profound consequences for
the well-being of individuals and society. For example, if one believes
that the activities of government should be restricted to providing for the
security of the lives and property of citizens, one might believe in placing
severe restrictions on the right of government to intrude into their
private or personal lives. On the other hand, if one believes that the
moral character of the individual should be a public or civic matter, one
might support a broad range of laws and regulations concerning private
behavior and belief.

Citizens need to understand competing ideas about civic life, politics, and
government so that they can make informed judgments about what
government should and should not do, how they are to live their lives
together, and how to support the proper use of authority or combat the
abuse of political power.

Content standards
1. Defining civic life, politics, and government. Students should be

able to explain the meaning of the terms civic life, politics, and
government.

To achieve this st'ndard, students should be able to
distinguish between civic lifethe public life of the citizen
concerned with the affairs of the community and nationand
private lifethe personal life of the individual devoted to the
pursuit of private interests
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Politics is a process
by which a group of
people, whose
opinions or interests
might be divergent,
reach collective
decisions that are
generally regarded
as binding on the
group and enforced
as common policy.

Differing ideas
about the purposes
of government have
profound
consequences for the
well-being of
individuals and
society.

Center for Civic
Education
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[Without
government:] No arts;
no letters; no society;
and which is worst of
all, continual fear
and danger of violent
death; and the life of
man, solitary, poor,
nasty, brutish, and
short.

Thomas Hobbes (1651)

We hold these Truths
to be self-evident,
that all Men are
created equal, that
they are endowed by
their Creator with
certain unalienable
Rights...That to
secure these Rights,
Governments are
instituted among
Men.
Declaration of Independence

(1776)

Center for Civic
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describe politics as the process by which a group of people, whose
opinions or interests might be divergent,

reach collective decisions that are generally regarded as
binding on the group and enforced as common policy

seek the power to influence decisions about such matters as
how their government will manage the distribution of
resources, allocation of benefits and burdens, and management
of conflicts

accomplish goals they could not realize as individuals
describe government as the formal institutions with the
authority to make and implement binding decisions about such
matters as the distribution of resources, the allocation of benefits
and burdens, and the management of conflicts

define political authority, identify its sources and functions,
and differentiate between authority and power without
authority
identify examples of formal institutions with the authority to
control and direct the behavior of those in a society, e.g., tribal
councils, courts, monarchies, democratic legislatures

2. Necessity of politics and government. Students should be able to
explain the major arguments advanced for the necessity of politics and
government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain why politics is found wherever people gather together, i.e.,
it is a process by which a group of people reach collective decisions
generally regarded as binding on the group and enforced as
common policy

eAplain several major arguments for the necessity of politics and
government, e.g., because human beings

cannot fulfill their potential without politics and government

are sinful or depraved by nature

would be insecure or endangered without government
working collectively can accomplish goals and solve problems
they could not achieve alone

describe historical and contemporary examples of how
governments have reflected these major arguments

3. The purposes of politics and government. Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on competing idea.-
regarding the purposes of politics and government and their
implications for the individual and society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain competing ideas about the purposes of politics and
government, e.g.,

improving the moral character of citizens
furthering the interests of a particular class or ethnic group
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achieving a religious vision

glorifying the state
promoting individual security and public order

enhancing economic prosperity

protecting individual rights
promoting the common good

providing for a nation's security

describe historical and contemporary examples of governments
which serve these purposes
explain how the purposes served by a government affect
relationships between the individual and government and
between government and society as a whole, e.g., the purpose of
promoting a religious vision of what society should be like may
require a government to restrict individual thought and actions
and place strict controls on the whole of society

B. What are the essential characteristics of limited and
unlimited government?

Content summary and rationale
Limited government provides a basis for protecting individual rights
and promoting the common good in contrast to unlimited government
which endangers these values. Limited government is constitutional
government. Unlimited governments include authoritarian and
totalitarian systems.

The rule of law is an essential component of limited government. The
central notion of a rule of law is that society is governed according to
widely known and accepted rules followed not only by the governed but
also by those in authority.

Civil society is that sphere of voluntary individual, social, and economic
relationships and organizations that, although limited by law, is not part
of governmental institutions Civil society provides a domain where
individuals are free from unreasonable interference from government.
By providing for independent centers of power and influence, civil society
is an indispensable means of maintaining limited government.

Political and economic freedoms and limited government are interrelated.
Limited government protects both political and economic freedoms which,
in turn, provide a means of maintaining and reinforcing limited
government.

An awareness of the characteristics of limited government provides
citizens with a basis for making reasoned judgments about proposals to
alter their own government and for evaluating the governments of other
nations.

An understanding of the concept of limited government and its essential
components helps citizens understand the necessity of maintaining those
conditions that prevent a government from exceeding its powers.
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[A purpose of
government is to
inbreed and cherish
in a great people the
seeds of virtu, and
public civility.

John Milton (1641)

In framing a
government which is
to be administered
by men over men, the
great difficulty lies
in this: you must
first enable the
government to
control the
governed; and in the
next place oblige it
to control itself.

James Madison (1788)

Civil society is that
sphere of voluntary
individual, social,
and economic
relationships and
organizations that,
although limited by
law, is not part of
governmental
institutions. Civil
society provides a
domain where
individuals are free
from unreasonable
interference from
government.

Center for Civic
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No freeman shall be
taken, or
imprisoned, or
outlawed, or exiled,
or in any way
harmed...except by
the legal judgment
of his peers or by the
law of the land.

Magna Carta (1215)

Power tends to
corrupt and
absolute power
corrupts absolutely.

Lord Acton (1687)

Wherever Law ends,
Tyranny begins.

John Locke (1690)
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Content standards
1. Limited and unlimited governments. Students should be able to

explain the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
governments.

To achieve this standard students should be able to
describe the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited
governments

limited governments have established and respected restraints
on their power, e.g.,

constitutional governmentgovernments characterized by
legal limits on political power

unlimited governments are those in which there are no
regularized and effective means of restraining their power, i.e.,

authoritarian systems -governments in which political
power is concentrated in one person or a small group, and
individuals and groups are subordinated to that power
totalitarian systemsmodern forms of extreme
authoritarianism in which the government attempts to
control every aspect of the lives of individuals and prohibits
independent associations

identify historical and contemporary examples of limited and
unlimited governments and explain their classification, e.g.,

limited governmentsUnited States, Great Britain, Botswana,
Japan, Israel, Chile
unlimited governmentsNazi Germany, Imperial Japan,
Spain under Franco, Argentina under Peron, Iraq under
Hussein, Iran

2. The rule of law. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on the importance of the rule of law and on the
sources, purposes, and functions of law.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the difference between the rule of law and the "rule of
men"
explain why the rule of law means more than simply having laws

explain alternative ideas about the sources of law, e.g., custom,
Supreme Being, sovereigns, legislatures
identify different varieties of law, e.g., divine law, natural law,
common law, statute law, international law
explain alternative ideas about the purposes and functions of law
such as

regulating relationships among people and between people and
their government
providing order, predictability, security, and established
procedures for the management of conflict
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specifying the allocation of rights and responsibilities and of
benefits and burdens
providing the ultimate source of authority in a political
community
regulating social and economic relationships in civil society

explain how the rule of law can be used to restrict the actions of
private citizens and government officials alike in order to protect
the rights of individuals and to promote the common good

3. Civil society and government. Students should be able to explain
and evaluate the argument that civil society is a prerequisite of
limited government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define civil society as the sphere of voluntary personal, social, and
economic relationships and organizations that, although limited
by law, is not part of government, e.g., family, friendships,
membership in nongovernmental organizations, participation in
unions and business enterprises
explain how civil society provides opportunities for individuals to
associate for social, cultural, religious, economic, and political
purposes
explain how civil society makes it possible for people individually
or in association with others to bring their influence to bear on
government in ways other than voting and elections

describe the historical role of religion in the development of a
private sphere of life

explain, using historical and contemporary examples, how the
resources of civil society have been used to maintain limited
government
compare the relationships between government and civil society in
constitutional democracies and in authoritarian and totalitarian
regimes using historical. and contemporary examples

4. The relationship of limited government to political and
economic freedom. Students should be able to explain and evaluate
competing ideas regarding the relationship between political and
economic freedoms.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify essential political freedoms, e.g., freedom of religion,
speech, press, and assembly
identify essential economic freedoms, e.g., freedom to enter into
contracts, choose one's own employment, own and dispose of
property, engage in business enterprises
explain competing ideas about the relationship between political
and economic freedoms, e.g., that political freedom is more
important than economic freedom, that political and economic
freedom are inseparable

Civil society makes it
possible for people
individually or in
association with
others to bring their
influence to bear on
government in ways
other than voting
and elections.

Center for Civic
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Though written
constitutions may be
vio!ated in moments
of passion or
delusion, yet they
furnish a text to
which those who are
watchful may again
rally and recall the
people; they fix too
for the people the
principles of their
political creed.

Thomas Jefferson (1802)

Articles 114, 115,
117, 118, 123, 124
and 153 of the
constitution of the
German Reich are
cancelled until
further notice. This
allows certain
restrictions to be
imposed on personal
freedom, on the
right to express a
free opinion, the
freedom of the press,
of association and
the right to hold
meetings, it allows
restrictions on the
secrecy of the mail,
post and
telecommunications
systems, the
ordering 'f house
searches and
confiscation f
property and
restrictions on
property rights.

Decree of the Reich
President (1933)
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explain how political and economic freedoms serve to limit
governmental power
evaluate the argument that limited government is essential to the
protection of political and economic freedoms

C. What are the nature and purposes of constitutions?

Content summary and rationale
The term "constitution" has alternative meanings, and constitutions
serve differing purposes in different nations. In some a constitution is
merely a description of a form of government. In others, such as the
United States and France, a constitution is considered a higher law that
establishes and limits government in order to protect individual rights as
well as to promote the common good. In nations with unlimited
governments, constitutions often have served as a cloak to misrule,
disguising the unconstrained behavior of those in power.

In the United States, constitutional government is equated with
limited government, Even in a constitutional government, however, the
constitution alone cannot guarantee that the limits imposed on
government will be respected or that the purposes of government will be
served. There are certain social, economic, and political conditions that
enable constitutional government to flourish.

To preserve and improve constitutional government, citizens must
understand the necessary conditions for its existence. There must be
general agreement about the proper relationship among the people, their
constitution, and their government. Finally, not only must the
constitution regulate institutions, the people also must cultivate a
disposition to behave in ways consistent with its values and principles

Content standards
1. Concepts of "constitution." Students should be able to explain

different uses of the term "constitution" and to distinguish between
governments with a constitution and a constitutional government.

To achieve this standard students should be able to
distinguish among the following uses of the term constitution

a document or collection of documents

a written document augmented over time by custom,
legislation, and court decisions

a description of a form of government

a higher law that limits the powers of government, i.e., a
constitutional (or limited) government

distinguish between governments with a constitution and
constitutional (limited) government
identify historical and contemporary examples of nations that
have had constitutions that do not limit power, e.g., Nazi
Germany, the former Soviet Union, and the People.s Republic of
China; distinguish them from nations that have constitutional
governments, e.g., Germany, United Kingdom, Japan, United
States
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2, Purposes and uses of constitutions. Students should be able to
explain the various purposes served by constitutions.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how constitutions set forth the structure of government,
give the government power, and establish the relationship
between the people and their government
explain how constitutions may limit government's power in order
to protect individual rights and promote the common good; give
historical and contemporary examples
explain how constitutions may embody the core values and
principles of a political system and provide a reference point for
citizens to use in evaluating the actions of their government
describe historical and contemporary instances of how
constitutions have been disregarded or used to promote the
interests of a particular group, class, faction, or a government
itself, e.g., slavery, excksion of women from the body politic,
prohibition of competing political parties
explain how constitutions can be vehicles for change and for
resolving social issues, e.g., use of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution in the civil rights movement of the
1950s and 1960s; establishment of the Japanese Constitution after
World War II, which provided women the right to vote
explain how constitutions can be devices for preserving core
values and principles of a society, e.g., prohibition of religious
tests for public office, protection of private property by the United
States Constitution

3. Conditions under which constitutional government
flourishes. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions on what conditions contribute to the establishment and
maintenance of constitutional government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the social, economic, and politic:0 conditions that may
foster constitutional government

e t evaluate the claim that the formal establishment of a government
under a constitution is not of itself sufficient to maintain liberty

evaluate the reasons why some nations have been successful in
establishing constitutional government, while others have not,
e.g., post-World War II Germany, Japan (successes); Nigeria,
Kenya, Argentina under Peron (failures)

identify the most important responsibilities individual citizens
and people serving in government should assume to insure the
preservation and improvement of constitutional government

Constitutions may
embody the core
vc.lues and
principles of a
political system and
provide a reference
point for citizens to
use in evaluating
the actions of their
government.

Constitutions may
I:mit government in
order to protect
individual rights
and promote the
common good.

Center for Civic
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By comparing
alternative means of
organizing
constitutional
governments and the
ways they provide
for representation,
citizens become
aware of the
advantages and
disadvantages of
their own system
and how it may be
improved.

41
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D. What are alternative ways of organizing
constitutional governments?

Content summary and rationale
The way a government is organized is a reflection of its most
fundamental purposes. For that reason, constitutional governments
organize their institutions to channel an(' limit the exercise of political
power to serve the purposes for which they have been established.

The most common forms of organization of the institutions of central
governments at the national level are systems of shared powers and
parliamentary systems.

In systems of shared powers, such as the United States, powers are
separated among branches. Each branch has primary responsibility
for certain functions, but each branch also shares these powers and
functions with the others, e.g., the president, Congress, and the
Supreme Court all share power over the laws of the nation.

In parliamentary systems such as Great Britain, authority is held
by a bicameral legislature called Parliament. Parliament consists of
the House of Lords and the House of Commons. The prime minister is
chosen by convention from the ranks of the majority party in
Commons. The prime minister forms a cabinet and directs the
administration of the government.

There are several kinds of relationships between the central government
of a nation and other units of government within the nation. The most
common forms of such relationships, all of which have been or can be
found in the United States, are confederal, federal, and unitary
systezr.Q.

In constitutional governments the basis of representation can vary.
Representation may be based on such factors as gender, property, social
class, geography, race, or religion. There are also variations in electorial
systems. In some systems, electoral districts choose a single member
elected by plurality or majoritywinner-take-all; in other systems,
electoral districts choose multiple members in proportion to the number
,_,i'votes receivedproportional representation.

By comparing alternative means of organizing constitutional
governments and the ways they provide for representation, citizens
become aware of the advantages and disadvantages of their own system
and how it may be improved. This understanding also provides a basis
for evaluating whether one's own government is diverging from its
constitutional design and purposes. This knowledge not only helps
citizens to understand their own government, it enables them to grasp
the meaning of events in the world, such as the fall of parliamentary
governments, the breakup of federations, or the weaknesses of
confederations.
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Content standards
1. Shared powers and parliamentary systems. Students should be

able to describe the major characteristics of systems of shared powers
and of parliamentary systems.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the major characteristics of systems of shared powers,
e.g., in the United States and Brazil

powers are separated among branches, each branch has
primary responsibility for certain functions, e.g., legislative,
executive, and judicial
each branch also shares some of the powers and functions of
the other branches, e.g.,

legislatures may pass laws, but the executive may veto
them
the executive nominates certain public officials, but the
legislature must approve them
legislatures may pass laws, but in many countries the
judiciary may declare them unconstitutional

describe the major characteristics of parliamentary systems, e.g.,
in the United Kingdom and Israel

authority is held by a legislature called Parliament
members of Parliament are chosen in general elections, but
they lose their positions at any time the government "falls"
(resigns) and new elections are held
prime minister and cabinet may be replaced by Parliament if a
majority votes "no confidence" in the government

the political party or parties that form a majority in
Parliament choose the prime minister
the prime minister and members of the Cabinet must all be
members of the legislatureParliament

identify historical and contemporary examples of parliamentary
systems and systems of shared powers
evaluate the various ways power is distributed, shared, and
limited in systems of shared powers and parliamentary systems in
terms of such criteria as effectiveness, prevention of the abuse of
power, responsiveness to popular will, stability
evaluate the relative advantages and disadvantages of systems of
shared powers and parliamentary systems in terms of the
purposes of constitutional government

2. Confederal, federal, and unitary systems. Students should be
able to explain the advantages and disadvantages of federal,
confederal, and unitary systems of government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define confederal, federal, and unitary systems of government

1 0 2
Center for Civic
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[A]s far as the
principle...[of
confederacy] has
prevailed, it has been
the cause of
incurable disorder
and imbecility in
government.

Alexander Hamilton (1788)

Your representative
owes you, not his
industry only, but his
judgment; and he
betrays instead of
serving you if he
sacrifices it to your
opinion.

Edmund Burke (1774)

Center for Civic
Education.

confederal systema system of government in which
sovereign states delegate powers to a central government for
specific purposes, e.g., mutual defense against foreign enemies

federal systema system in which a national government
shares powers with state governments, but the national
government may act directly on individuals within the states,
e.g., national government may require individuals ti) pay
income taxes
unitary systema system in which all power is concentrated
in a central government; state and local governments can
exercise only those powers given to them by the central
government

identify historical and contemporary examples of confederal,
federal, and unitary systems
evaluate the various ways power is distributed, shared, and
limited in confederal, federal, and unitary systems in terms of
such criteria as effectiveness, prevention of the abuse of power,
responsiveness to popular will, stability
explain the relative advantages and disadvantages of confederal,
federal, and unitary systems in terms of the purposes of
constitutional government

3. Nature of representation. Students should be able to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on how well alternative forms of
representation serve the purposes of constitutional government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the major arguments for and against representative
government as distinguished from direct popular rule
describe common bases upon which representation is or has been
established, e.g.,

geographic areas

citizenship
social class or caste

age, sex, or property

religion, race, and ethnicity
evaluate differing bases of electoral systems, e.g.,

winner-take-all systems

proportional systems
evaluate differing theories of representation, e.g., the theory that
the foremost obligation of a representative is to promote the
interests of

NI a particular constituency
the society as a whole
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II. WHAT ARE 't 'H1 FOUNDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM?

A. What is the American idea of constitutional
government?

Content summary and rationale
Using a written constitution to set forth the values and principles of
government and to establish and limit its powers is among the nation's
most distinctive accomplishments. The American system of government
relies upon its citizens' holding these constitutional values and principles
in common.

The Framers of the United States Constitution intended to establish, in
the words of James Madison, an "energetic" and effective government,
one capable of fulfilling the purposes for which it was created. The
Constitution provides for institutions that facilitate the formation of
majorities on various issues at the same time as it limits the powers of
those majorities to protect the basic liberties of the people. The Bill of
Rights was adopted as an additional means of limiting the powers of the
national government and has become central to the American idea of
constitutional government.

An understanding of the extent to which Americans have internalized the
values and principles of the Constitution will contribute to an
appreciation of the enduring influence of the Constitution as it has
helped to shape the character of American society.

Citizens must understand the fundamental ideas of American
constitutional government and their history and contemporary relevance
to develop a reasoned commitment to them, as well as to use them as
criteria to evaluate their own behavior and the behavior of government
officials.

Content standards
1. The American idea of constitutional government. Students

should be able to explain the central ideas of American constitutional
government and their history.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe major historical events that led to the creation of limited
government in the United States, e.g.,

Magna Carta (1215), common law, and the Bill of Rights (1689)
in England
colonial experience, Declaration of Independence (1776),
Articles of Confederation (1781), state constitutions and
charters, United States Constitution (1137), Bill of Rights
(1791) in the United States

explain the importance of the central ideas of the natural rights
philosophy in the creation of American constitutional government,
e.g., that all persons have the right to life, liberty, property, and
the pursuit of happiness just because they are human beings; that
the major purpose of government is to protect those rights
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The important
distinction so well
understood in America
between a Constitution
established by the
people and unalterable
by the government, and
a law established by
the government and
alterable by the
government seems to
have been little
understood and less
observed in any other
country.

James Madison (1788)

[The government of the
United States is] a
government limited...by
the authority of a
paramount
Constitution.

James Madison (1788)

Center for Civic
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The people made the
Constitution, and the
people can unmake it.
It is the creature of
their own will, and
lives only by their will.

John Marshall (1821)

It was from America
that...ideas long locked
in the breast of solitary
thinkers, and hidden
among Latin folios
burst forth like a
conqueror upon the
world...and the
principle gained
ground, that a nation
can never abandon its
fate to an authority it
cannot control.

Lord Acton (1907)

Center for Civic
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explain the major ideas about republican government which
influenced the development of the United States Constitution, e.g.,
the concept of representative government, the importance of civic
virtue or concern for the common good

explain the central ideas of American constitutional government
such as

popular sovereignty, i.e., the people as the ultimate source of
the power to create, alter, or abolish governments

the necessity for a written constitution to set forth the
organization of government and to grant and distribute its
powers, e.g., amon:, different branches of the national
government, between the national government and the states,
and between the people and the government
the Constitution as a "higher law" that authorizes and
legitimizes an "energetic" and effective government of limited
powers
the Constitution as legitimizing majority rule in certain key
areas of decision making, while limiting the power of these
majorities in order to protect the rights of individuals

explain how various provisions of the Constitution and principles
of the constitutional system are devices to insure an effective
government that will not exceed its limits
explain how the design of the institutions of government and the
federal system channels and limits governmental power in order
to serve the purposes of American constitutional democracy

2. How American constitutional government has shaped the
character a,'American society. Students should be able to explain
the extent to which Americans have internalized the values and
principles of the Constitution and attempted to make its ideals
realities.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain ways in which belief in limited government has influenced
American society

explain ways in which the Constitution has encouraged Americans
to engage in commercial and other productive activities
explain how major features of the Constitution, such as federalism
and the Bill of Rights, have helped to shape American society

describe, giving historical and contemporary examples, how
Americans have attempted to make the values and principles of
the Constitution a reality
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B. What are the distinctive characteristics of American
society?

Content summary and rationale
The distinctive characteristics of American society have shaped the way
Americans perceive the proper relationship among individuals, society,
and the government. Americans need to know the distinctive
characteristics of their society in order to know who they aretheir
identity as a people. This understanding of a common identity and
common purposes provides a basis on which a diverse American society
can work cooperatively to solve common problems and manage conflicts
within constitutional boundaries.

Unlike many other nations, the United States never experienced
feudalism, accepted an inherited caste system, or recognized a nobility.
The existence of a frontier, large-scale and continuing immigration, and
the abundance and widespread ownership of property, have fostered the
growth of a democratic way of life. Notable exceptions that have worked
against the attainment of social equality are the history of slavery, the
treatment of Native Americans, and discrimination against various
groups.

Voluntarism is another prominent characteristic of American life. The
American tradition of voluntarism emerged from the colonists'
dependence on one another during the early settlement period, it was
enhanced by the influence of a frontier, and encouraged by Americans'
religious beliefs. This propensity for voluntarism has continued to the
present day and has given rise to questions that citizens need to address:
Is it advantageous for society that functions such as education and social
welfare be performed by voluntary associations? By government? Or
should both have a role? Would American society be harmed or enhanced
if the propensity to voluntarism declined?

Americans form and join associations in great numbers. The broad range
of religious, service, and civic groups forms a part of the rich network of
associations that characterizes American society. The powerful role of
these kinds of groups, as well as interest groups, labor unions, and
professional organizations, is an important factor in understanding
American political life.

Recognition of the many forms of diversity in American society
ethnicity, race, religion, class, language, gender, or national
origin -- embraced in a constitutional system, is a prerequisite to making
judgments about the benefits diversity offers and the challenges it poses.

Content standards
1. Distinctive characteristics of American society. Students

should be able to explain hew the following characteristics tend to
distinguish American society from most other societies.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain important factors that have helped shape American
society, such as

absence of a nobility or an inherited caste system

religious freedom

a history of slavery

.1.06

The one absolutely
certain way of
bringing this nation to
ruin, of preventing all
possibility of its
continuing to be a
nation at ail would be
to permit it to become
a tangle of squabbling
nationalities...each
preserving its separate
nationality.

Theodore Roosevelt (c. 1912)

Democracy is still
upon its trial. The
civic genius of our
people is its only
bulwark.

William James (1897)

Center for Civic
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Americans of all
ages, all stations in
life, and all types of
disposition are
forever forming
associations...at the
head of any new
undertaking, where
in France you would
find the government
or in England some
territorial magnate,
in the United States
you are sure to find
as association.
Alexis de Toequeville (1836)
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compare the distinctive characteristics of American society with
those of other countries

the Judeo-Christian ethic
relative geographic isolation
abundance of land and widespread ownership of property
social, economic, and geographic mobility

effects of a frontier

large scale immigration
diversity of the population

individualism
work ethic

market economy

relative social equality
universal public education

2. The role of voluntarism in American life. Students should be able
to evaluate, take, and defend positions on the importance of
voluntarism in American society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain factors that have inclined Americans toward voluntarism,
e.g., colonial conditions, the Puritan ethic, frontier traditions,
religious beliefs

describe the role of voluntary associations in performing functions
usually associated with government, such as providing social
welfare and education; give historical and contemporary examples
describe the extent of voluntarism in American society compared
to other countries
explain the relationship of voluntarism to Americans' ideas about
limited government
evaluate arguments regarding what responsibilities properly
belong to individuals ,Jr to groups and to the private sector or to
the government and how these responsibilities should be shared
by the private sector and government

3. The role of organized groups in political life. Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on the contemporary role
of organized groups in American social and political life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify examples of organized groups and discuss their historical
and contemporary role in local, state, and national politics, e.g.,
unions, professional organizations; religious, charitable, service,
and civic groups

describe and evaluate the role of organized groups in performing
functions usually associated with government, such as providing
social welfare and education

1 0
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4. Diversity in American society. Students should be able to
evaluate, take and defend positions on issues regarding diversity in
American life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the many forms of diversity found in American society,
e.g., racial, religious, ethnic, socioeconomic, regional, linguistic

explain the impact on American politics, both historically and at
present, of the racial, religious, socioeconomic, regional, ethnic,
and linguistic diversity of American society
explain alternative ideas about the role and value of diversity in
American life both historically and at present
describe conflicts that have arisen from diversity and explain the
means by which some have been managed and explain why some
conflicts have persisted unabated
explain the importance of adhering to constitutional values and
principles in managing conflicts over diversity

C. What is American political culture?

Content summary and rationale
In contrast to most other nations, the identity of an American citizen is
defined by shared political values and principles rather than by ethnicity,
race, religion, class, language, gender, or national origin. These shared
values and principles have helped to promote cohesion in the daily life of
Americans and in times of crisis have enabled them to find common
ground with those who differ from them.

Although political conflicts sometimes have erupted in violence, such as
la or disputes, race riots, and draft riots, citizens should understand that
political conflict in the United States has usually been less divisive and
violent than in many other nations. This is in part t.ecause American
political conflict, with the major exception of the Civil War, has generally
taken place within a constitutional framework which allows for protest
politics and promotes the peaceful resolution of differences.

To understand their nation, citizens should appreciate the nature and
importance of their political culture, which provides a foundation for the
stability of their system, and its capacity to respond to the needs and
interests of the people through peaceful change.

Content standards
1. American national identity and political culture. Students

should be able to explain the importa to of shared political and civic
beliefs and values to the maintenance of constitutional democracy in
an increasingly diverse American society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that shared political and civic beliefs and values define an
American citizen rather than ethnicity, race, religion, class,
language, gender, or national origin
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America is woven of
many strands; I would
recognize them and let
it so remain....Our fate
is to become one and
yet many.

Ralph Ellison (1952)

The principle on
which this country was
founded and by which
it has always been
governed is that
Americanism is a
matter of the mind
and heart;
Americanism is not,
and never was, a
matter of race and
ancestry. A good
American is one who is
loyal to this country
and to our creed of
liberty and democracy.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
(1943)

Center for Civic
Education
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Here, in the first
paragraph of the
Declaration [of
Independence], is the
assertion of the
natural right of all to
the ballot; for how can
"the consent of the
governed" be given, if
the right to vote be
denied?

Susan B. Anthony (1873)

Here in America we
are descended in blood
and spirit from
revolutionists and
rebelsmen and
women who dare to
dissent from accepted
doctrine. As their
heirs, we may never
confuse honest dissent
with disloyal
subversion.

Dwight D. Eisenhower (1954)

Center for Civic
Education

explain the shared ideas and values of American political culture
as set forth in

basic documents such as the Declaration of Independence, the
United States Constitution and Bill of Rights
other sources such as The Federalist and Anti-federalist
writings, the Declaration of Sentiments of the Seneca Falls
Convention of 1848, Abraham Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address,"
Woodrow Wilson's "Fourteen Points," Franklin Roosevelt's
"Four Freedoms," Martin Luther King's "Letter from the
Birmingham Jail," and many landmark decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States

describe beliefs common to American political culture, such as the
belief in equality of opportunity; mistrust of power, as well as high
expectations of what elected officials and government should do;
the need to admit to faults or shortcomings in their society; and
the belief that they can individually and through collective effort
alleviate social, economic, or political problems

2. Character of American political conflict. Students should be abl-:
to describe the character of American political conflict and explain
factors that usually tend to prevent it or lower its intensity.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
m describe political conflict in the United States both historically

and at present, such as conflict about
geographic or sectional interests

slavery and indentured servitude

national origins
extending the franchise
extending civil rights to all Americans

the role of religion in American public life

the rights of organized labor

the role of government in regulating business
engaging in wars

a explain some of the reasons why political conflict in the United
States, with notable exceptions such as the Civil War, nineteenth
century labor unrest, the 1950s and 1960s civil rights struggles,
and the opposition to the war in Vietnam, has generally been less
divisive than in many other nat'ons. These include

a shared respect for the Constitution and its principles
th3 existence of many opportunities to influence government
and to participate in it
the concept of a loyal opposition
willingness to relinquish power when voted out of office

acceptance of majority rule tempered by respect for minority
rights
recourse to the legal system to manage conflicts
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a availability of land and abundance of natural resources

a relatively high standard of living
opportunities to improve one's economic condition

opportunities for free, public education

a sense of unity within diversity
explain the ways in which universal public education and the
existence of a popular culture that crosses class boundaries have
tended to reduce the intensity of political conflict by creating
common ground among diverse groups

D. What values and principles are basic to American
constitutional democracy?

Content summary and rationale
The constitutional values and principles held by Americans provide the
foundation for their attitudes regarding th., proper ends and means of
political life. They have shaped American political institutions and
practices.

In addition to experience, several intellectual traditions have influenced
the development of American constitutional democracy. Among the most
important of these were the ideas of classical liberalism with its
emphasis on individual rights and classical republicanism.
Throughout most of our history, the ideas associated with liberalism have
been dominant. These ideas emerged in the seventeenth century and
were further developed during the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.
The view that the individual, possessing certain inalienable rights, is the
basic unit of society is the fundamental element of classical liberal
thought. Classical liberalism includes the ideas that governments are
created by the people to protect their inalienable rights to life, liberty,
and property and derive their authority from the consent of the governed.
The Declaration of Independence is a succinct statement of the central
ideas of classical liberalism.

Two central ideas of classical republicanism are the concepts of civic
virtue and the common good. Civic virtue requires the individual to
subordinate personal interests to the interests of the community as a
wholethe common good. Republicanism considers promotion of the
common goodthe good of the i,ople as a whole rather than the good of
the individual or of certain segments of societyto be the fundamental
purpose of government. This purpose is reflected in the Preamble to the
Constitution and the body of the Constitution. Classical republicanism,
like democracy, includes the idea of rule by the people exercised directly
or indirectly through representatives.

The values and principles of American constitutional democracy are
sometimes in conflict, and their very meaning and application are often
disputed. For example, although most Americans agree that the idea of
equality is an important value, they may disagree about what priority it
should be given in comparison with other values such as liberty. And they
may disagree on the meaning of equality when it is applied to a specific
situation. To participate constructively in public debate concerning
fundamental values and principles, citizens need to understand them
sufficiently.

A thirst for liberty
seems to be the ruling
passion not only of
America but of the
present age.

Thomas Hutchinson (1711)

The republican is the
only form of
government which is
not eternally at open or
secret war with the
rights of mankind.

Thomas Jefferson (c.1785)

Center for Civic
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The Spirit that
prevails among Men of
all degrees, all ages
and sexes is the Spirit
of Liberty

Abigail Adams (1775)

As I would not be a
slave, so I would not be
a master. This
expresses my idea of
democracy. Whatever
differs from this, to the
extent of the difference,
is no democracy.

Abraham Lincoln (1853)

Center for Civic
Education

Disparities have always existed between the realities of daily life and the
ideals of American constitutional democracy. The history of the United
States, however, has been marked by continuing attempts to narrow the
gap between these ideals and reality. For these reasons, Americans have
united in political movements to abolish slavery, extend the franchise,
remove legal support for segregation, and provide equality of opportunity
for each individual. Citizens must be aware of historical and
contemporary efforts in which Americans have joined forces to achieve
this end.

Citizens, therefore, need to understand that American society is
perpetually "unfinished" and that each generation must address ways to
narrow the disparity between ideals and reality.

Content standards
1. Liberalism and American constitutional democracy. Students

should be able to explain the meaning of the terms "liberal" and
"democracy" in the phrase "liberal democracy."

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

Id explain that the term "liberal" is derived from "liberty" and refers to
a form of government in which individual rights and freedoms are
protected

explain that the term liberal has its historical roots in the ideas of
liberalism that emerged in the seventeenth century and
developed during the eighteenth-century Enlightenment
explain the relationship between liberalism and the Protestant
Reformation and the rise off market economies and free enterprise

explain that the central idea of liberalism is a belief that the
individual has rights which exist independently of government
and which ought to be protected by and against government

explain the difference between the use of the term "liberal" when
it is referring to the American form of government and the use of
the terms "liberal" and "conservative" in referring to positions on
the spectrum of American politics

explain that the term "democracy" is derived from the Greek word for
"rule by the people"

explain that the central focus of democracy is that the people are
the source of authority for government and how that idea is
related to free elections and widespread participation
explain the difference between the use of the term "democratic" to
refer to the American form of government and the use of the term
to refer to the Democratic Party in the United States

explain how the basic premises of liberalism and democracy are
joined in the Declaration of Independence, where they are stated as
"self-evident Truths," i.e.,

"all men are created equal"

"they are endowed...with certain unalienable rights"

governments are artificialthey "are instituted among men"
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people have a right to create a government to protect their
rights
governments are established for the limited purposes of
securing individual rights
authority is derived from consent of the governed

people have the right to alter or abolish government when it
fails to fulfill its purposes

2. Republicanism and American constitutional democracy.
Students should be able to explain how and why ideas of classical
republicanism are reflected in the values and principles of American
constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
define a "republic" as a state in which the citizenry as a whole is
considered sovereign but which is governed by elected
representatives rather than directly by the people, as in direct
democracy
explain major ideas of republicanism, i.e.,

government of a republic seeks the public or common good
rather than the good of a particular group or class of society
"civic virtue" of citizens is essential; civic virtue means that
citizens put the public or common good above their private
interests

explain how ideas of classical republicanism are reflected in the
United States Constitution, e.g., in the Preamble, the guarantee to
the states of a "republican form of government" in (Article IV
Section 4) provisions for the election of representatives to the
Congress in Article I Section 2 and the Seventeenth Amendment

explain the difference between the use of the term "republican" to
refer to the American form of government and the use of the term
to refer to the Republican Party in the United States
explain why classical republicanism and liberalism are potentially
in conflict, e.g., the primary parpose of governmentpromotion of
the public or common good vs. protection of individual rights

evaluate, take, and defend positions on the importance of civic
virtue for American democracy today

3. Fundamental values and principles. Students should be able to
evaluate, take, and defend positions on what the fundamental values
and principles of American political life are and their importance to
the maintenance of constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the following values which are widely considered to be
fundamental to American civic life

individual rights, i.e., life, liberty, property, and the pursuit of
happiness
the public or common good lie

Grades 9-12
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The Government of the
Union, then, is
emphatically and
truly a government of
the people. In form
and in substance it
emanates from them.
Its powers are granted
by them, and are to be
exercised directly on
them and for their
benefit.

John Marshall (1810)

The life of a republic
lies certainly in the
energy, virtue, and
intelligence of its
citizens.

Andrew Johnson (1865)

Center for Civic
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Let me be a free man
free to travel, free to
stop, free to work, free
to trade where I
choose, free to choose
my own teachers, free
to follow the religion of
my fathers, free to
think and talk and act
for myself and I will
obey every law, or
submit to the penalty.

ChiefJoseph (1879)

I contend that woman
has just as much right
to sit in solemn counsel
in conventions,
conferences,
associations and
general assemblies, as
manjust as much
right to sit upon the
throne of England or
in the Presidential
chair of the United
States.

Angelina Grintke (1837)

Center for Civic
Education

self government

justice

equality
diversity
openness and free inquiry
truth
patriotism

explain the following principles widely considered to be
fundamental to American constitutional democracy

popular sovereigntythe concept that ultimate political
authority rests with the people who create and can alter or
abolish governments
constitutional government, including

rule of law

representative institutions
separated and shared powers
checks and balances

individual rights
separation of church and state
federalism
civilian control of the military

identify the fundamental values and principles expressed in basic
documents, significant political speeches and writings, and the
individual and group actions that embody them

explain how the institutions of government reflect fundamental
values and principles, e.g., justice, equality, the common good,
popular sovereignty, checks and balances

explain the interdependence among certain values and principles,
e.g., individual liberty and diversity
explain the significance of fundamental values and principles for
the individual and society

4. Conflic s among values and principles in American political
and social life. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions on issues in which fundamental values and principles may
be in conflict.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

describe historical and contemporary issues which involve
conflicts among fundamental values and principles and explain
how these conflicts might be resolved

liberty and equality
liberty and authority
individual rights and the common good
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explain why people may agree on values or principles in the
abstract but disagree when they are applied to specific issues, e.g.,
the right to life and capital punishment

5. Disparities between ideals and reality in American political
and social life. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend
positions about issues concerning the disparities between American
ideals and realities.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the importance of Americans' establishing ideals in
political life and their insistence on comparing current practices
with these ideals
explain, using historical and contemporary examples,
discrepancies between American ideals and the realities of
American social and political life, e.g., the ideal of equal
opportunity and the reality of unfair discrimination
describe historical and contemporary efforts to reduce
discrepancies between ideals and reality in American public life,
e.g., abolitionists; suffrage, union, and civil rights movements;
government programs such as Head Start; civil rights legislation
and enforcement
explain ways in which discrepancies between reality and the
ideals of American constitutional democracy can be reduced by

individual action

social action

political action
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I have a dream that my
four little children will
one day live in a
nation where they will
not be judged by the
color of their skin but
by the content of their
character.
Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963)

Center for Civic
Education
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The people, sir, erected
this government. They
gave it a constitution,
and in that
constitution they have
enumerated the powers
which they bestow on
it. They have made it a
limited government.

Daniel Webster (1830)

Constitutions are
checks upon the hasty
action of the majority.
They are the
self-imposed restraints
of a whole people upon
a majority of them to
secure sober action
and a respect for the
rights of the minority.

William Howard Taft (c.1900)

Center for Civic
Education

III. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY?

A. How are power and responsibility diotributed,
shared, and limited in the government established by
the United States Constitution?

Content summary and rationale
The system of government established by the Constitution has resulted
in a complex dispersal of powers. As a result, every American lives under
the jurisdiction of national, state, and local governments, all of whose
powers and responsibilities are separated and shared among different
branches and agencies.

All these governmentsnational, state, and localaffect the daily life of
every American. This complex system of multiple levels and divisions of
government is difficult to understand and is sometimes inefficient.- It
may result in delaying or preventing actions which may or may not be
desirable. However, this system was seen by the Framers of the
Constitution as a principal means of limiting the power of government. It
also provides numerous opportunities for citizens to participate in their
own governance. It reflects the principle of popular sovereignty, enables
citizens to hold their governments accountable, and helps to insure
protection for the rights of the people.

Citizens who understand the reasons for this system of dispersed power
and its design are able to evaluate, to monitor, and to influence it
effectively.

Content standards
I. Distributing governmental power and preventing its abuse.

Students should be able to explain how the United States Constitution
grants and distributes power to national and state government and
how it seeks to prevent the abuse of power.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain how the overall design and specific features of the
Constitution are intended to

aggregate power at different levels to allow government to be
responsive and effective, e.g., powers granted to Congress in
Article I, Section 8
disperse power among different levels of government to reduce
chances of its abuse, protect individual rights and promote the
common good

balance and check powers to prevent their abuse, e.g.,
separated institutions with shared powers, provisions for veto
and impeachment, federalism, judicial review, separation of
church and state, subordination of the military to civilian
control, the Bill of Rights
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2. The American federal system. Students should be able to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on issues regarding the distribution of
powers and responsibilities within the federal system. .

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain why the Framers adopted a federal system in which power
and responsibility are divided and shared between a national
government, having certain nationwide responsibilities, and state
governments having state and local responsibilities

explain how the Constitution's overall design and specific features
were intended to place limitations on both national and state
governments, e.g., states cannot restrict interstate commerce

explain how the federal system provides numerous opportunities
for citizens to participate through its dispersal of power among
and between

national, state, and local governments
'ranches and agencies of the national, state, and local
iovernments

explain how the federal system provides numerous opportunities
for citizens to hold their governments accountable
explain ways in which federalism is designed to protect individual
rights to life, liberty, and property and how it has at times made it
possible for states to deny the rights of certain groups, e.g., states'
rights and slavery, denial of suffrage to women and minority
groups
describe historical conflicts over the respective roles of national
and state governments and the importance of the Tenth
Amendment
evaluate the respective roles of national and state governments in
the contemporary federal system

B. How is the national government organized and what
does it do?

Content summary and rationale
The actions of the national government have significant consequences on
the daily lives of all Americans, their communities, and the welfare of the
nation as a whole. These actions affect their security, their standard of
living, and the taxes they will pay.

To understand the impact of the national government on their daily lives
and the lives of their communities, citizens need to understand how it
functions. To deliberate with other citizens about political action and to
influence governmental actions that affect their lives, citizens need to
know the distribution of responsibilities among the various branches and
agencies of government and where and how decisions are made.
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The question of the
relation of the states
to the federal
government is the
cardinal question of
our constitutional
system....it cannot,
indeed, be settled by
the opinion of any one
generation.

Woodrow Wilson (1908)

Center for Civic
Education
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The power vested in
the American courts of
justice of pronouncing
a statute to be
unconstitutional forms
one of the most
powerful barriers that
have ever been devised
against the tyranny of
political assemblies.

Alexis de Tocqueville (1835)

Center for Civic
Education

Content standards
1. The institutions of the national government. St;dents should be

able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on issues regarding the
purposes, organization, and functions of the institutions of the
national government.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the purposes, organization, and functions of the three
branches of the national government

legislative, i.e., the Congress, composed of a House of
Representatives and a Senate, including their committees and
their respective staffs and most prominent auxiliary agencies,
e.g., the Congressional Budget Office, Library of Congress

executive, including its most prominent agencies, e.g., State,
Defense, Health and Human Services, Justice, Education
judicial, including the Supreme Court of the United States
and the federal court system
independent regulatory agencies, e.g., Federal Reserve
Board, Food and Drug Administration, Federal
Communications Commission

evaluate the extent to which each branch of the government
reflects the people's sovereignty, e.g., Congress legislates on behalf
of the people, the president represents the people as a nation, the
Supreme Court acts on behalf of the people as a whole when it
interprets their Constitution
explain why certain provisions of the Constitution result in
tensions among the three branches of government, e.g., the power
of the purse, the power of impeachment, advice and consent, veto
power, judicial review
explain how and why beliefs about the purposes and functions of
the national government have changed over time

evaluate the argument that separation of powers, checks and
balances, and judicial review tend to slow down the process of
making and enforcing laws, thus insuring better outcomes
evaluate current issues concerning representation, e.g., term
limitations, legislative districting, geographical and group
representation

2. Major responsibilities of the national government in domestic
and foreign policy. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues regarding the major responsibilities of the
national government for domestic and foreign policy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the major responsibilities of the national government for
domestic policy and how domestic policies affect their everyday
lives and their community
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explain the major responsibilities of the national government for
foreign policy and how foreign policies, including trade policy and
national security, affect their everyday lives and their community

m evaluate competing arguments about the proper role of
government in major areas of domestic and foreign policy, e.g.,
health care, education, childcare, regulation of business and
industry, foreign aid, intervention abroad

3. Financing government through taxation. Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on issues regarding how
government should raise money to pay for its operations and services.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the history of taxation in the United States and why
taxation is necessary to pay for government
explain provisions of the United States Constitution that
authorize the national government to collect taxes, i.e., Article I,
Sections 7 and 8, Sixteenth Amendment

identify major sources of revenue for the national government,
e.g., individual income taxes, social insurance receipts (Social
Security and Medicare), borrowing, taxes on corporations and
businesses, estate and excise taxes
identify major uses of tax revenues received by the national
government, e.g., direct payment to individuals (Social Security,
Medicaid, Medicare, Aid to Families with Dependent Children),
interstate highways, national defense, interest on the federal debt,
national parks
explain why there is often a tension between citizens' desire for
government services and benefits and their unwillingness to pay
taxes for them
evaluate the equity of various kinds of taxes

C. How are state and local governments organized and
wh at do they do?

Content summary and rationale
State governments are established by state constitutions. Each has its
own legislative, executive, and judicial branch. States possess substantial
powers that, along with their local and intermediate governments, affect
citizens' lives from birth to death.

Local governments provide most of the services citizens receive, and local
courts handle most civil disputes and violations of the law. State and
local governments license businesses, professions, automobiles, and
drivers; provide essential services such as police and fire protection,
education, and street maintenance; regulate zoning and the construction
of buildings; provide public housing, transportation, and public health
services; and maintain streets, highways, airports, and harbors.
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Taxes are what we pay
for civilized society.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (1904)

Center for Civic
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The proposed
Constitution, so far
from implying an
abolition of the State
Governments, makes
them constituent
parts of the national
sovereignty...and
leaves to their
possession certain
exclusive and very
important portions
of sovereign power.
This fully
corresponds, in every
rational import of
the terms with the
idea of a Federal
Government
Alexander Hamilton (1787)

Center for Civic
Education

Because of their geographic location and the fact that their meetings
usually are open to the public, state and local governments are often
quite accessible to the people. Members of city councils, boards of
education, mayors, governors, and other officials are often available to
meet with individuals and groups and to speak to students and civic
organizations.

Citizens need to know the purposes, organization, and responsibilities of
their state and local governments so they can take part in their
governance.

Content standards
1. The constitutional status of state and local governments.

Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on
issues regarding the proper relationship between the national
government and the state and local governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe similarities and differences between their state
constitution and the federal constitution
describe the limits the United States Constitution places on the
powers of the states, e.g., coining money, prohibitions against
impairing interstate commerce, making treaties with foreign
governments, restrictions imposed by the Fourteenth Amendment
and the Bill of Rights through the process of incorporation
describe the limits the United States Constitution places on the
powers of the national government over state governments, e.g.,
the national government cannot abolish a state, the Tenth
Amendment to the Constitution reserves certain powers to the
states
identify powers most commonly associated with state governments

reserved powerspowers not delegated to the national
government or prohibited to states by the United States
Constitution, e.g., legislation regarding public safety, marriage
and divorce; education; the conduct of elections; chartering
regional and local governments; licensing drivers, businesses,
and professions
concurrent powerspowers jointly held with the national
government, e.g., legislating taxation, regulating trade and
industry, borrowing money, maintaining courts, protecting the
environment

explain how the citizens of a state can change their state
constitution and give examples of such changes in their own state

evaluate changes that have taken place in the relationship

s

between state and local governments and the national government
evaluate the argument that state and local governments provide
significant opportunities for experimentation and innovation
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2. Organization of state and local governments. Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on issues regarding the
relationships between state and local governments and citizen access
to those governments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe how their state and local governments are organized, e.g.,
the organization of legislative, executive, and judicial functions at
state and local levels

evaluate the relationship between their state and local
governments
explain how the policies of state and local governments provide
citizens ways to monitor and influence their actions and hold
members of government accountable, e.g., requirements of fair
and public notice of meetings, meetings of government agencies
must be open to the public, public trials, provision of opportunities
for citizens to be heard

3. Major responsibilities of state and local governments. Students
should be able to identify the major responsibilities of their state and
local governments and evaluate how well they are being fulfilled.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
identify the major responsibilities of their state and local
governments and explain how those governments affect their lives
identify the major sources of revenue for state and local
governments, e.g., property, sales, and income taxes; fees and
licenses; taxes on corporations and businesses; inheritance taxes
evaluate the equity of major sources of revenue for state and local
governments

D. What is the place of law in the American
constitutional system?

Content summary and rationale
The rule of law operates within a framework provided by the United
States Constitution. It establishes limits on both those who govern and
the governed, making possible a system of ordered liberty which protects
the basic rights of citizens and promotes the common good. This basic
notion of the rule of law has been accompanied by the ideal of equal
protection of the law, a central theme in the history of the United States.

Law pervades American society. Americans look to the principal varieties
of lawconstitutional, civil, and criminalfor the protection of their
rights to life, liberty, and property. It is often argued, however, that
Americans are overly dependent on the legal system to manage disputes
about social, economic, and political problems rather than using other
means available to them such as private negotiations and participation in
the political process.

0

The support of State
governments in all
their rights, as the
most competent
administration of our
domestic concerns, are
the surest bulwarks
against
anti-republican
tendencies.

Thomas Jefferson (1801)

Americans look to the
principal varieties of
lawconstitutional,
civil, and criminal
for the protection of
their rights to life,
liberty, and property.

Center for Civic
Education
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All persons shall be
entitled to the full and
equal enjoyment of the
goods, services,
facilities, privileges,
advantages, and
accommodations of
any place of public
accommodation, as
defined in this section,
without
discrimination or
segregation on the
ground of race, color,
religion, or national
origin.

Civil Rights Act of 1964

Separate educational
facilities are
inherently
unequal....[We] hold
that the plaintiffs...
[are] deprived of the
equal protection of the
laws guaranteed by
the Fourteenth
Amendment.

Earl Warren (1954)

Center for Civic
Education

An understanding of the place of law in the American constitutional
system enhances citizens' capacity to appreciate the importance of law in
protecting individual rights and promoting the common go d. This
understanding provides a basis for deciding whether to support new laws
and changes in existing law.

1.

Content standards
The place of law in American society. Students should be ably to
evaluate, take, and defend positions on the role and importance of law
in the American political system.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain why the rule of law has a central place in American
society, e.g., it

establishes limits on both those who govern and the governed

makes possible a system of ordered liberty that protects the
basic rights of citizens

promotes the common good.

describe historical and contemporary events and practices that
illustrate the central place of the rule of law, e.g.,

events, e.g., U.S. Supreme Court cases such as Marbury v.
Madison, Brown u. Board of Education, U.S. u. Nixon

practices, e.g., submitting bills to legal counsel to insure
congressional compliance with constitutional limitations,
higher court review of lower court compliance with the law,
executive branch compliance with laws enacted by Congress

describe historical and contemporary events and practices that
illustrate the absence or breakdown of the rule of law, e.g.,

events, e.g., vigilantism in the early West, Ku Klux Klan
attacks, urban riots, corruption in government and business,
police corruption, organized crime

practices, e.g., illegal searches and seizures, bribery,
interfering with the right to vote, perjury

explain, using historical and contemporary examples, the meaning
and significance of the idea of equal protection of the laws for all
persons, e.g., the Fourteenth Amendments, Americans with
Disabilities Act, equal opportunity legislation
explain how the individual's rights to life, liberty, and property
are protected by the trial and appellate levels of the judicial
process and by the principal varieties of law, e.g., constitutional,
criminal, and civil law
evaluate the argument that Americans depend too much on the
legal system to solve social, economic, and political problems
rather than using other means, such as private negotiations,
mediation, and participation in the political process
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2. Judicial protection of the rights of individuals. Students should
he able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on current issues
regarding the judicial protection of individual rignts.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the importance of an independent judiciary in a
constitutional democracy

explain the importance of the right to due process of law for
individuals accused of crimes, e.g., habeas corpus, presumption of
innocence, impartial tribunal, trial by jury, right to counsel, right
against self-incrimination, protection against double jeopardy,
right of appeal

describe historical and contemporary instances in which judicial
protections have not been extended to all persons
describe historical and contemporary instances in which judicial
protections have been extended to those deprived of them in the
past
explain why due process rights in administrative and legislative
procedures are essential for the protection of individual rights and
the maintenance of limited government

explain major means of conflict resolution, including negotiation,
arbitration, mediation, and litigation and their advantages and
disadvantages
describe the adversary system and evaluate its advantages and
disadvantages

explain how the state and federal courts' power of judicial review
reflects the American idea of constitutional government, i.e.,
limited government
evaluate arguments for and against the power of judicial review

E. How does the American political system provide for
choice and opportunities for participation?

Content summary and rationale
The American political system provides citizens with numerous
opportunities for choice and participation. The formal institutions and
processes of government such as political parties, campaigns, and
elections are important avenues for choice and citizen participation.
Another equally important avenue is the many associations and groups
that constitute civil society. All provide ways for citizens to monitor and
influence the political process.

American constitutional democracy is dynamic and sometimes disorderly.
The political process is complex and does not always operate in a smooth
and predictable mariner. Individually and in groups, citizens attempt to
influence those in power. In turn, those in power attempt to influence
citizens. In this process, the public agendathe most pressing issues of
the dayis set, and public opinion regarding these issues is formed.

If the meanest man in
the republic is
deprived of his rights,
then every man in the
republic is deprived of
his rights.

Jane Addams (1903)

Morality cannot be
legislated, but
behavior can be
regulated. Judicial
decrees may not
change the heart, but
they can restrain the
heartless.
Martin Luther King, Jr. (1963)

Center for Civic
Education
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Public opinion sets
bounds to every
government and is
the real sovereign in
every free one.

James Madison (1791)

Whenever conditions
are equal, public
opinion brings
immense weight to
bear on every
individual. It
surrounds, directs,
and oppresses him.
The basic
constitution of
society has more to
do with this than
any political laws.
The more alike men
are, the weaker each
feels in the face of
all.
Alerts de Tocqueville (1835)

I fear three
newspapers more
than a hundred
bayonets.
Napoleon Bonaparte (e. 1800)

Center for Civic
Education

If citizens id.) not understand the political process and how to participate
in it effectively, they may feel overwhelmed and alienated. An
understanding of the political process is a necessary prerequisite for
effective and responsible participation in the making of public policy.

Content standards
1. The public agenda. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and

defend positions about how the public agenda is set.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain that the "public agenda" consists of those matters that
occupy public attention at any particular time, e.g., crime, health
care, education, abortion, national debt, environmental protection,
international intervention
describe how the public agenda is shaped by political leaders,
political institutions, political parties, interest groups, the media,
individual citizens
explain how individuals can help to shape the public agenda, e.g.,
joining interest groups or political parties, making presentations
at public meetings, writing letters to newspapers and government
officials
explain why issues important to some groups and the nation do
not become a part of the public agenda

2. Public opinion and behavior of the electorate. Students should
be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about the role of public
opinion in American politics.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the concept of public opinion and alternative views of the
proper rose of public opinion in a democracy

explain how public opinion is measured, used in public debate,
and sometimes can be manipulated
evaluate ways that government and the media influence public
opinion
evaluate the influence of public opinion on public policy and the
behavior of public officials

3. Political communication: television, radio, the press, and
political persuasion. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on the influence of the media on American political
life.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the meaning and importance of freedom of the press

evaluate the role of television, radio, the press, newsletters, and
emerging means of communication in American politics

compare and contrast various forms of political persuasion and
discuss the extent to which traditional forms have been replaced
by electronic media
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explain how Congress, the president, and state and local public
officials use the media to communicate with the citizenry
evaluate historical and contemporary political communication
using such criteria as logical validity, factual accuracy, emotional
appeal, distorted evidence, appeals to bias or prejudice, e.g.,

speeches such as Lincoln's "House Divided," Sojourner Truth's
"Ain't I a Woman?", Chief Joseph's "I Shall Fight No More
Forever," Roosevelt's "Four Freedoms," Martin Luther King
Jr.'s "I Have a Dream"
government wartime information programs, campaign
advertisements
political cartoons

4. Political parties, campaigns, and elections. Students should be
able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about the roles of political
parties, campaigns, and elections in American politics.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the origins and development of the two party system in
the United States
evaluate the role of third parties in the United States
explain how and why American political parties differ from
ideological parties in other countries
explain the major characteristics of American political parties,
how they vary by locality, and how they reflect the dispersion of
power providing citizens numerous opportunities for participation

describe the role of political parties in channeling public opinion,
allowing people to act jointly, nominating candidates, conducting
campaigns, and training future leaders
explain why political parties in the United States are weaker
today than they have been at some times in the past

describe varied types of elections, e.g., primary and general, local
and state, congressional and presidential, initiative, referendum,
recall
evaluate the significance of campaigns and elections in the
American political system

evaluate current criticisms of campaigns and proposals for their
reform

5. Associations and groups. Students should be able to evaluate, take,
and defend positions about the contemporary roles of associations and
groups in American politics.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

identify and explain the historical role of various associations and
groups active in American politics, e.g., political organizations,
political action committees (PACs), interest groups, voluntary and
civic associations, professional organizations, unions, religious
groups
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Whatever facilitates a
general intercourse of
sentiments, as good
roads, domestic
commerce, a free
press, and
particularly a
circulation of
newspapers through
the entire body of
people...is favorable
to liberty.

James Madison (1788)

The future of this
republic is in the
hands of the
American voter.
Dwight D. Eisenhower (194.4

Political parties serve
to keep each other in
check, one keenly
watching the other.

Henry Clay (c.1840)

Better use has been
made of association
and this powerful
instrument of action
has been applied for
more varied aims in
America than
anywhere else in the
world.

Alexis de Tocqueville (1835)

Center for Civic
Education
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a describe, giving historical and contemporary examples, the role of
associations and groups in performing functions otherwise
performed by government, such as social welfare and education

describe the contemporary roles of associations and groups in
local, state, and national politics
evaluate the degree to which associations and groups enhance
citizen participation in American political life

6. Forming and carrying out public policy. Students should be able
to evaluate, take, and defend positions about the formation and
implementation of public policy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe a current issue of public policy at local, state, or national
level

identify the major groups interested in that issue and explain
their positions
identify the points at which citizens can monitor or influence
the process of public policy formation

explain the processes by which public policy concerning that
issue is formed and carried out

explain why conflicts about values, principles, and interests may
make agreement difficult or impossible on certain issues of public
policy, e.g., affirmative action, abortion, environment, gun control,
capital punishment
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N. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNITED STATES TO
OTHER NATIONS AND TO WORLD AFFAIRS?

A. How is the world organized politically?

Content summary and rationale
The world is divided into nation-states that claim sovereignty over a
defined territory and jurisdiction over everyone within it. These
nation-states interact using diplomacy, for -al agreements, and sanctions
which may be peaceful or involve the use or force.

At the international level there is no political organization with power
comparable to that of the nation-state to enforce agreements. As a result,
when interests among nation-states clash, wars may erupt.

There are, however, international governmental organizations that
provide avenues through which nation-states interact and attempt to
manage conflicts peacefully. In addition, numerous nongovernmental
organizations play increasingly important roles.

To make judgments about the role of the United States in the world today
and what course American foreign policy should take, citizens need to
understand some of the major elements of international relations and
how world affairs affect them.

Content standards
1. Nation-states. Students should be able to explain how the world is

organized politically.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the division of the world into nation-states that claim
sovereignty over a defined territory and jurisdiction over everyone
within it
explain why there is no political organization at the international
level with power comparable to that of the nation-state

2. Interactions among nation-states. Students should be able to
explain how nation-states interact with each other.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

it describe the most important means nation-states use to interact
with one another

IP trade
diplomacy

treaties, agreements
international law
economic incentives and sanctions

military force and the threat of force
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The world is divided
into nation-states that
claim sovereignty over
a defined territory and
jurisdiction over
everyone within it.

If we do not want to
die together in war, we
must learn to live
together in peace.

Harry S. Truman (1945)

Jaw, jaw is better than
war, war.

Winston Churchill (c.1948)

It is essential, if man is
not to be compelled to
have recourse, as a
last resort, to rebellion
against tyranny and
oppression, that
human rights should
be protected by the rule
of law.

UN Declaration of Human
Rights (1948)

Center for Civic
Education
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Human rights stand
upon a common basis;
and by all reason that
they are supported,
maintained, and
defended for all he
human family. The
essential
characteristics of
humanity are
everywhere the same.

Frederick Douglass (1854)

Center for Civic
Education

explain common reasons for the breakdown of order among
nation-states, e.g., conflicts about national interests, ethnicity, and
religion; competition for resources and territory; the absence of
effective means to enforce international law
explain the consequences of the breakdown of order among
nation-states
explain why and how the breakdown of order among nation-states
can affect their own lives and the lives of others

3. International organizations. Students should be able to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on the purposes and functions of
international organizations in the world today.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the purposes and functions of the major governmental
international organizations, e.g., United Nations, NATO, World
Court, Organization of American States
describe the purposes and functions of major nongovernmental
international organizations, e.g., World Council of Churches, Roman
Catholic Church, International Red Cross, Amnesty International,
multinational corporations

B. How do the domestic politics and constitutional
principles of the United States affect its relations
with the world?

Content summary and rationale
At times in their history, Americans have sought to isolate themselves from
the rest of the world. At other times, the nation has played a prominent or
even dominant role in world affairs.

Domestic politics and the principles of the United States Constitution
impose constraints on the nation's relations with the rest of the world.
Disagreements over the meaning of these principles and the degree to which
they should guide the ends and means of foreign policy have raised some of
the most difficult issues in American history.

An understanding of the behavior of the United States in the world arena
and the processes by which foreign policy is made and implemented provides
the necessary foundation for making judgments about the proper direction
of American foreign policy.

Content standards
1. The historical context of United States foreign policy. Students

should be able to explain the principal foreign policy positions of the
United States and evaluate their consequences.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the significance of principal policies and events in the United
States' relations with the world, e.g., the American Revolution,
Monroe Doctrine, Mexican and Spanish American Wars, World Wars
I and H, formation of the United Nations, Marshall Plan, NATO,
Korean and Vietnam Wars, end of the Cold War, interventions in Latin
America
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explain how and why the United States assumed the role of world
leader after World War II and what its leadership role is in the
world today
evaluate the major foreign policy positions that have characterized
the United States' relations with the world, e.g., isolated nation,
imperial power, and world leader

2. Making and implementing United States foreign policy.
Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about
how United States foreign policy is made and the means by which it is
carried out.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain powers the Constitution gives to the president, Congress,
and the federal judiciary in foreign affairs and how these powers
have been used over time
describe the process by which United States foreign policy is
made, including the roles of federal agencies, domestic interest
groups, the public, and the media
explain the tension between constitutional provisions and the
requirements of foreign policy, e.g., the power of Congress to
declare war and the need for the president to make expeditious
decisions in times of international emergency, the power of the
president to make treaties and the need for the Senate to approve
them
describe the various means used to attain the ends of United
States foreign policy, such as diplomacy; economic, military and
humanitarian aid; treaties; sanctions; military intervention;
covert action
explain how and why domestic politics may impose constraints or
obligations on the ways in which the United States acts in the
world, e.g., long-standing commitments to certain nations,
lobbying efforts of domestic groups, economic needs

describe ways in which Americans can influence foreign policy

3. The ends and means of United States foreign policy. Students
should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on foreign policy
issues in light of American national interests, values, and principles.

To attain this standard, students should be able to
explain the idea of the national interest
evaluate the use of the national interest as a criterion for
American foreign policy

explain the influence of American constitutional values and
principles on American foreign policy, e.g., a commitment to the
self-determination of nations
explain possible tensions among American values, principles, and
interests as the nation deals with the practical requirements of
international politics, e.g., a commitment to human rights and the
requirements of national security

evaluate the current role of the United States in peacemaking and
peacekeeping
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[P]eace, commerce, and
honest friendship with
all nations, entangling
alliances with none....

Thomas Jefferson (1801)

Our policy [the
Marshall Plan] is
directed not against
any country or doctrine
but against hunger,
poverty, desperation
and chaos.

George C. Marshall (1947)

We must have a sense
of unity and a national
purpose in our foreign
policy.

Ronald Reagan (1974)

Center for Civic
Education
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Just what is it that
America stands for? If
she stands for one
thing more than
another, it is for the
sovereignty of
self-governing people...
She stands as an
example of free
institutions, and as an
example of
disinterested
international action in
the main tenets of
justice.

Woodrow Wilson (1916)

What we call foreign
affairs is no longer
foreign affairs. It's a
local affair. Whatever
happens in Indonesia
is important to
Indiana....We cannot
escape each other....

Dwight D. Eisenhower (1959)

Center for Civic
Education

C. How has the United States influenced other nations,
and how have other nations influenced American
politics and society?

Content summary and rationale
The United States does not exist in isolation; it is part of an
interconnected world in whose development it has played and continues
to play a considerable role. The American political tradition, including
the ideas expressed in the Declaration of Independence, the United
States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights, has had a profound influence
abroad. The nation has exerted economic, technological, and cultural
influence on other nations. At the same time, the United States and its
citizens have been affected by political, economic, technological, and
cultural influences from other countries.

Because of the interconnectedness of the world, many pressing domestic
problems, including the economy and the environment, are also
international issues. Thus, what once was considered a clear distinction
between domestic and foreign policy is in some cases no longer valid.

To take part in debates about domestic and foreign policy, citizens need
to be aware of developments in the world and their effects, and to
evaluate proposals for dealing with them.

Content standards
1. Impact of the American concept of democracy and individual

rights on the world. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions about the impact of American political ideas on the
world.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the impact on other nations of the American Revolution
and of the values and principles expressed in the Declaration of
Independence and the United States Constitution including the
Bill of Rights
describe the influence abroad of American ideas about rights and
how the ideas of others about rights have influenced Americans

2. Politi...11 developments. Students should be able to evaluate, take,
and defend positions about the effects of significant international
political developments on the United States and other nations.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the effects on the United States of significant world
political developments, e.g., the French, Russian, and Chinese
Revolutions; rise of nationalism; World Wars I and H; decline of
colonialism; terrorism; multiplication of nation-states and the
proliferation of conflict within them; the emergence of regional
organizations such as the European Union
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explain the effects on other nations of significant American
political developments, e.g., immigration policies; opposition to
communism; promotion of human rights; foreign trade; economic,
military, and humanitarian aid
explain why allegiance to some nation-states is being challenged
by competing loyalties, such as those to ethnic, religious, tribal, or
linguistic groups
explain why transnational loyalties sometimes supersede loyalty
to a nation-state, e.g., Communist International, Islam,
Christianity

3. Economic, technological, and cultural developments. Students
should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about the effects
of significant economic, technological, and cultural developments in
the United States and other nations.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe some of the principal economic, technological, and
cultural effects the United States has had on the world, e.g.,
assembly line manufacturing, research and development in
computer technology, popular music, fashion, film, television

explain the principal effects of developments in other nations on
American society and on their own lives

economic conditions, e.g., multinational corporations,
internationalization of capital, migration of labor, and other
effects of an interdependent world economy

technological developments, e.g., fax machines, electronic
communications networks, jet air travel, personal computers,
television, motion pictures
cultural developments, e.g., religious movements, resurgence of
ethnic consciousness, mass markets, sports

4. Demographic and environmental developments. Students
should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about what the
response of American governments at all levels should be to world
demographic and environmental developments.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

describe the impact of major demographic trends on the United
States, e.g., population growth, immigration
describe principal environmental conditions that affect the United
States, e.g., destruction of rain forests, air pollution, water
pollution
evaluate historical and contemporary responses of the American
government to demographic and environmental changes

1 3 0

Economic,
technological, and
cultural developments
in other nations have
had significant effects
on the United States.

Center for Civic
Education
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5. United States and international organizations. Students should
be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about what the
relationship of the United States should be to international
organizations.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

describe the role of the United States in establishing and
maintaining principal international organizations, e.g., UN,
UNICEF, GATT, World Bank, NATO, OAS, International
Monetary Fund
identify some important bilateral and multilateral agreements to
which the United States is signatory, e.g., NAFTA, Helsinki
Accord, Antarctic Treaty, Most Favored Nation Agreements

evaluate the role of the United States in international
organizations
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V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE CITIZEN IN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY?

A. What is citizenship?

Content summary and rationale
Citizenship in American constitutional democracy differs from
membership in an authoritarian or totalitarian regime. In American
democracy each citizen is a full and equal member of a self-governing
community endowed with fundamental rights and entrusted with
responsibilities.

Both the government and the citizens are responsible for the protection of
the rights of individuals and for the promotion of the common good. It is
a fundamental responsibility of the citizen to see that government serves
the purposes for which it was created.

In order to fulfill this role, individuals n-,ed to understand what
citizenship means in American constitutional democracy.

Content standards
1. The meaning of citizenship in the United States. Students

should be able to explain the meaning of citizenship in the United
States.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the idea that citizenship
is legally recognized membership in a self-governing community

confers full membership in a self-governing community; no
degrees of citizenship or legally recognized states of inferior
citizenship are tolerated
confers equal rights under the law
is not dependent on inherited, involuntary groupings such as
race, ethnicity, or ancestral religion
confers certain rights and privileges, e.g., the right to vote, to
hold public office, to serve on juries

explain that Americans are citizens of both their state and the
United States

2. Becoming a citizen. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues regarding the criteria used for
naturalization.

explain the distinction between citizens and noncitizens (aliens)
and the process by which aliens may become citizens
compare naturalization in the United States with that of other
nations
evaluate the criteria used for admission to citizenship in the
United States:

residence in the United States for five years
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In view of the
Constitution, in the eye
of the law, there is in
this country no
superior, dominant,
ruling class of citizens.
There is no caste here.
Our Constitution is
color-blind, and
neither knows nor
tolerates classes
among citizens. In
respect of civil rights,
all citizens are equal
before the law. The
humblest is the peer of
the most powerful.

John Marshall Harlan (1896)

IT]he only title in our
democracy superior to
that of President Us]
the title of citizen.

Louis Brandeis (c.1937)

Center for Civic
Education
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There is no security
for the personal or
political rights of
any man in a
community where
any man is deprived
of his personal or
political rights.

Benjamin Harrison (1892)

The house of
everyone is to him as
his castle and
fortress, as well for
his defense against
injury and violence
as for his repose.

Sir Edward Coke (c.1620)

Center for Civic
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ability to read, write, and speak English

proof of good moral character

knowledge of the history of the United States
knowledge of and support for the values and principles of
American constitutional government

B. What are the rights of citizens?

Content summary and rationale
In a political system in which one of the primary purposes of government
is the protection of individual rights, it is important for citizens t.o
understand what these rights are and their relationship to each other
and to other values and interests of their society.

The concept of rights is complex and cannot be treated thoroughly in this
set of standards. These standards, however, will provide a basis for the
analysis of public iss.xes involving rights. To do so, it is useful to
distinguish among three categories of rights that are of particular
significance in the American political system. These are personal,
political, and economic rights.

Few rights, if any, are considered absolute. Rights may reinforce or
conflict with each other or with other values and inter ests and require
reasonable limitations. Therefore, it is important for citizens to develop a
framework that clarifies their ideas about rights and the relationships
among rights and other values and interests. This framework provides a
basis for making reasoned decisions about the proper scope and limits of
rights.

Content standstrds
1. Personal rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and

defend positions on issues regarding personal rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning of personal rights as distinguished from
political rights, e.g., the right to privacy or the right to freedom of
conscience as distinguished from the political right to peaceably
assemble and petition for a redress of grievances
identify major documentary statements of personal rights, e.g.,
the Declaration of Independence, the Northwest Ordinance, the
United States Constitution including the Bill of Rights, state
constitutions and bills of rights
explain the importance to the individual and to society t, f such
personal rights as

freedom of thought and conscience

privacy and personal autonomy
freedom of expression and association

freedom of movement and residence

right to due process of law and equal protection of the law
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explain how personal rights are secured in American
constitutional democracy by such means as the rule of law, checks
and balances, an independent judiciary, a vigilant citizenry
evaluate contemporary issues that involve the question of
personal rights, e.g., restricted membership in organizatic ..s,
school prayer, sexual harassment, refusal of medical care

2. Political rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues regamling political rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning of political rights as distinguished from
personal rights, e.g., the right of free speech for political
discussion as distinct from the right of free speech for expression
of one's personal tastes and interests, or the right to register to
vote as distinct from the right to live where one chooses

identify the major documentary statements of political rightsthe
Declaration of Independence, the Northwest Ordinance, the
United States Constitution including the Bill of Rights, state
constitutions and bills of rights, civil rights legislation, court
decisions
explain the importance to the individual and society of such
political rights as

freedom of speech, press, assembly, petition

right to vote and run for public office

explain how political rights are secured by constitutional
government and by such means as the rule of law, checks and
balances, an independent judiciary, and a vigilant citizenry
evaluate contemporary issues that involve political rights, e.g.,
proportional voting, "hate speech," access to classified information,
changing the boundaries of congressional and state legislative
districts

3. Economic rights. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on issues regarding economic rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

explain the meaning of economic rights as distinguished from
personal and political rights, e.g., the right to use money to buy
personal property as distinct from the right to donate money for
political campaigns
identify major documentary statements of economic rightsthe
Declaration of Independence, the United States Constitution
including the Bill of Rights, state constitutions and bills of rights,
legislation, court decisions, and the common law

explain the importance to the individual and society of such
economic rights as the right to

acquire, use, transfer, and dispose of property

choose one's work, change employment

join labor unions and professional associations
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Congress shall make
no law respecting an
establishment of
religion, or
prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the
press, or the right of
the people peaceably to
assemble, and to
petition the
Government for a
redress of grievances.

First Amendment (1791)

I believe each
individual is naturally
entitled to do as he
pleases with himself
ani' the fruit of his
labor, so far as it in no
wise interferes with
any other man's rights.

Abra'tam Lincoln (1858)

Center for Civic
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We must preserve the
right of free speech
and the right of free
assembly. But the
right of free speech
does not carry with
itas has been
saidthe right to
holler fire in a
crowded theatre. We
must preserve the
right to free assembly.
But free assembly does
not carry with it the
right to block public
thoroughfares to
traffic. We do have a
right to protest. And a
right to march under
conditions that do not
infringe the
Constitutional rights
of our neighbors.

Lyndon B. Johnson (1965)

Center for Civic
Education

establish and operate a business
copyright and patent
enter into lawful contracts

explain how economic rights are secured by constitutional
government and by such means as the rule of law, checks and
balances, an independent judiciary, and a vigilant citizenry
evaluate the view that economic responsibilities follow from
economic rights
evaluate contemporary issues that involve economic rights, e.g.,
minimum wages, consumer product safety, taxation, affirmative
action, eminent domain, zoning, copyright, patents

4. Relationships among personal, political, and economic rights.
Students should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on the
relationships among personal, political, and economic rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the relationship between the economic right to acquire,
use, transfer, and dispose of property to political rights
explain the relationship of economic rights such as the right to
choose one's work, to change employment, and to join a labor
union and other lawful associations to political rights
explain and give examples of situations in which personal,
political, or economic rights are in conflict

evaluate the argument that poverty, unemployment, and urban
decay serve to limit both political and economic rights
evaluate the argument that personal, political, and economic
rights reinforce each other

5. Scope and limits of rights. Students should be able to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on issues regarding the proper scope and
limits of rights.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain what is meant by the "scope and limits" of a right, e.g., the
scope of one's right to free speech in the United States is extensive
and protects almost all forms of political expression; however, the
right to free speech can be limited if and when sneech seriously
harms or endangers others
evaluate the argument that all rights have limits
explain considerations and criteria commonly used in determining
what limits should be pla..ed on specific rights, e.g.,

clear and present danger
compelling government intere.,t

national security
chilling effect on the exercise of rights

libel or slander
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public safety
equal opportunity

evaluate positions on contemporary conflicts between rights, e.g.,
the right to a fair trial and the right to a free press, the right to
privacy and the right to freedom of expression, one person's right
to free speech versus another's right to be heard
evaluate positions on a contemporary conflict between rights and
other social values and interests, e.g., the right of the public to
know what their government is doing versus the need for national
security, the right to property versus the protection of the
environment

C. What are the responsibilities of citizens?

Content summary and rationale
The purposes of American constitutional democracy are furthered by
citizens who continuously reexamine the basic principles of the
Constitution and monitor the performance of political leaders and
government agencies to insure their fidelity to constitutional values and
principles. In addition, they must examine their own behavior and
fidelity to these values and principles.

Citizens also need to examine situations in which their responsibilities
may require that their personal desires or interests be subordinated to
the common good. To make these judgments requires an understanding
of the difference between personal and civic responsibilities as well as the
mutual reinforcement of these responsibilities.

Content standards
1. Personal responsibilities. Students should be able to evaluate,

take, and defend positions on issues regarding the personal
responsibilities of citizens in American constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the distinction between personal and civic responsibilities,
as well as the tensions that may arise between them

evaluate the importance for the individual and society of

taking care of one's self
supporting one's family and caring for, nurturing, and
educating one's children
accepting responsibility for the consequences of one's actions

adhering to moral principles
considering the rights and interests of others

behaving in a civil manner

136

The only thing
necessary for the
triumph of evil is for
good men to do nothing.

Edmund Burke (e.1780)

In Germany the Nazis
came first for the
Communists, and I
didn't speak up
because I wasn't a
Communist. Then they
came for the Jews, and
I didn't speak up
because I wasn't a Jew.
Then they came for the
trade unionists, and I
didn't speak up
because I wasn't a
trade unionist. Then
they came for the
Catholics, and I didn't
speak up because I was
a Protestant. Then they
came for me, and by
that time no one was
left to speak up.
Attributed to Martin Niemoeller

(1892-1984)

No government action,
no economic doctrine,
no economic plan or
project can replace
that God-imposed
responsibility of the
individual man and
woman to their
neighbors.

Herbert Hoover (1931)

Center for Civic
Education
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...I often wonder
whether we do not rest
our hopes too much
upon constitutions,
upon laws and upon
courts. These are false
hopes; believe me,
these are false hopes.
Liberty lies in the
hearts of men and
women; when it dies
there, no constitution,
no law, no court can
save it....

Judge Learned Hand (1941)

If there is anything
which it is the duty of
the whole people to
never entrust to any
hands but their own,
that thing is the
preservation and
perpetuity of their
own liberties and
institutions.

Abraham Lincoln (1854)

Center for Civic
Education
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2. Civic responsibilities. Students should be able to evaluate, take,
and defend positions on issues regarding civic responsibilities of
citizens in American constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
evaluate the importance of each citizen reflecting on, criticizing,
and reaffirming basic constitutional principles

a evaluate the importance for the individual and society of

obeying the law

being informed and attentive to public issues

monitoring the adherence of political leaders and governmental
agencies to constitutional principles and taking appropriate
action if that adherence is lacking

assuming leadership when appropriate

paying taxes

registering to vote and voting knowledgeably on candidates and
issues

serving as a juror

serving in the armed forces

performing public service

evaluate whether and when their obligations as citizens require that
their personal desires and interests be subordinated to the public
good
evaluate whether and when moral obligations or constitutional
principles require one to refuse to assume certain civic
responsibilities

D. What civic dispositions or traits of private and public
character are important to the preservation and
improvement of American constitutional democracy?

Content summary and rationale
American constitutional democracy requires the responsible self-governance
of each individual; one cannot exist without the other. Traits of private
character such as moral responsibility, self-discipline, and respect for
individual worth and human dignity are essential to its well-being.

American constitutional democracy cannot accomplish its purposes,
however, unless its citizens are inclined to participate thoughtfully in public
affairs. Traits of public character such as public spiritedness, civility, respect
for law, critical mindedness, and a willingness to negotiate and compromise
are indispensable for its vitality.

These traits of private and public character also contribute to the political
efficacy of the individual, the healthy functioning of the political system, and
the individual's sense of dignity and worth.
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Content standards
1. Dispositions that lead the citizen to be an independent

member of society. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on the importance to American constitutional
democracy of dispositions that lead, individuals to become
independent members of society.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning and importance of self-discipline and
self-governanceadhering voluntarily to self-imposed standards
of behavior rather than requiring the imposition of external
controls
explain the meaning and importance of individual responsibility
fulfilling the moral and legal obligations of membership in society

2. Dispositions that foster respect for individual worth and
human dignity. Students should be able to evaluate, take, and
defend positions on the importance to American constitutional
democracy of dispositions that foster respect for individual worth and
human dignity.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning and importance of respect for the rights and
choices of individuals --even beyond the legally enforceable rights
guaranteed by the Constitutionsuch as holding and advocating
differing ideas and joining associations to advance their views

E explain the meaning and importance of compassionconcern for
the well-being of others

3. Dispositions that incline the citizen to public affairs. Students
should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions on the
importance to American constitutional democracy of dispositions that
incline citizens to public affairs.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the meaning of civic mindednesswhat the Founders
called civic virtueor attentiveness to and concern for public
affairs
explain the meaning of patriotismloyalty to the values and
principles underlying American constitutional democracy as
distinguished from jingoism and chauvinism

4. Dispositions that facilitate thoughtful and effective
participation in public affairs. Students should be able to
evaluate, take, and defend positions on the importance to American
constitutional democracy of dispositions that facilitate thoughtful and
effective participation in public affairs.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to

evaluate the usefulness of the following traits in facilitating
thoughtful and effective participation in public affairs

13S

Active citizens...are
public meeting-goers
and joiners of
voluntary
organizations who
discuss and
deliberate with others
about the policies
that will affect them
all, and who serve
their country not only
as taxpayers and
occasionsal soldiers,
but by having a
considered notion of
the public good that
they genuinely take to
heart. The good
citizen is a patriot.

Judith Shklar (1991)

Civility costs nothing
and buys everything.
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

(1756)

The life of the nation
is secure only while
the nation is honest,
truthful, and virtuous.

Frederick Douglass (1885)

Center for Civic
Education
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Some people look
upon any setback as
the end. They're
always looking for the
benediction rather
than the
invocation....But you
can't quit. That isn't
the way our country
was built.

Hubert H. Humphrey
(c.1968)

No man is an island,
entire of itself; every
man is a piece of the
continent, a part of
the main; if a clod be
washed away by the
sea, Europe is the
less, as well as if a
promontory were, as
well as if a manor of
thy friend's or of thine
own were; any man's
death diminishes me,
because I am involved
in mankind; and
therefore never send
to know for whom the
bell tolls; it tolls for
thee.

John Donne (1631)

Whether in private or
in public, the good
citizen does
something to support
democratic habits
and the
constitutional order.

Judith Shklar (1991)

Center for Civic
Education

civilitytreating other persons respectfully, regardless of
whether or not one agrees with their viewpoints; being willing
to listen to ether points of view; avoiding hostile, abusive,
emotional, and illogical argument
respect for the rights of other individualshaving respect
for others' right to an equal voice in government, to be equal in
the eyes of the law, to hold and advocate diverse ideas, and to
join in associations to advance their views
respect for lawwillingness to abide by laws, even though
one may not be in complete agreement with every law;
willingness to work through peaceful, legal means to change
laws which one thinks to be unwise or unjust
honestywillingness to seek and express the truth
open mindednessconsidering others' points of view
critical mindednesshaving the inclination to question the
validity of various positions, including one's own
negotiation and compromisemaking an effort to come to
agreement with those with whom one may differ, when it is
reasonable and morally justifiable to do so
persistencebeing willing to attempt again and again to
accomplish worthwhile goals

civic mindednesspaying attention to and having concern
for public affairs
compassionhaving concern for the well-being of others,
especially for the less fortunate
patriotismbeing loyal to the values and principles
underlying American constitutional democracy, as
distinguished from jingoism and chauvinism
couragethe strength to stand up for one's convictions, when
conscience demands
tolerance of ambiguitythe ability to accept uncertainties
that arise, e.g., from insufficient knowledge or understanding
of complex issues or from tension among fundamental values
and principles

E. How can citizens take part in civic life?
The well-being of American constitutional democracy depends upon the
informed and effective participation of citizens concerned with the
preservation of individual rights and the promotion of the common good.
The strength and significance of Americans' participatory habits were
remarked upon in the nineteenth century by Alexis de Tocqueville, who
was struck by the degree of their social participation. Americans have
retained this characteristic of engaging in cooperative action for common
purposes. Participation in political life, contrasted with the wider realm
of organized social participation, has ebbed in recent decades, however.
Indifference to or alienation from politics may characterize a significant
segment of the population. Citizens should realize that their intelligence
and energy are needed in political forums, that democracy wanes when
citizens shun politics.
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There are two general ways to approach problems that confront society.
One is through social action; the other is through political action. For
example, in dealing with crime, a course of social action might include
forming a neighborhood watch. A course of political action might include
meeting with officials, demanding that police provide adequate
protection, and agreeing to pay the necessary taxes for them to do so. In
dealing with hunger, social action might include working in a soup
kitchen organized by a charitable organization; political action might
include devising a government program to feed the hungry and acting to
insure its adoption and public funding.

Social and political action are not mutually exclusive; they may overlap.
In given circumstances, however, one approach may be more appropriate.
Both political and social action are essential for the health of American
constitutional democracy.

If citizens want their voices to be heard, they must become active
participants in the political process. Although elections, campaigns, and
voting are at the center of democratic institutions, citizens should be
aware that beyond electoral politics there is a wide range ofparticipatory
opportunities available to them. These possibilities include attending
political meetings, contacting public officials, joining advocacy groups and
political parties, and taking part in demonstrations.

Political leadership and careers in public service are vitally important in
a democratic society. Citizens need to understand the contributions of
those in public service as well as the practical and ethical dilemmas
political leaders face.

To answer the question "Why should I participate in the political
system?" the citizen needs to examine and evaluate the relationships
between the attainment of individual and public goals on one hand and
participation in the life of the political community on the other.

If American constitutional democracy is to endure, its citizens must
recognize that it is not "a machine that would go of itself." They also
must be aware of the difficulty of establishing free institutions, as
evidenced by the experience of the Founders as well as events in the
contemporary world. American constitutional democracy requires the
continuing and dedicated participation of an attentive, knowledgeable,
and reflective citizenry.

Content standards
1. The relationship between politics and the attainment of

individual and public goals. Students should be able to evaluate,
take and defend positions on the relationship between politics and the
attainment of individual and public goals.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the relationship of individual participation in the political
process to the realization of the fundamental values of American
constitutional democracy
explain the relationship between participation in the political
process and the attainment of individual and collective goals

1.40
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Inside the polling
booth every American
man and woman
stands as the equal of
every other American
man and woman.
There they have no
superiors. There they
have no masters save
their own minds and
consciences.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
(1936)

As citizens of this
democracy, you are the
rulers and the ruled,
the lawgivers and the
law-abiding, the
beginning and the end.

Adlai Stevenson (c.1956)

Where everyman
is...participator in the
government of affairs,
not merely at an
election one day in the
year but every day...he
will let the heart be
torn out of his body
sooner than his power
be wrested from him
by a Caesar or a
Bonaparte.

Thomas Jefferson (1816)

Center for Civic
Education
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Leadership and
learning are
indispensable to each
other.

John F. Kennedy (1963)

Liberty cannot be
preserved without a
general knowledge
among the people,
who have a
right...and a desire to
know; but besides this,
they have a right, an
indisputable,
unalienable,
indefeasible, divine
right to that most
dreaded and envied
kind of knowledge, I
mean of the
characters and
conduct of their
rulers.

John Adams (1765)

Center for Civic
Education

2. The difference between political and social participation.
Students should be able to explain the difference between political and
social participation.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain what distinguishes participation in government and
political life from nonpolitical participation in civil society an '
private life, e.g., participating in a campaign to change laws
regulating nursing homes as opposed to volunteering to work in a
nursing home
evaluate the importance of both political and social participation
to American constitutional democracy

3. Forms of political participation. Students should be able to
evaluate, take, and defend positions about the means that citizens
should use to monitor and influence the formation and
implementation of public policy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
describe the many ways citizens can participate in the political
process at local, state, and national levels
describe historical and current examples of citizen movements
seeking to expand liberty, to insure the equal rights of all citizens,
and/or to nalize other values fundamental to American
constitutional democracy, such as the suffrage and civil rights
movements
explain what civil disobedience is, how it differs from other forms
of protest, what its consequences might be, and evaluate the
circumstances under which it might be justified
evaluate the importance of voting as a form of political
participation
evaluate the usefulness of other forms of political participation in
influencing public policy, e.g., attending political and
governmental meetings, filing a legal challenge, demonstrating,
contacting public officials, working in campaigns, contributing
money to political parties or causes, writing letters, boycotting,
community organizing, petitioning, picketing, expressing opinions
on talk shows, running for political office

4. Political leadership and careers in public service. Students
should be able to evaluate, take, and defend positions about the
functions of leadership in a American constitutional democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain the functions of political leadership and why leadership is
a vital necessity in American constitutional democracy
describe various ways one can exercise leadership in public affairs
describe opportunities for citizens to engage in careers in public
service
describe the personal qualities necessary for political leadership
explain and evaluate ethical dilemmas that might confront
political leaders
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5. Knowledge and participation. Students should be able to explain
the importance of knowledge to competent and responr:ble
participation in American democracy.

To achieve this standard, students should be able to
explain why becoming knowledgeable about public affairs and the
values and principles of American constitutional democracy and
communicating that knowledge to others is an important form of
participation
explain how awareness of the nature of American constitutional
democracy may give citizens the ability to reaffirm or change
fundamental constitutional values
evaluate the claim that constitutional democracy requires the
participation of an attentive, knowledgeable, and competent
citizenry

1 4 "

In a time of turbulence
and change, it is more
true than ever that
knowledge is power.

John F. Kennedy (1962)

No free government,
nor the blessings of
liberty, can be
preserved to any
people, but by...a
frequent recurrence to
fundamental
principles.

George Mason (1776)

Center for Civic
Education
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AND CONTENT SUMMARY
PART I

K - 4 5 - 8 9 -12

I. WHAT IS GOVERNMENT
AND WHAT SHOULD IT DO?

I. WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE,
POLITICS, AND GOVERNMENT?

I. WHAT ARE CIVIC LIFE,
POLITICS, AND GOVERNMENT?

Defining government Defining civic life, politics, and
government

Defining civic life, politics, and
government

Defining power and authority

Necessity and purposes of
government

Necessity and purposes of
government

Necessity of politics and
government

Functions of government
Limited and unlimited governments The purposes of politics and

government
The rule of law

Purposes of rules and laws Limited and unlimited governments
Concepts of "constitution"

Evaluating rules and laws The rule of law
Purposes and uses of constitutions

Limited and unlimited governments Civil society and government

Importance of limited government
Conditions under which
constitutional government flourishes

Shared powers and parliamentary
systems

The relationship of limited
government to political and
economic freedom

Concepts of "constitution"
Confederal, federal, and unitary
systems Purposes and uses of constitutions

Conditions under which
constitutional government
flourishes

Shared powers and parliamentary
systems

Confederal, federal, and unitary
systems

Nature of representation

144 Center for Civic
Education
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AND CONTENT SUMMARY
PART II

K - 4 5 - 8 9 -12

H. WHAT ARE THE BASIC II. WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS H. WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS
VALUES AND PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN POUTICAL OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL
OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY? SYSTEM? SYSTEM?

Fundamental values and principles The American idea of constitutional
government

The American idea of constitutional
government

Distinctive characteristics of
American society

American identity

Distinctive characteristics of
American society

How American constitutional
government has shaped the
character of American society

The role of voluntarism in
Diversity in American society American life Distinctive characteristics of

American society

Prevention and management of
conflicts

Diversity in American society
The role of voluntarism in

American identity American life

Promoting ideals
The character of American political
conflict

The role of organized groups in
political life

Fundamental values and principles Diversity in American society

Conflicts among values and
principles in American political and
social life

American national identity and
political culture

Disparities between ideals and
reality in American political and
social life

Character of American political
conflict

Liberalism and American
constitutional democracy

Republicanism and American
constitutional democracy

Fundamental values and principles

Conflicts among values and
principles in American political and
social life

Disparities between ideals and
reality in American political and
social life

Center for Civic
Education 1
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AND CONTENT SUMMARY
PART III

K - 4 5 - 8 9 -12

III. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT III. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT III. HOW DOES THE GOVERNMENT
ESTABLISHED BY THE ESTABLISHED BY THE ESTABLISHED BY THE
CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE CONSTITUTION EMBODY THE
PURPOSES, VALUES, AND PURPOSES, VALUES, AND PURPOSES, VALUES, AND
PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY? DEMOCRACY? DEMOCRACY?

The meaning and importance of Distributing, sharing, and limiting Distributing governmental power
the United States Constitution powers of the national government and preventing its abuse

Organization and major Sharing of powers between the The American federal system
responsibilities of the national national and state governments
government The institutions of the national

Major responsibilities for domestic government
Organization and major and foreign policy
responsibilities of state Major responsibilities of the
governments Financing government through national government in domestic

taxation and foreign policy
Organization and major
responsibilities of local State governments Financing government through
governments taxation

Organization and responsibilities of
Identifying members of government state and local governments The constitutional status of state

and local governments
Who represents you in legislative
and executive branches of your Organization of state and local
local, state, and national
governments

governments

Major responsibilities of state and
The place of law in American
society

local governments

The place of law in American
Criteria for evaluating rules and
laws

society

Judicial protection of the rights of
Judicial protection of the rights of
individuals

individuals

The public agenda
The public agenda

Public opinion and behavior of the
Political communication electorate

Political parties, campaigns, and
elections

Political communication: television,
radio, the press, and political
persuasion

Associations and groups
Political parties, campaigns, and

Forming and carrying out public
policy

elections

Associations and groups

Forming and carrying out public
policy

Center for Civic
Education
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AND CONTENT SUMMARY
PART IV

K - 4 5 - 8 9 -12

IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP IV. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP
OF THE UNITED STATES TO OF THE UNITED STATES TO OF THE UNITED STATES TO

OTHER NATIONS AND TO OTHER NATIONS AND TO OTHER NATIONS AND TO

WORLD AFFAIRS? WORLD AFFAIRS? WORLD AFFAIRS?

Nations Nation-states Nation-states

Interaction among nations Interaction among nation-states Interactions among nation-states

United States' relations with other
nation-states

International organizations

The historical context of United
International organizations States foreign policy

Impact of the American concept of Making and implementing United
democracy and individual rights on
the world

States foreign policy

The ends and means of United
Political, demographic, and
environmental developments

States foreign policy

Impact of the American concept of
democracy and individual rights on
the world

Political developments

Economic, technological, and
cultural developments

Demographic and environmental
developments

United States and international
organizations

Center for Civic
Education I 4 ,
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AND CONTENT SUMMARY
PART V

K - 4 5 - 8 9 -12

V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES OF THE
CITIZEN IN AMERICAN CITIZEO IN AMERICAN CITIZEN IN AMERICAN
DEMOCRACY? DEMOCRACY? DEMOCRACY?

The meaning of citizenship The meaning of citizenship The meaning of citizenship in the
United States

Becoming a citizen Becoming a citizen
Becoming a citizen

Rights of individuals Personal rights
'arsonal rights

Responsibilities of individuals Political rights
Political rights

Dispositions that enhance citizen
effectiveness and promote the
healthy functioning of American
democracy

Economic rights

Scope and limits of rights

Personal responsibilities

Economic rights

Relationships among personal,
political, and economic rights

Forms of participation
Civic responsibilities Scope and limits of rights

Political leadership and public
service

Selecting leaders

Dispositions that enhance citizen
effectiveness and promote the
healthy functioning of American
constitutional democracy

Personal responsibilities

Civic responsibilities

Participation in civic and political
life and the attainment of individual
and public goals

Dispositions that lead the citizen to
be an independent member of
society

The difference between political
and social participation

Dispositions that foster respect for
individual worth and human dignity

Forms of political participation
Dispositions that incline the citizen
to public affairs

Political leadership and public
service

Dispositions that facilitate
thoughtful and effective
participation in public affairs

Knowledge and participation
The relationship between politics
and the attainment of individual
and public goals

The difference between political
and social participation

Forms of political participation

Political leadership and careers in
public service

Knowledge and participation

1 4 S
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ILLUSTRATIVE PERFORMANCE STANDARD

Performance standards are statements of criteria for determining desirable levels
of achievement of content standards. They specify "how good is good enough."

Students can demonstrate their achievement of content standards in various ways,
such as:

written performances, including short answer, multiple choice, and essay
examinations; research papers
oral performances, including oral reports, participation in simulated public
hearings, mock trial and appellate court proceedings, panel discussions, and
debates
participatory activities, including serving as participant/leader in
committee meetings, panel discussions, student government, student courts,
and civic organizations

visual and audio presentations, including charts, graphs, diagrams,
models, portfolios, video and audio tapes

Regardless of the means (e.g., written essay, oral presentation) chosen to
demonstrate achievement of a content standard, students' responses should give
evidence that they have understood major concepts, know relevant historical and
contemporary conditions and developments, and, where applicable, can use what
they have learned to evaluate, take, and defend positions on current issues.

The performance standard that follows is presented to illustrate what performance
standards are and how they relate to content standards. These performance
standards will specify appropriate levels of increasingly sophisticated student
responses, each building on the previous response. For example, in the following
illustrative performance standard from grades 9-12, the

basic level provides c iteria to determine if students can explain the
essential characteristics of limited and unlimited governments and identify
at least one historical and contemporary example of such governments

proficient level provides criteria to determine if, in addition to satisfying
the basic level, students can explain the differences between such forms of
limited governments as constitutional democracies and such forms of
unlimited governments as authoritarian and totalitarian systems
advanced level provides criteria to determine if, in addition to satisfying
criteria for the basic and proficient levels, students can demonstrate a deeper
understanding of the characteristics of these types of governments including,
for example, the role of civil society in limited and unlimited governments
and the role of ideology in authoritarian and totalitarian regimes

Center for Civic
Education
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Illustrative Performance Standard (9-12)

Content standard
1. Limited and unlimited governments. Students should be able to explain the

essential characteristics of limited and unlimited governments.

To achieve this standard students should be able to

describe the essential characteristics of limited and unlimited governments
limited governments have established and respected restraints on their
power, e.g.,

constitutional governmentgovernments characterized by legal limits
on political power

unlimited governments are those in which there are no regularized and
effective means of restraining their power, i.e.,

authoritarian systemsgovernments in which political power is
concentrated in one person or a small group, and individuals and
groups are subordinated to that power
totalitarian systemsmodern forms of extreme authoritarianism in
which the government attempts to control every aspect of the lives of
individuals and prohibits independent associations

identify historical and contemporary examples of limited and unlimited
governments and explain their classification, e.g.,

limited governmentsUnited States, Great Britain, Botswana, Japan,
Israel, Chile
unlimited governmentsNazi Germany, Imperial Japan, Spain under
Franco, Argentina under Peron, Iraq under Hussein, Iran

Performance standard
BASIC LEVELTo demonstrate a basic level of proficiency, a student's response
should include the following major characteristics of limited and unlimited
government and provide at least one historical and contemporary example of each

type of government.

LIMITED GOVERNMENTS UNLIMITED GOVERNMENTS

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS

Constitutional governments Non-constitutional governments

powers effectively restricted by constitutions and
other laws, e.g.,

goals of government and means used to attain
them do not violate the constitution
effective limits on police/court powers
limits on powers of executive and legislatures
laws apply to governors as well as the governed

constitutional restraints, if any, not effective e.g.,

police power not effectively limited
courts controlled by executive
executive not restricted by a legislature or
the courts

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES

the United States

Great Britain 2

Italy under Mussolini

Spain under Franco

CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES

Israel

Japan

Iraq

Libya

Center for Civic
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PROFICIENT LEVELTo demonstrate a proficient level of performance, a
student's response should include the basic characteristics and the following
additional characteristics of limited and unlimited governments.

LIMITED GOVERNMENTS UNLIMITED GOVERNMENTS

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS

Constitutional governments Non-constitutional governments

institutional devices used to limit powers, e.g.,
written or unwritten constitutions
independent judiciaries
checks and balances
separation of powers

a bill of rights
regular, free, and fair elections

powers are limited to the purposes specified in a
constitution, e.g., the protection of individual
rights and promotion of the common good

Authoritarian systems
unlimited authority exercised by an individual
or group

individual rights subordinated to state
no regularized and effective restraints on
powers of government, e.g.,

no popularly elected assembly
no free elections
no independent judiciary

Totalitarian systems
government attempts to control every aspect of
the lives of individuals and prohibits
independent associations
government use of intimidation and terror

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES

Authoritarian systems
Canada Russia under the Czars

Australia Japan under the military in the 1930s

New Zealand Totalitarian systems
United States Soviet Union under Stalin

Germany under Hitler

China under Mao

Romania under Ceausescu

Cambodia under Pol Pot

North Korea under Kim-II-sung

CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES

Authoritarian systems
Botswana Kenya

Japan Myanmar (Burma)

Denmark Totalitarian systems
Venezuela Cuba under Castro
United States Iraq under Saddam Hussein
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ADVANCED LEVELTo demonstrate an advanced level ofperformance, a
student's response should include the basic and proficient characteristics and the
following additional characteristics of limited and unlimited governments.

LIMITED GOVERNMENTS UNLIMITED GOVERNMENTS

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS

Constitutional governments Non-constitutional governments

provide protection of a private sphere of life free
from unreasonable interference from government
active presence of more than one political party;

'concept of loyal opposition*
active presence of civil society composed of
numerous nongovernmental organizations and
groups

Authoritarian systems
often military or quasi-military in character

a often nationalistic/fundamentalist
a ban organizations deemed to be a threat

civil society restricted in accordance with the
interests of the regime

Totalitarian systems
ideology as a secular religion
control of education, literature, the arts, religion,
and mass communication

a control or bans on travel and emigration

a few centers of power/influenceoutside the
ruling party (e.g., armed forces, scientific elite)
may be permitted
civil society non-existent, because independent
organizations and associations are not allowed

iCenter for Civic
Education 1 5
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affirmative action. Policy or program
designed to redress historic injustices
committed against racial minorities and other
specified groups by making special efforts to
provide members of these grc ups with access to
educational and employment opportunities.

alien. Anyone not a citizen of the country in
which he or she lives.

amendment (constitutional). Changes in, or
additions to, a constitution. Proposed by a
two-thirds vote of both houses ocCongress or by
a convention called by Congress at the request
of two-thirds of the state legislatures. Ratified
by approval of three-fourths of the states.

anarchy. Absence of formal legal order; also the
social context in which legitimate political
authority does not exist.

Articles of Confederation. First constitution
of the United States, 1781. Created a weak
national government, replaced in 1789 by the
Constitution of the United States..

authority. Right to control or direct the actions
of others, legitimized by law, morality, custom,
or consent.

Bill of Rights. First ten amendments to the
Constitution. Ratified in 1791, these
amendments limit governmental power and
protect basic rights and liberties of individuals.

Bill of Rights of 1689. See English Bill of
Rights.

British constitution. Framework for running
the British government. The British
constitution is unwritten, consisting of common
law, acts of Parliament, and political customs
and traditions.

Brown v. Board of Education (1954).
Supreme Court case which declared that
"separate- but - equal" educational facilities are
inherently unequal and therefore a violation of
equal protection of the law guaranteed by the
Fourteenth Amendment.

bureaucracy. Organizations that implement
government policies.

15

cabinet. Secretaries, or chief adm, strators, of
the major departments of the federal
government. Cabinet secretaries are appointed
by the president with the consent of the Senate.

caste system. Divisions in society based on
differences of wealth, inherited rank, privilege,
profession, or occupation.

chauvinism. Fanatical patriotism, blind
devotion to and belief in the superiority of one's
group.

checks and balances. Constitutional
mechanisms that authorize each branch of
government to share powers with the other
branches and thereby check their activities. For
example, the president may veto legis1P".Dn
passed by Congress, the Senate must confirm
major executive appointments, and the courts
may declare acts of Congress unconstitutional.

citizen. Member of a political society who
therefore owes allegiance to and is entitled to
protection by and from the government.

citizenship. Status of being a member of a
state, one who owes allegiance to the
government and is entitled to its protection and
to political rights.

civil law. Body of law that deals with the
private rights of individuals, as distinguished
from criminal law.

civil liberties. Areas of personal freedom with
which governments are constrained from
interfering.

civil rights. Protections and privileges given to
all U.S. citizens by the Constitution and Bill of
rights.

civil rights laws. Laws passed by Congress or
state legislatures designed to protect the rights
of individuals to fair treatment by private
persons, groups, organizations, businesses, and
government.

civil rights movements. Continuing efforts to
gain the enforcement of the rights guaranteed
to all citizens by the Constitution.

Center for Civ;.:
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Civil War Amendments. Thirteenth,
Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments,
passed following the Civil War. They freed the
slaves, granted them citizenship, and
guaranteed them the rights of citizens.

class system. System in which members of
social classes are prevented from moving into
other classes.

clear and present danger. Standard used to
justify limitations on speech that will lead
directly to harm to others.

colonial charters. Documents granting
authority to the original colonies by the British.

common law. Body of unwritten law developed
in England from judicial decisions based on
custom and earlier judicial decisions. It
constitutes the basis of the English legal system
and became part of American law.

common or public good. Benefit or interest
of a politically organized society as a whole.

compact. See covenant.

concurrent powers. Powers that may be
exercised by both the federal government and
the state governmentsfor example, levying
taxes, borrowing money, and spending for the
general welfare.

consent of the governed. Agreement by the
people to set up and live under a government.
According to the natural rights philosophy, all
legitimate government must rest on the consent
of the governed.

constitutionalism. Idea that the powers of
government should be distributed according to
a written or unwritten constitution and that
those powers should be effectively restrained by

the constitution's provisions.

covenant. Binding agreement made by two or
more persons or parties; compact.

criminal law. Branch of law that deals with
disputes or actions involving criminal penalties
(as opposed to civil law), it regulates the conduct
of individuals, defines crimes, and provides
punishment for criminal acts.

delegated powers. Powers granted to the
national government under the Constitution, as
enumerated in Articles I, II, and III.

Center for Civic
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democracy. Form of government in which
political control is exercised by all the people,
either directly or through their elected
representatives.

divine right. Theory of government that holds
that a monarch receives the right to rule directly
from God and not from the people.

domestic tranquility. Internal peacefulness;
lack of disturbance within a country.

due process of law. Right of every citizen to
be protected against arbitrary action by
government.

English Bill of Rights. An act passed by
Parliament in 1689 which limited the power of
the monarch. This document established
Parliament as the most powerful branch of the
English government.

enumerated powers. Powers that are
specifically granted to Congress by Article I,
Section 8 of the Constitution.

equal protection clause. Fourteenth
Amendment provision that prohibits states
from denying equal protection of the laws to all
peoplethat is, discriminating against
individuals in an arbitrary manner, such as on
the basis of race.

equal protection of the law. Idea that no
individual or group may receive special
privileges from nor be unjustly discriminated
against by the law.

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). Placed
before Congress in 1923, the ERA stated that
"Equal rights under the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States or any State
on account of sex." ERA passed Congress in
1972, but the required three-quarters of the
states failed to ratify it. Time for its adoption
expired in 1982.

equality of opportunity. An equal chance for
all persons in such areas as education,
employment, and political participation.

established church or established religion.
Official, state-sponsored religion.

establishment clause. Clause in the First
Amendment that says the government may not
set up, or establish, an official religion.
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ethnicity. Group of people that can be
identified within a larger culture or society on
the basis of such factors as religion, ancestry, or
language.

European Union (EU). Successor
organization to the "European Community,"
itself successor to the European Economic
Community (EEC), also known as the European
"Common Market."

excise taxes. Taxes on the manufacture, sale,
or consumption of a manufactured article within
a country.

exclusionary rule. Judicial doctrine based on
the Fourth Amendment's protection against
illegal searches and seizures, which provides
that evidence obtained illegally may not be us d
in a trial.

executive power. Power of the president to
implement and enforce laws.

federal judiciary. Nine members of the U.S.
Supreme Court and approximately five hundred
judges appointed by the president and approved
by the Senate for the federal courts created by
Congress. The judges are divided among
ninety-four district courts and twelve courts of
appeal (the "constitutional courts") and a
number of specialized courts, such as tax and
military courts (the "legislative courts").

federal supremacy clause. Article VI of the
Constitution providing that the Constitution
and all federal laws and treaties shall be the
"supreme Law of the Land." Therefore, all
federal laws take precedence over state and
local laws.

federal system (or federalism). Form of
political organization which governmental
power is divided between a central government
and territorial subdivisionsin the United
States, among the national, state, and local
governments.

federalists. Advocates of a strong national
government and supporters of adoption of the
U.S. Constitution.

feudalism. Political and economic system in
which a king or queen shared power with tht
nobility who required services from the common
people in return for allowing them to use the
noble's land.
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foreign policy. Policies of the federal
government directed to matters beyond U.S.
borders, especially relations with other
countries. Much domestic policy has foreign
policy implications.

Founders. People who played important roles
in the development of the national government
of the United States.

Framers. Delegates to the Philadelphia
Convention held in 1787 and those who wrote
and ratified the Bill of Rights.

franchise. Right to vote.

free exercise clause. Clause in the First
Amendment that says the government shall
make no law prohibiting the free practice of
religious beliefs.

freedom of assembly. Freedom of people to
gather together in public.

freedom of conscience. Freedom of belief.
Many consider freedom of conscience rn
absolute right, one that has no limitations.

freedom of expression. Refers to the
freedoms of speech, press, assembly, and
petition that are protected by the First
Amendment.

freedom of petition. Freedom to present
requests to the government without reprisal.

freedom of the press. Freedom to print or
publish without government interference.

freedom of religion. Freedom to worship as
one pleases.

freedom of speech. Freedom to express
oneself, either verbally or non-verbally, that is,
symbolically.

fundamental rights. Rights considered to be
essential.

general welfare. Good of society as a whole;
common or public good.

general welfare clause. Clause in Article I,
Section 6 of the Constitution that gives
Congress power to provide for "the general
welfare of the United States."

Center for Civic
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government. Institutions and procedures
through which a territory and its people are
ruled.

habeas corpus. Court order demanding that
the individual in custody be brought into court,
and shown the cause for detention. Habeas
corpus is guaranteed by the Constitution and
can be suspended only in cases of rebellion or
invasion.

"hate" speech. Speech that is intentionally
deeply offensive to a racial, ethnic, religious, or
other group, seeking to condemn or dehumanize
members of such a group.

higher law. In describing a legal system, refers
to the superiority of one set oflaws over another.
For example, the Constitution is a higher law
than any federal or state law. In natural rights
philosophy, it means that natural law and
divine law are superior to laws made by human
beings.

House of Commons. One of two houses of the
English Parliament; represents the common
people.

House of Lords. One of two houses of the
English Parliament, represents the nobility.

ideology. Combined doctrines, assertions, and
intentions of a social or political group that
justify its behavior.

impeachment. Power of Congress to remove
the president, vice president, federal judges,
and other federal officers from office.

incorporation. Process by which the Supreme
Court interpreted the Fourteenth Amendment
to extend the Bill of Rights to include
protections against actions of the state
governments.

individual rights. Rights possessed by
individuals as opposed to those rights claimed
by groups.

institution (political). Organizations such as
Congress, the presidency, and the court system
that play a significant role in the making,
carrying out, and enforcing laws and managing
conflicts about them.

interest group. Organized body of individuals
who share some goals and try to influence public
policy to meet those goals.
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international law. Customs, treaties,
agreements, and rules that govern relations
among nations.

judicial power. Power to manage conflicts
about the interpretation and application of the
law.

judicial review. Doctrine that permits the
federal courts to declare unconstitutional, and
thus null and void, acts of the Congress, the
executive, and the states. The precedent for
judicial review was established in the 1803 case
of Marbury v. Madison.

junta. Group of persons controlling a
government, especially after a revolutionary
seizure of power.

justice. Fair distribution of benefits and
burdens, fair correction of wrongs and injuries,
or use of fair procedures in gathering
information and making decisions

law of nature (or natural law). As used by
natural rights philosophersa moral rule
discovered by the use of reason, which everyone
should obey at all times and places.

legislative power. Power :e make laws.

legitimacy. Acceptance as right and proper.

loyal opposition. Idea that opposition to a
government is legitimate; organized opponents
to the government of the day.

Magna Carta. Document signed by King John
of England in 1215 A.D. that guaranteed certain
basic rights. Considered the beginning of
constitutional government in England.

majority rule. Rule by more than half of those
participating in a decision

Marbury v. Madison (1803). Casein which the
Supreme Court held that it had the power f
judicial review over acts of Congress.

Marshall Plan. U.S. foreign policy, named
after Secretary of State, George C. Marshall,
which gave substantial aid to Western
European countries after World War II
(1948-52) to rehabilitate their economies,
ensuring the survival of democratic institutions.
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Mayflower Compact. Document drawn up by
the Pilgrims in 1620 while on The Mayflower
before landing at Plymouth Rock. The Compact
provided a legal basis for self-government.

minority rights. Rights of any group less than
a majority.

monarchy. Government in which political
power is exercised by a single ruler under the
claim of divine or hereditary right.

national security. Condition of a nation's
safety from threats, especially threats from
external sources

natural rights. Belief that individuals are
naturally endowed with basic human rights;
those rights that are so much a part of human
nature that they cannot be taken away or given
up, as opposed to rights conferred by law. The
Declaration of Independence states that these
natural rights include the rights to "Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness."

Nineteenth Amendment. Amendment to the
Constitution, ratified in 1920, guaranteeing
women the right to vote.

Ninth Amendment. This amendment states,
in effect, that the Bill of Rights is only a partial
listing of the people's rights.

nobility. Group of persons having legally
recognized titles, usually of a hereditary nature,
who compose the aristocracy in a society. In
Great Britain, the nobility is represented in the
House of Lords.

OAS. Organization of American States, an
international governmental organization
formed by the states of North and South
America for the protection of mutual security
and interests.

political culture. Fundamental beliefs and
assumptions of a people about how government
and politics should operate.

political efficacy. Belief that one can be
effective and have an impact on public affairs.

political ideology. Organized, coherent set of
attitudes about government and public policy.

political party. Any group, however loosely
organized, that seeks to elect government
officials under a given label.
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political philosophy. Study of ideas about
government and politics.

political rights. Rights to participate i the
political process.

preamble. Introduction to a formal document
that explains its purpose.

principle. Basic rule that guides or influences
thought or action.

private (or personal) domain. Areas of an
individual's life that are not subject to
governmental control.

private property. Property belonging to a
particular person or persons as opposed to the
public or the government.

public good. See common good.

public service. Service to local, state, or
national communities through appointed or
elected office.

Puritan ethic. Belief in the primacy of
religious duty, work, conscience, and
self-restraint in the life of the individual.
Traditionally associated with economic
individualism.

representative democracy. Form of
government in which power is held by the people
and exercised indirectly through elected
representatives who make decisions.

republican government. System of
government in which power is held by the voters
and is exercised by elected representatives
responsible for promoting the common welfare.

revolution. Complete or drastic change of
government and the rules by which government
is conducted.

Roman Republic. Society whose origins were
in Rome, dating from 509 B.C. to 27 B.C. Rome
served as the model for the theory of classical
republicanism.

royalty. Kings, queens, and members of their
families. Royalty can also refer to that part of
the government that represents the monarch.

rule of law. Principle that every member of a
society, even a ruler, must follow the law.
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"rule of men." Ability of government officials
and others to govern by their personal whim or
desire. Opposed to the "rule of law."

separation of church and state. Concept that
religion and government should be separate;
basis for the establishment clause of the First
Amendment.

separation of powers. Division of
governmental power among several institutions
that must cooperate in decision making.

social contract (compact). Agreement
among all the people in a society to give up part
of their freedom to a government in return for
protection of their natural rights. A theory
developed by Locke to explain the origin of
legitimate government.

social equality. Absence of inherited or
assigned titles of nobility or of a hierarchical
caste or class social system.

sovereignty. Ultimate, supreme power in a
state; in the United States, sovereignty rests
with the people.

suffrage. Right to vote.

supremacy clause. Article VI, Section 2, of the
Constitution, which states that the
Constitution, laws passed by Congress, and
treaties of the United States "shall be the
supreme law of the land," binding on the states.

time, place, and manner restrictions.
Government regulations which place
restrictions on free speech. These regulations,
specifying when, where, and in what way speech
is allowed, are applied when unrestricted free
speech will conflict with the rights of others.

treaty. Formal agreement between sovereign
nations to create or restrict rights and
responsibilities. In the U.S. all treaties must be
approved by a two-thirds vote in the Senate.
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"unalienable" "(inalienable) rights.
Fundamental rights of the people that may not
be taken away. A phrase used in the Virginia
Declaration of Rights and the Declaration of
Independence.

unenumerated rights. Rights which are not
specifically listed in the Constitution or Bill of
Rights, but which have been recognized and
protected by the courts.

unitary government. A government system in
which all governmental authority is vested in a
central government from which regional and
local governments derive their powers.
Examples are Great Britain and France, as well
as the American states within their spheres of
authority.

United Nations. International organization
comprising most of the nations of the world,
formed in 1945 to promote peace, security, and
economic development.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
International declaration of rights adopted by
the United Nations in 1948.

veto. Constitutional power of the president to
refuse to sign a bill passed by Congress, thereby
preventing it from becoming a law. The
president's veto may be overridden by a
two-thirds vote of both the Senate and House of
Representatives.

World Court. Court in The Hague, the
Netherlands, set up by the United Nations
Treaty to which nations may voluntarily submit
disputes.
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A
adversary system 67, 117
affirmative action 60, 70, 120, 130
aliens See noncitizens
American beliefs 27, 55, 103-04

about government 23, 25, 112
about themselves 23

American constitutional democracy 38, 117, 133
(see also American ideals; American society;
values and principles)

and importance of 58-9, 68
diversity 22-3, 25-7, 55-7, 59, 101-03, 105,

108
loyal opposition 82, 104
political and social participation 35, 37-9,

80-2, 134, 136
political leadership 39, 81-2, 135-36
public service 39, 78, 81-3, 132, 135-36

federalism and 108
functions of leadership in 81, 136
institutions of government in 100, 108
liberalism and 105-06
philosophical traditions of 105
republicanism and 105, 107
responsibilities of citizens in 77, 127, 131,

135
rights of citizens in 75, 77, 129, 132
role of knowledge in 82-3, 128
traits of public character necessary for 79,

132-33
American ideals

and founding of nation 27, 58
disparities between, and reality 60, 109
promotion of 17, 27, 29-30, 105, 107, 125

American political system 75, 128
foundations of 53
opportunities for choice and participation in

68, 117, 119
American political tradition 72, 124
American Revolution 73, 122, 124
American society 26, 56-7, 66, 99, 100, 103,

115-16, 125 (see also American constitutional
democracy)

characteristics of 23, 54-5, 101-02
frontier influence on 54-5, 101-02
role of citizens in 58, 106

Amendment(s) to U.S. Constitution
Bill of Rights See Bill of Rights
First 49
Tenth 111, 114
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Fourteenth 95, 114, 116
Sixteenth 63, 113
Seventeenth 107
Nineteenth 49

anarchy 48
Articles of Confederation 52, 99
associations and groups 69, 70, 119-20 (see also

civil society; voluntary associations)
authoritarian government 47, 92
authority, political

definition of 16, 90
proper use of 45, 89
sources of 16

B
Bill of Rights 19, 23, 25, 53-4, 72-3, 75-6, 99-100,

104, 110, 114, 124, 128-29
Bill of Rights of 1689 (English) 99
Brown v. Board of Education 66, 116

C
campaigns 38-9, 68-9, 80, 82, 117, 119
character

traits of public and private 79, 80, 89
checks and balances 54, 59, 108, 112, 129.30
choice 21, 25-6, 36, 56, 68-9, 117, 133
church 54, 59, 72, 108, 110, 122
citizens 9

participation of See civic participation
privacy of 21, 27, 77, 128, 131
responsibilities of 77-8
rights of 19, 36, 67, 75-6, 128-30 (see also

rights)
economic 21, 36, 73, 75-7, 128-30
personal 21, 36, 75-8, 128-29
political 21, 36, 76, 128-30

role of 55, 69, 74-5, 82, 102
citizenship (see also naturalization)

establishment of 35-6
meaning of 35, 74, 127
requirements of 75, 128

city councils 15, 27, 31, 39, 46, 64, 114
civic culture 56, 103 (see also political culture)
civic dispositions (public and private character

traits) 37, 79, 132-33
civic life 7, 45, 80

relationship between, and priVate/personal
life 45, 81, 89, 91, 107, 134
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civic participation 32, 38-9, 66, 68-70, 78, 80-3,
106, 117-20, 132-7

distinction between social and political 81
forms of 38, 82, 136
opportunities for 38, 56-7, 61, 63, 68-9, 80-1,

93, 110-11, 117, 119, 134, 136
civic responsibilities 36-7, 77-8, 131-32
civic mindedness/civic virtue 37-8, 60, 105, 107,

132-34
civil rights 56-8, 60, 63, 69, 76, 104, 129
Civil Rights Movement 82, 95, 109, 136
civil society 7

definition of 47, 68, 91, 117
limited government and 93
political power and 136

classical republicanism 8, 73, 105, 107
Cold War 122
common good 77, 80, 82, 105, 131, 134 (see also

classical republicanism; public good)
promotion of, by government 17, 19, 22-3,

27-9, 31, 33, 38, 46-9, 53, 56, 59-60, 67, 74,
91, 95, 100, 107-08, 110, 115-16,

common law 92, 99, 129
compelling government interest 77, 130
confederal system 52, 98
conflict 18, 25-7, 29-30, 36, 45, 54, 56-7, 68, 71-3,

89-90, 92, 101, 103-05, 111, 121-22 (see also
political conflict)

among values and principles 58-59, 70, 105,
107-08, 120, 128, 130-31

resolution 68, 117
Congress 29, 32, 46, 49, 51, 61-2, 65, 69, 72, 96,

107, 110, 116, 119, 123
House of Representatives 112
Senate 51, 61-2, 72, 112, 123
consent of the governed 16, 107

constitution 7, 19, 22, 25, 28-30, 35, 61-4, 72-3,
76, 111-12, 123 (see also U.S. Constitution,
state constitutions)

and core values 95
as higher law 48-9, 53, 94, 100
as vehicle for change 95
concepts of 49, 94
German 49, 94-5
Japanese 49, 94, 95
majority rule/minority rights and 23, 57,

100, 104
purposes of 53, 94-5
written 28, 53, 99, 100
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constitutional democracy 18, 58-9, 105-08 (see
also American constitutional democracy)

and an independent judiciary 117, 129
citizenship in 74 -5, 77, 79-83, 27, 131-36

constitutional government 47, 49, 53, 59, 91-2,
94, 99-100, 108, 117, 129-30

alternative ways of organizing 50-1, 96-8
conditions necessary for 48, 50, 94-5

D
Declaration of Independence 22-3, 25, 53, 57-8,

72-3, 75-6, 99, 104-06, 124, 128-29
delegated or enumerated powers 54
democratic institutions

campaigns, elections, voting as 38-9, 68-9,
80, 82, 117, 119, 134

diplomacy 34, 71-2, 121, 123
discrimination 25-6, 29, 54, 101, 109
distribution of powers

under U.S. Constitution 111
diversity 22-3, 55, 59, 101-02

benefits of 25-6, 56, 103, 105, 108
conflict about 26-7, 56-7, 103
costs of 26

domestic policy 112
due process

of law 54, 67, 117, 128

E
education 19, 23, 30, 64, 68, 81, 101, 114, 120

importance of 24
universal public 55, 102, 105

elections 30, 35, 38, 68-9, 80, 82, 93, 97, 106,
114, 117, 119, 134 (see also representation,
proportional)

electoral systems 96, 98
English Bill of Rights (1689) 99
equal protection of the law 24, 54, 115-16, 128
equal rights 35, 70, 74, 127, 136
equality 58-60, 105 (see also social equality)

of opportunity 22-4, 104-06, 108
ethnic conflict 56
ethnicity 25-7, 55-7, 72, 74, 98, 101, 103, 122,

125, 127
executive branch of government 29-30, 32, 61-2,

65, 116
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F
fascism See authoritarian government
federal courts 62, 68, 72, 112, 117, 123
federal system 52, 62, 64, 98, 100, 111

sharing of power within 52, 62, 98, 111
units of 112

federalisrri 59, 100, 108, 110-11
Federalist, The 58, 104
foreign policy 112-13, 121-24 (see also world

affairs)
making of U.S. 123

Founders 81, 133, 135
freedom (see also liberty; rights)

economic 21, 36, 73, 75-7, 91, 93-4, 129-30
of movement and residence 75, 128
of speech 23, 54, 76-7, 93, 129-31

limits on 54
of the press 23, 54, 69, 76-7, 93, 118, 129, 131
personal 21, 36, 75-7, 89, 128-31
political 20-1, 36, 38-40, 69, 76-7, 82, 91,

93-4, 107, 128-30, 136
religious (and conscience) 20-1, 26, 29, 55,

75, 79, 101, 128, 134

G
general welfare 53-4
Gettysburg Address 22, 57-8, 104
government (see also federal system; limited

government; national government; state and
local govei nment; unlimited government)

accountability of 20, 61
and rule of law 18, 23, 47-8, 59, 66, 91-2,

108, 115-16
authority for 16, 22, 28, 106
definition of 15-6, 20-1, 45, 47, 53, 89, 91, 94
evaluation of other nations' 48
financing of 30-1, 63-5, 113
formal institutions of 15, 68, 89, 90, 117
functions of 15, 17-8, 28-9, 61, 63-5, 74
influencing and monitoring by citizens 6, 36,

38-9, 47, 61, 68-9, 70, 82, 90-3, 101, 110-11,
115, 117, 120, 136

necessity of 17, 46
organization of 28, 50-1, 62, 65, 100
participation in 28, 38-9, 80-1, 136-7
purposes of 17, 20, 23, 28, 36, 45-6, 53, 75,

89, 128
self 59, 108
systems of government 47, 50-2

global developments/concerns See world affairs

H
habeas corpus 54, 67, 117
higher law

and the constitution 48-9, 53, 94, 100
human dignity 37, 79, 132-33
human rights See rights

I
ideals See American ideals
identity 25, 57

American 25, 54, 56-7, 101-03
immigration 54-5, 63, 73, 101-02, 125
impeachment 110, 112
income tax See taxation
individual responsibilities 37, 79, 133
individual rights See rights
individualism 55, 102
interest groups 38, 39, 68, 69, 82, 101, 119-20,

123
international affairs See world affairs
international law See law
international organizations 71-3, 122, 126
international political developments 124

cultural 125
economic 125
environmental 125
technological 125

interstate commerce 62, 111, 114

J
Judeo-Christian ethic 55, 102
judicial branch of government 29, 62, 112
judicial protections 67-8, 117

access to 60
judicial review 112, 117
justice 17, 22, 36, 53, 59, 60, 108
juvenile justice system 67

L
labor disputes See political conflict
labor unions 39, 45, 69, 76, 101, 129
law (see also rule of law)

civil 66, 115-16
criminal 66, 115-16
constitutional 19, 28, 48, 53-4, 63-4, 66, 94,

100, 114-16
evaluating 19, 67
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international 33-4, 71-2, 92, 121-22
role of 17-9, 29-30, 46, 62, 66, 92-3, 115-16
sources of 15-6, 18, 92

legal system
American dependence on 66, 115-16
and conflict management 66, 115

legislative branch of government 28, 30, 32, 51,
61-2, 64-5, 97, 112-13, 115 (see also Congress)

legislative hearings 67
liberal democracy 106-07
liberalism 8

Declaration of Independence and 105
The Enlightenment and 105-06

liberty 17, 22-3, 33, 46, 53, 58-60, 66, 95, 99,
105-08, 111, 115-16, 136

limited government
differences between, and unlimited

government 19-20, 47, 91-2
essential characteristics of 19-20, 47, 91-2
importance of 20-1, 100
major forms of 48, 50-2, 92, 96-8,
political and economic freedoms and 21, 91,

93-4,
local government See state and local government
loyalty (see also patriotism)

to ethnic, religious, tribal, or linguistic
groups 125

to the nation 35
to values and principles 38, 133
transnational 125

M
majority rule 23, 57, 100, 104
Magna Carta 99
Marbury v. Madison 66, 116
market economy 55, 102
media (press, radic, television) 39, 68-9, 118-19,

123
military

and foreign policy 33-4, 71-2, 121-23, 125
and unlimited governments 46
civilian control of 59, 108, 110
service 19

minority rights See rights
moral character See character
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N
nation-states 33, 71, 121, 125

breakdown of order in 72, 122
consequences of conflict in 71, 73, 124
definition of 33
interaction among 34, 71, 121
multiplication of 124

national government (see also government)
distributing, sharing, and limiting power in

61-3, 98-100, 110-11, 114
organization and responsibilities of 15, 29,

63-4, 100-13
representation in 32, 37, 39, 65, 110, 112

national identity See identity
national security 77, 113, 123, 130-31
Native American(s) 54, 101

rights of 56
natural law 92
natural rights philosophy 73, 99
naturalization 36

criteria for 35, 74-5, 127-28
necessary and proper clause 54
nobility

absence of, in American background 54-5,
101

noncitizens 36, 74, 127

parliamentary system 50, 96
characteristics of 51

participation See civic participation
patriotism 22, 38, 59, 80, 108, 133-34
personal responsibilities 37, 78, 131
political action

role of, in American democracy 58, 60, 63,
80, 109, 135

committees (PACs) 119
means of 54, 68-9, 118-19

political authority 59, 90, 108
political communication 69, 118-19
political conflict 56, 105

character of American 57, 103-04
political culture 56, 103-04
political institutions 105, 118
political leadership 39, 81-2, 135-36

selection of 40, 82
political movements 58, 106
political organizations 119
political parties 38-9, 68-9, 80, 82, 117, 119, 136

(see also two party system, third parties)
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political persuasion 118
political process 38, 63, 66, 68-70, 80, 115-18,

134-36
political rights 21
political values and principles See values and

principles
politics 38, 45, 56, 68-9, 72, 80-2, 89, 103, 106,

118-20, 122, 134
definition of 9, 45-6, 90
individual and public goals and 23, 46, 68,
90, 135
international 33-4, 123-24
necessity and purposes of 90

popular culture 105
popular sovereignty 59, 61, 100, 108, 110
poverty 130
power 19-20, 22, 28, 31, 33, 40, 45, 48-52, 54,

57, 59, 61-3, 68, 71, 89-90, 92, 94-6, 100, 104,
112, 117, 119, 121, 123 (see also limited
government; shared powers system)

abuse of 46, 97-8, 110
aggregation and dispersal of 11-11
definition of 16
civil society as locus of 47, 91
limitations on 53, 75, 111

press (see also media)
freedom of 54, 69, 76, 93, 118, 131
influence of 69, 118

principles 17, 22, 25-6, 46, 59, 67, 70, 78, 100,
104, 108, 120, 122, 131-32 (see also values and
principles)

private life 136
relationship between, and civic life 45, 89

property 17-8, 21-3, 45-6, 59, 65-6, 77,
89, 95-6, 98-9, 105, 107, 111, 115-16, 129-31

ownership of 36, 54-5, 76, 93, 101-02
proportional systems 98
proportional voting 129
Protestant Reformation 106
public agenda 68, 117-18
public debate 118
public education 19, 24, 30, 55, 57, 102, 105
public good 59, 78, 132 (see also common good)
public issues 27, 38-9, 69, 75, 78, 82, 128, 132
public life 45, 57, 59-60, 66, 89 (see also civic life)
public opinion 69, 117-19
public policy 118

forming and carrying out of 70, 120, 136
influencing and monitoring of 38-9, 68-70,

82, 115, 117, 120, 136
public service 39, 78, 81-3, 132, 135-36
Puritan ethic 102

R
race riots See political conflict
religion 19, 21, 23, 29, 36, 46, 49, 54-7, 72, 75,

93, 96, 98, 101, 103, 122, 127 (see also
freedom)

role of, in public life 104
representation

alternative forms of 98
bases of 98
basis of 96
issues concerning 112
nature of 98
proportional 96
theories of 98

republic
definition of 107

republican government 100
republicanism 8, 73, 105, 107
responsibility/responsibilities 102

assignment of, by laws and rules 19, 93
of those in authority 20, 28, 95
of state government 30, 64-5
of local government 31, 64-5
of elected officials 32, 40
of citizens 35-7, 50, 74, 77-8, 79, 95, 127,

130, 131-32, 133
of branches of government ill shared powers

systems 51, 96, 97
distribution of, under U.S. Constitution 29,

61, 63, 110-15
rights 36 (see also freedom)

and privileges of citizens 74-5, 128
and responsibilities 27, 36-7, 77, 127
and limited government 20, 47, 91-2
conflicts between 59-60. 77, 128, 131
documentary sources of 75-6
due process 67, 117
economic 21, 36;76, 129
equality of 24, 35-6, 59, 70, 74, 76, 79, 108
guarantees of 28, 48, 94, 107, 132-33
human rights 63, 73, 123, 125
judicial protection of 67, 117
limits on 36, 75
natural, philosophy 73, 99
of association 75, 128, 130, 135
of individuals 17, 36
of noncitizens 35
of the minority 104
personal 21, 36, 75, 128
political 21, 36, 76, 129
promotion of 82
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property 21-23, 36, 46, 53, 55, 59, 66, 76-7,
93, 95, 105, 107, 111, 115-16, 129-31

protection of 18-9, 22.. 27, 29, 67
respect for, of others 38, 79
scope and limits of 77, 130
"unalienable" 106
voting 29

rule of law 47, 66, 92, 115
absence of 48, 116
and government 18
importance of 48

ule of men 48, 92
rules and laws 15 (see also government)

absence of 17
evaluation of 19
purposes of 18

S
school board 15, 39, 46
school prayer 36, 76, 129
separation of church and state 54, 59, 108, 110
separation of powers 112
shared powers system 9, 59, 96-7, 110

and parliamentary systems 51
definition of 50

slavery 54, 58, 95, 101, 106, 111
social equality 54-5, 101
social welfare 55, 101, 102, 120
sovereignty 71 (see also popular sovereignty)
state and local governments

accessibility of 64, 114-15
and conzurrent powers 114
and reserved powers 114
communication with 65
functions of 64-5, 113
organization of 30-1, 64-5, 113-15
powers of 52, 98, 114
relationship with national government 114
responsibilities of 30-1, 65, 114-15
revenue for 31, 115
Tenth Amendment and 111

state constitutions 30, 64, 75-6, 99, 113, 128-29
suffrage

and Native Americans 56
denial of, to women and minority groups 60,

111
movement 58, 82, 109, 136

Supreme Court 29, 50-1, 614., 69, 96, 104, 112,
116
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T
taxation 19, 35, 39, 54, 62, 65, 111

as a shared power 62, 98, 114
as an enumerated power 54
civic responsibility 37, 78, 132
financing of government by 63-5, 113, 130
sources of 30, 64-5, 113, 115
uses of 31, 113

third parties
role of 119

totalitarian government 47, 74, 91-3, 127
treaties 23-4, 54, 61, 63, 71-2, 114, 121, 123
two party system 119

U
United States Constitution 23, 25, 30, 49, 54,

57-8, 61-2, 72, 75-6, 122, 124 (see also rule of
law; rights)

and citizenship 35
definition and importance of 28
distribution of power in 110
Framers of 99
in a diverse society 104
influence of republican ideas on 100, 107
provision for taxation in 63, 113
reserved policies and 114
state constitutions and 64

U.S. u. Nixon 66, 116
unitary systems 50, 52, 96-8
unlimited government 94

essential characteristics of 19-20, 47-8, 91-2
major forms of 47-8

United Nations 33, 73, 122

values 36, 47, 58, 75, 83, 91, 105, 128, 131,
135-36 (see also values and principles)

values and principles 48, 77, 95
and American identity 25, 57
and citizenship 75
and diversity 27, 103
as political culture 56
conflicts about See conflict; political conflict
conflict among 59, 105
definition of 22-3, 25
embodied in the Constitution 48, 50, 53, 73
fundamental 20, 22-3, 58
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leadership and 40
of American democracy 22, 27, 38, 58, 107
on other nations 73
political 57, 103

veto 62, 97, 110, 112
violence 56-7, 60, 103
virtue See civic mindedness
voluntary associations 47, 91, 93, 119 (see also

civil society)
education and social welfare as functions of

55, 101-02
voluntarism 102

American tradition of 23-4, 55, 101

w
war 57, 62, 104
women's political rights 95, 111
world affairs 33, 121-22

international politics 123
political organization of 71, 121
relationship of American politics and

government, to 72, 122
role of international organizations in 71-3,

122, 126
role of the United States in 71, 73, 121, 123

world economy
interdependency of 125

World War 1122
World War H 34, 95, 122-23
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